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9Syllabus

This study investigated navigation needs in Sakonnet Harbor, Little
Compton, Rhode Island, to determine the feasibility of providing
navigation improvements for commercial fishing vessels.

The paramount needs identified are protection of the harbor from waves
and ice and reliable and safe access to all facilities in the harbor.
The provision of adequate navigation facilities will allow the town of
Little Compton to utilize its water resources on a full time, year-round
basis.

Several alternatives were analyzed in an attempt to find the optimal
improvement plan to meet the present and future needs of commercial
fishing activities. The results of this analysis indicate the optimum
plan of improvement at this time consists of a 500-foot rubble-mound 4

breakwater and a channel, 10 feet deep and 110 feet wide, from deep
water in the Sakonnet River to an area at the head of the harbor where
new commercial docking facilities are planned by local interests. The
proposed Federal channel would have a total distance of 1,155 feet.

=4 Based on projected waterway use, the selected plan is economically
justified. Total cost would be $1,800,000. Annual charges of $154,000
when compared to annual project benefits of $249,100 yield a benefit-cost
ratio of i.6to 1. Due to the commercial nature of the project, the cost
would be borne totally by the Federal government.

It is expected that maintenance of the breakwater and channel will be
required every 10 years. Maintenance of the project will be a Federal
responsibility, contingent upon the availability of maintenance funds,
the continiing justification of the project, and the environmental
acceptability of required maintenance activities.

The Division Engineer recommends that, subject to the conditions of
non-Federal cooperation outlined in this report, the foregoing plan of
improvement to Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton, Rhode Island, be adopted.
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Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton
Rhode Island B

DETAILED PROJECT REPORT

INTRODUCT!ON

The economy of southeastern New England is closely associated with the

L abundant fishing resources of the Atlantic Ocean. Commercial fisheries
have been a prime factor in the growth of the historic and familiar ports
of Newport, Galilee, Fall River, and New Bedford; and today supports a

substantial economic activity at these regional centers. Moreover, many
smaller coastal communities which possess good harbors also engage in
commercial fisheries. When the economic impact of these smaller ports is

added to that of the regional ports, it is clear that commercial
fisheries represents a very substantial segment of the total economy of

southeastern New England.

Sakonnet Harbor is one of those smaller ports in the State of Rhode
Island that capitalizes on its proximity to the prime offshore fishing I
grounds of the Atlantic Ocean. Sakonnet Harbor is in an excellent

position to realize additional economic benefits from the commercial
fishing industry caused by the increases in foreign and domestic markets,
and the protection afforded by the 200-mile limit of United States
territorial waters. However, local Interests have identified certain
improvements that they feel must be provided if these benefits are to be I
fully and effectively realized at Sakonnet Harbor. The feasibility of

Federal involvement in providing these Improvements is the subject of
this detailed project report.

i PURPOSE AND AUTHORiTY

i This detailed engineering and economic study, which responds to therequest of the town of Little Compton, Rhode Island, was made to

-determine the cost and economic feasibility of constructing a breakwater
across the northerly approach to Sakonnet Harbor and deepening the major2



= commercial navigation channel. The breakwater improvement has been

requested in order to reduce wave heights and ice floes produced by

northerly and northwesterly winds which cause storm damage to conmercial

and recreational craft alike, effectively restricting the boating season
to summer months. The channel deepening improvement would allow large
muitipurpose offshore boats to use Sakonnet Harbor as a home port for

operations throughout the year.

Senate and House Resolutions of May and September 1976, respectively, and

instructions from the Chief of Engineers on 20 May 1976 initially
provided authority for conducting a study for providing improvements at
Sakonnet Harbor. A Reconnaissance Report was undertaken as the first

step in a general investigation into navigation imor-- nents under this
authority. After preliminary investi*ticns indicated that the proposed

improvements would likely cost less than S2 million it was decided to
proceed with the investigation under the authority and provisions of
Section 107 of the 1960 River and Harbor Act, Public Law Number 86-645,

SCOPE OF STUDY

The scope of this study includes performance of a Comprehensive Water
-E Resources Improvement Study and preparation of a Detailed Project Report

1. Determining the navigational problems and needs of the study
area.

2. Developing alternative improvement plans.

3. Evaluating the economic, engineering, environmental, and social
impacts of the alternative plans.

1 4. Recommending improvements that are economically and
i !engineeringly feasible, environmentally acceptable and socially

beneficial.

-IThe geographical scope of this study is generally limited to Sakonnet

Harbor. In those instances where project impacts eytend beyond the study
area, these impacts have been generally identified and evaluated.

SiUY PARTICIPANTS AND COORDINATION

The preparation of this Detafled Project Report required the close

cooperation of the Corps of Engineers, other Federal agencies, the Little
Compton Town Council, elected officials of State and local governments,

-= the Little Compton Harbor Advisory Board, local commercial fishermen,
businesses, associations, and interested individuals. Coordination began
In 1975 as the Harbor Advisory Board began to explore the possibilities

-of obtaining assistance with which to provide needed improvements at
Sakonnet Harbor.

2



The needs for navigation improvements at Sakonnet Harbor were out-.ned in

_ a report of the Harbor Advisory Board dated 31 January 1976. Subse-
quently, a favorable congressional response was received, and cn 2fl May
1976 the Chief of Engineers directed the New England Division to proceed

with the study under the authority of Section 107 of the 1960 Riv-r andB Harbor Act, as it was determined that the proposed improvements be .r

investigated would meet the necessary criteria for the above Lat -

authority. Local public hearings were conducted by t0 b- r
Board in July of 1976, and on 15 September 1977 an engineering consue:t.t

was retained by the New England Division to perform the study. Close

cooperation between the consultant and the Harbor Advisory ?card wac

maintained throughout the period during which this study was C~nC-'tea.

_THE REPORT

This report is a Detailed Project Report, tbe contents of uH. =

organized in a main report and supporting technical appendicep. -K report consists of five main sections, and is organized as follow-=
_ Problem Identification, Formulation of Preliminary Plans, Assessme- are

Evaluation of Detailed Plans, Comparison of Detailed Plans, and an

Environmental Assessment.

_The report has five appendices which supports the general data provided

in the main report: Appendix 1, ?roblem Identification, augments the

data presented in the first two sections of the main report. Appendix 2

addresses the formulation, assessment, and evaluation of detailed plans.

Appendix 3 presents public views and responses. Appendix 4 contains the

engineering investigations, design, and project cost estimates. Appendix
5, assesses the economic resources of the study area.

PRIOR STUDIES AND REPORTS

A number of previous reports on Sakonnet Harbor, discussed in Appendix 1,
have been prepared by the Corps of Engineers. These reports hv

resulted in approved Federal projects that have p.-z;lded for the 800-foot
long rubble-mound breakwater across the %-ebterly approach to the harbor
and the existing 12-acre anchorage, which is dredged to a minirum depth

of 8 feet mean low water.

M
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FROBLEM IDEN IFICATION

This portion of the report sets forth the rature Pnd sc".' zf

problems necessitating navigation Improve=ents an establ!-hes the

planning objectives and constraints which give direction to subsequent
planning tasks.

NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Planning for navigational improvements in Sakonnet Harbor is based on the
national obiectives of National Economic Development (NED) and

Environmmental Quality (EQ) as set forth in 1973 by the National Water
Resourcen Council in Principles and Standards for Planning Water and
Related Land Resources. The purpose of the Principles and Standards is

to promote the quality of life by planning for the attainment of the

following national objectives:

National Economic Development (NED) Objective -

To enhance national economic developent by Increasing the value of
- the nation's output of goods and services and by Improving national

economic efficiency.

Environmental Quality (EQ) Objective -

To enhance the quality of the environment by the management,
conservation, preservation, creation, restoration, or improvement of

certain natural resources, cultural resources, and ecological systems.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Sakonnet Harbor shown on Plate i is located on the east side of the

entrance to the Sakonnet River about 0.4 miles north of Sakonnet Point in
the town of Little Compton, Rhode Island. It is approximately 900 feet
wide, 1,200 feet long, and 2 to 20 feet deep with an average depth of 8



2 feet. The harbor has capitalized on its strategic location betwee:,

Newport, Rhode Island and New Bedford, Massachusetts; and !its prox.aity

to the prime offshore fishing grounds of the Atlantic Ocean.

At the present time, the harbor is partially protected on the nortr4e&L

by an 800-foot Federal breakwater but is totally exposed on the north to

waves and ice generated in the Sakonnet River (a descrigtL c r

reports and recommendations is located in Appendix 1). As a result.
waves that develop far up the river enter unobstructed into the a -!horae

during the winter season. Thls lack of protection to the nortll
effectively limits wintertime commercial operations, discovragp_
investment in new and modern equipment, and allows storm damages
recreational and com.ercial vessels.

The shallowness of the port discourages fishermen from pvrch'!" -
vessels thereby limiting its commercial development. Crr.?-
the fishing industry favor the employment of vessels 65-feet and >

equipped to change gear that is conducive to alternative fishing mc,,es,

when conditions dictate. The addition of boats of this type would
substantially increase Sakonnet Harbor's total landings, particularly -
finfish during the winter months.

Much of thc seasonal economic activity in Little Compton is centered

around the harbor which is presently utilized by a small locally based
fishing fleet that operates principally in seasons of fair weather.
Several multipurpose fishing boats, as well as commercial longline
fishing vessels operate out of the harbor year-round, but their use from
November to March is severely limited. If fishing boats return to the

port under adverse conditions, they usually move up the Sakonnet River to
more sheltered locations to unload their catch. Marine commerce now
located at Sakonnet Harbor includes trap and gillnet fishing, lobstering

(inshore and offshore), swordfishing, and shellfishing. There are fouri commercial fishing companies presently at the harbor which provide
private dockage for commecial craft. Approximately forty-five commercial

fishing vessels list Sakonnet Harbor as their home port, and another
sixteen transient commercial vessels regularly call at the anchorage.
One hundred eighteen recreational boats use the harbor as home port, and
an estimated 760 transient boats spend an average of one day in port each rICI year.

Sakonnet Harbor currently provides l0 moorings and 25 slips for private
users. An additional 30 small sailboats are stored on shore because of

the lack of mooring spaces and safe mooring conditions. This total of
about 195 craft is supplemented by about 50 skiffs, rowboats, and small
outboard motor boats. There are two launching ramps located at the
harbor and a daily seasonal average of about 15 motor launches and
outtnards use these ramps. There has been little change since 1969 in
the number of transient recreational craft using the harbor because it is
always filled to capacity and there are no new moorings or slips
available. Of the private recreational craft in Sakonnet Harbor, there
are approximately 56 power and sail vessels over 20 feet in length,

5



ranging in draft from 1.0 to 5.5 feet. These privatc recreational
vessels have a total value of $524,000. The remaining boats of the
recreational fleet are from 12 to 20 feet in length and have draftc
between 1.0 and 3.0 feet, and are valued at approxinately $128 600.

Only commercial fishing rivals recreational boating in significance to
the area's economy during the summer months. Sakonnet fishermen
primarily fish for lobster, with 33 of the 45 commercial boats A.eaed fcr

lobstering. The remaining vessels are a mix of power swordfish, trap,
seaweed, or charter vessels. Several -*f the l.bster boats are easily
rigged for gillnetting and trap fishi., when seasonal nd cyclical

changes in fish population make those ,ypes more profitable. These
vessels average approximately 33 feet in length au- 3.5 feet in o
draft. Boats with draft up to 7 feet are able to nw8oiate the hjJj11OL
channel, but only under certain tidal conditions and with a high degree
of risk involved.

The annual landings exclusive of line and sports fishing were estimated
during the 1967-1968 period to be about 5,240,000 pounds of fish and
230,000 pounds of lobsters. No official records were kept at that time

for Sakonnet Harbor, and these estimates were iared by local
officials. Since that time, records have ntained by the National
Marine Fisheries Service of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

In recent years, a substantial decrease it catch has been realized in

comparison with the reported catch levels of 1967-1968. This decline was
the result of a combination of factors, but was due primarily to the
severe depletion of fish populations by efficient and modernized foreign.
trawlers equipped with deep water gear. While the volume of total catch

has remained relatively stable since 1971, the steadiiy increasing unit

price resulting from an increased demand for high protein foods,
increased cost of meat products, and the scarcity of food staples abroad
has prevented a decrease in the commercial value of the landed catch.

Also contributing to the decline in total landings at Sakonnet Harbor has
been the elimination of ocean quahoggLng, due to depletion, from Sakonnet
since 1971. During the period from 1969 to 1971, quahog landings 4
averaged about 46,000 bushels or 460,000 pounds nf meat per year. The

unavailability nf these reso-urces at Sakonnet Harbor acquired added
significance due to the dramatic increase ir demand for ocean quahogs by
seafood pfocessors in Rhode Island and other neighboring states.
However, the availability of surf clams in waters with close proximity to
Sakonnet Point has somewhat offset the economic loss associated with the
decline in quahogging. Landings of surf clams totaled over two million
pounds (shell stock weight) valued at $188,780 in 1978. Local fishermen

have expressed their belief that at the time this supply is exhausted,
the quahog resour q will be somewhat replenished.

-RM-



*ONDITIONS IF NO FEDERAL ACTION TAKEN

Without the implementation of improvements at Sakonnet Harbor to provide

protection of the vessels anchored there, little change in the statub quo
can be expected. The size of the commercial fishing fleet has remirned
static over the last 10 years, due to limits on expansion space and

exposure to the elements. There is little doubt that thIs condition w]i11

continue given the present limited facilities and despite the general
trends toward improved opportunities in ocean fisheries. Over the long

run, it is likely that the condition of the fishing industry in Little
Compton will deteriorate due to an inability to compete with more

efficient operations out of neighboring ports.

The larger, well-established fishing porte at Newport and Gai. C
presently land about 95 percent of the state's total catch, an6 te-

ports should continue to dominate future fishing commerce in Rho-. t

Island. However, probable expansion of the fisning industry 6i.e
replenishment of the resource under the 200-mile limit on territor!"4

waters should allow small harbors to prosper from increased catches ag
well. This possibility would be precluded at Sakonnet Harbor if none of

the considered improvement schemes were adopted. The harbor will

continue to remain almost useless during the period - November to 15

Febraary.

Because conditions at Sakonnet Harbor presently discourage the

modernization of the fishing fleet to include the more efficient and H
productive trawlers capable of gillnetting and longlining on a year-round I

basis, landings at that port cannot be expected to increase significantly
in the absence of physical improvements. Only the 12 boats currently
anchored at Sakonnet with the capability of operating on a year-round

basis would be expected to continue doing so in the future. Similarly,

lobstering would continue on a scale approximately equivalent to that
which exists teday. The trend toward offshore lobstering wo)uld continue,
with Sakonnet s lobstermen either operating out of alternative ports

during winter months or hauling their vessel ashore until spring.

PROBLEMS, NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sakonnet Harbor's exposure and extreme southerly location have made it

susceptible over the years to damage by northerly winds, waves and ice.
This exposure has prevented any substantive expar ion of harbor

facilities. The harbor, therefore, historically h~as served only a

limited role in the area's economy. The future of the harbor clearly
depends on implementation of improvements to provide protection from RI

extreme weather conditions and The dominant winds which enter from the
north. Increased markets for New England lobster and ocean quahogs

provide an opportunity for Sakonnet Harbor to assume a more significant -

role in the regional economy if the desired protection is provided.

The most important and significant improvement required at Sakonnet

Harbor is the provision of a year-round navigation system. With this

7
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improvement, Sakonnet Harbor faces a promlsing future in the expanding

commercial fishing industry.

MThe economic benefits resulting from the provision o yar-roud harbor

accrue to the commercial fishing fleet. Within a shbrt period of time
the commercial operators will be encouraged to modernize and upgrade
their gear and equipment, and scme will even ourchase new bcate. Also

within a few years, new and larger offshore "oats could be added to the
existing fleet, thereby producing signtficant economic bennfits to te
commercial fleet.

Reflecting the needs described -l-. . £J.ie Compton Town Council and

its Harbor Advisory Board have .sqx,' The .olJowln- iipLove :- ' fXr
4- 4.Sakonnet Harbor.

- A breakwater to protect the harbor from heavy seas
and floating ice generated by north and northwest
winds.

- An access channel of sufficient dimensions to serve
the anticipated addition of new multipurpose fishing
vessels.

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS I
Planning constraints are those parameters which can place limitations on

any proposed plan of improvement. As limitations, they are used to
direct plan formulation and restrict impacts cutting across a broad
spectrum of concerns. These concerns may include natural conditions
within the project site, technological states of the art, economic

limits, and legal restrictions.

Through consultation with government agencies and local interests, this

study has identified one issue which may be identified as a planning
constraint.

The town of Little Compton, being predominantly residential, does not

have a road network which would be capable of accommodating large numbers
of heavy construction equipment. The area in which the proposed
breakwater would be constructed can be reached by a one-lane tertiary
road bordered on both sides by private property. Therefore, existing
conditions require that breakwater construction be entirely offshore.

In summary, the only planning constraint identified is:

Limit breakwater construction to offshore activities.

-N
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PLANNING OBJECTIVES

Planning objectives for thiP study were establish-d after carefully1 analyzing the identified concerns regarding the use of water and related

land resources in this study area. The purpose of these planning
objectives is to translate identified needs, opportunities, and pror.2ems
into specific objectives for the study. Planning objectives, as set -

forth herein, will be used in conjunction with planning constraiints in
the development of alternate plans that properly address study objectives
and area needs. The establishment of clearly defined planning obeetives
is also essential in evaluating the various plans that hzve been stzdied.
The relative merit of each plan is determined, in great pcrt, by the
degree to which it addresses and fulfills each planning obJective-

Based on the discussions of problems, needs and ooportuni. -:!e: -r-
presented, two planning objectives have been identified as imn.t rx
guidelines to formulation and evaluation of plans to meet the r '
and study objectives.

2U-1I - Contribute to commercial navigation in Sakonnet Harbor during the
1980-2030 period of analysis.

- Contribute to the year-round utilization of Sakonnet Harbor for
commercial vessels during the 1980-2030 period of analysis.

FORMULATION OF PRELIMINARY PLANS

Systematic consideration of the problems, needs, and opportunities led to
the .ormulation of iternative preliminary plans. These plans, designed
to acteive the planning objectives stated previously, were developed in
light of the planning constraints. State and local objectives were also
paramount considerations in the evaluation of alternative plans.

MANAGEMENT MEASURES

As the basis for formulating alternative plans, a troad range of
management measures can be identified to address one or more of the
planning objectives. Management measures can generally be categorized as
either structural or nonstructural.

9



Striuctural measures would generally involve construction of a navigation

system which would permit year-round utilization of the harbor and

attendant facilities. Nonstructural measures would principally involve

the transference of fishing activities to another harbor which has
adequate protection and capaclty under existing conditions.

Due to the constraints and objectives placed on the project, there are no
feasible means to accomplish the projecc objectives by implementation of
non-structural solutions.

The primary non-structural sulution for the Sakonnet Harbor fishing fleet
is to transfer cxisting and potential commercial ope.-ations to other

+%nearby ports. In relatively ci-se "Haupoy .... y to Sakonnet 'Habor-1-e the
ports of Newport and Galilee on the west and New Beford and Westc;-r on

the east. Newport has recently been the subject of a Federal naviation
improvement study, but no work has been completed due to environmenta

constraints. A Federal navigation improvement was completed in Galilee

in 1976 to allow for further development of the commercial fishing
industry. Presently no additional capacity exists in Galilee for further
expansion.

Further development of the ports of Westport and New Bedford has been

limited by both economic and environmental constraints, and the

possibility for further development of these harbors is remote at best.
Therefore, as an alternative to structural protection of Sakonnet Harbor,
transferring of existing facilities has been eliminated from further
consideration because no capacity now exists in nearby ports and none can
be anticipated in the near future. Further data on non-structural
solutions is provided in Appendix 2.

7Based on the above considerations, it was decided to analyze structural

solutions to solve the present problems in Sakonnet Harbor.

PLAN FORMULATION RATIONALE

The formulation of plans of improvement for Sakonnet Harbor -re

predicated on a standard set of criteria adopted to permit '-e
development and selection of a plan which responds to the problems and

teeds of the area. Each alternative was considered on the basis of its

z. contribution to the planning objectives.

Selection of a specific plan for Sakonnet Harbor is based on technical,
economic, and environmental criteria which would permit a fair and
objective appraisal of the consequences and feasibility of alternative

solutions.

Technical criteria requires that the optimum plan should have facilities
and dimensions adequate to accommodate expected user vessels and have

-ufficient areas both for the maneuvering of boats and the development of 2i

shore facilities.

10



Economic criteria specify that tangible benefits should exceed economic I
costs and that the scope of the project is such as to provide maximum net
benefits.

Environmental criteria involve utilizing available sources of ex-rzis

to identify endangered species of marine life. Furthermore, the use of
natural resources to affect plan utilization as well as adverse social
impacts should be minimized. Environmental criteria require chat

activities attracted to the area after plan implementation should be
consistent with activities of the surrounding area, and that said
activities be environmentally acceptable. The selected plan should
incorporate measures to preserve and protect the environmental , t" of
the project area. Finally, both plan formulation and implenitter! ;

should be coordinated with interested Federal and non-Federa' . .

local groups, and individuals through cooperative efforts, ccnfr ,: s
public meetings, and other procedures.

A
ANALYSIS OF PLANS CONSIDERED IN PRELIMINARY PLANNING

During the early stages of this study, various breakwaters differing in
alignment, size, location, and type were analyzed. Therefore,
preliminary planning generally involved an attempt to identify the most
practical breakwater types, dimensions and alignments to be considered 4n

°detail. 2The various breakwater alignments investigated, shown on Plate 1i,

include the following:

Alternative A - A 750-foot rubble-mound breakwater approximately 100 feet

offshore from a plot of land numbered 36, as shown on the Little Compton
plot plan. This alternative would allow for protection of the harbor
from wind generated waves and ice flows during the winter season. It
would also provide a high degree of protection to the recreational craft
located in the northeastern section of the harbor.

Alternative B - A shortened 500-foot rubble-mound breakwater located as
in Alternative A but approximately 450 feet offshore. This structure is

expected to provide a comparable amount of protectio, to the fishing
fleet but would leave the recr(-,..Lonal craft moored in the northeast

11



anchorage areas exposed to the occasional sl,.ner storm from the northerly
quadrant.

Alternative C - A 600-foot rubble-mound breakwater beginning at The

southwesterly terminus of the Alternetivc B breakwater. This structure
- would not provide a comparable amount of piotection as the other two

alternatives.

Alternative D - A 950-foot rubble-moun2 structure connected to shore to

provide full protection to the commerzial facilities and the easterly
side of the harbor against heaw- seas.

Alternative E - A floating break-ater, capable of 1e1ng raorienre,-

protection against predominant seasonal winds and wae_. Varianca i

this alterantive would al]low for differing lengths to be analyzer.

Alternative F - A steel sheet pile breakwater fo!cwing the sanic

alignments as either Alternative A, B, C or D.

The location of the existing and proposed on-shore support facilities

would dictate the general alignment of the channel. However, development

of the appropriate width and depth required further analysis.

Local interests have indicated a desire to make Sakonnet Harbor capable

of supporting 65-foot multi-purpose fishing boats. Analyses have

indicated that such utilization can be made practicable if uninterrupted

navigation can be provided for this class of vessel. Drawing from 7 to 8

feet loaded, a minimium depth of 10 feet would be required to allow these
vessels to navigate within the harbor at all stages of the tide with safe

bottom clearances.

The width of this class of vessel varies considerably, but it is

generally agreed that beans can range from 15 to 25 feet. For purposes
of this report, a design beam of 22 feet has been chosen thereby
indicating tha: a channel width of 110 feet would be necessary to allow
for two-way traffic. The design of a 110-fcot channel will permit safe
transit of two vessels passing one another with the design vessel width
to 22 feet between the two craft and the channel boundary.

In summary, the proposed channel would be 10 feet deep at mlw with a
width of 110 feet for a total length cf 1,155 feet culminating at the

-- head of the harbor adjacent to the proposed commercial facility
in.rovement. Channel dimensions and design computations are discussed in
detail in Appendix 5.

COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF PRELIMINARY PLANS

An evaluation of the alternatives considered indicate that not all

conform to the planning objectives and constraints.
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Alternative A, would provide the maximum amount of Drotec:ion to t
1[ harbor from waves and ice of all the alternatives with the exception cf

Alternative D. The distinction between alternatives A and D is that
Alternative A would allow for more tidal flushing of the harbor.

Alternative B, although noc capable of providing the max~mur protection__I to the harbor, would nevertheless permit the commercial fleet to °are
during the winter season and would allow for flushing of the harbo.

I Alternative C, by virtue of its orientation may not provie complete

protection to the harbor, but, it would allow tor more eff!izent tida
I flushi..g of the harbor than any other alternative which inv1V e

rubble-mound structure.

__ Alternative D, does not achieve the stated planning objecJes -

not conform to the Little Comptcn harbor use plans. Local rc
___ indicated a desire to maintain an opening on the shoreward side v.

proposed structure for purposes of tidal flushing ane aesthetics. .
addition, this structure would provide protection to a portion of rhL
harbor that is not utilized during the winter season. Finally, by
completely closing the northeast side of the harbor, tidal currents would
be significantly impacted, and tidal circulation and harbor flushing
would be impeded resulting in a neg tive impact in the harbor.

Alternative E, does not achieve the planning objective of providing a
safe year-round anchorage. This structure would provide little
protection against ice flows formed upstream in the Sakonnet River, as

I the ice could cause severe damage as the ice accretes along the length of
the structure. As the weight of the ice becomes substantial, the
structure could break up or sink. In a damaged condition, the harbor
would be virtually unprotected against waves until the structure could be

I repaired. Also, floating breakwaters are most effective against a short
choppy wave not long period waves of the type anticipated to be
predominant in this application.

Alternative F, would require a greater expenditure of funds to accomplish
the planning objectives while generating no additional benefits.
Secondly, a steel sheet pile breakwater would have potentially more
negative impacts on wave refraction and reflection than on an energy
absorbing rubble-mound structure. Also, a comparative analysis with a
rubble-mound structure has historically shown that lower maintenance and
greater performance can be expected with the rubble-mound structure.
Finally, it is most liklly that steel sheet piles could not be driven to
a stable elevation due t. the height of bedrock in the harbor.

13



C ~LUS 1 ONS-

Based upon an evaluation of the degree to which each alternative attained

the planning objectives and worked within the planning constraints,
Alternatives A, B and C have been select-z for further evaluatio. The

following sections of this report will assess and evaluate in detail the
selected alternatives, hereafter referred to as Plans A, B, and C.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF DETAILiD PLANS

The preliminary screening of alternatives has resulted in the conclusion
that a rubble mound breakwater is the nost efficient structure available
to adequately protect Sakonnet Harbor from northerly winds and allow
year-round use of the harbor by commercial fisherman. Additionally,
limited dredging is required in the existing navigation channel (part of

the present anchorage) to allow the commercial fishermen at Sakonnet to
bring in larger multipurpose fishing vessels. Although there is no
official designation of the channel, approximately 80 feet in width is

utilized to permit free and unobstructed passage to the shore based
facilities. The ecomomic analyses which were used to determine the
optimal width and depth of the access channel is located in Appendix 5.

Since the channel dimensions chosen are considered minimal for expected
use they will be the same for all detailed plans.

The three detailed plans described in the following sections are

basically variations of the rubble mound breakwater alternatives. These
variations Involve differences in length and alignment. Impacts exist
which are common to all three plans and they will be discussed in the A

following sections. Impacts which are unique to each plan are assessed
and evaluated in subsequent sections of this report.

GENERAL ASSESSMENT AN D E%.UTOF TMPACTS

All three breakwater plans will provide a high degree of protection to

the commercial fishing fleet and facilities, both existing and proposed,
from waves geiterated by northerly winds during wintertime storms. On 29
July 1980, mecbers of the Corps of Engineers, Cold Regions Research and

---- _ I
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_ Engineering Laboratory visited Sakonnet Harbor to determine the existing
A ice problem and evaluate the impacts any structure would have on ice and

ice-related problems. It was determIned that the breakwater will not

4 reduce the buildup of ice in Sakonnet Harbor daring extrely cold winter
periods. ice driven by a northwest "-ind wi1 enter the harbor t

the gaps at the northeast end of te proposed breakwaters and mush :cc
will form within the harbor. The st:uctures will not reduce tho th
amount of ice entering the harbor, b-t the reduced wa-e acz -1,:.

lessen the pushing and thickness of the ice at The beach end of the

A harbor -_king it easier to break out by the fishing b.ats- owever, due
to less wave action mush ice freezing together may Increase.

A detailed hydrographic comput or model o- Saknnet Farbor, i -

Appendix 4, and discussed in the environment!al . - - - "
any breakwater structure wi±l nave suze ,c. tidal crrenrs
the harbor. The flush'ni o Sakonnet harbor resulti-tg x. a.. t.-
water between the harbor and the Sakonnet Rive. accounts _n r_
good degree of water quality within the harbor. At present, the ra- of

flushing within the harbor is largely controlled by wind generated

currents. Tidal generated currents account for only up to 10 percent o
the total flushing action. Construction of any breakwater would reduce
tidal effects but wouid not significantly impact on wind generated

currents. A decrease in flushing rates on an order of rougl.y five
percent could be expected regardless of the breakwater-s length or

orientation. Different designs will, however, significantly effect
selected areas within the harbor. Generally, the shorter the breakwater,
the lesser its impact upon flushing and water quality. These effects are
more fully discussed in Appendix 4.

Other impacts associated with breakwate-r construction and channel
dredging are those short-term Impacts usually associated with heavy

construction. No unusual problems in this regard are anticipated. The
impacts associated with the limited dredging of a ten-foot channel should

be minimal since the material to be dredged is clean sand and rock and
will be deposited o land, south of Bluff Head Avenue as shown on Figure

Long term impacts of dredging include removal of existing benthic

organisms from the harbcr bottom and removal or alteration of oarine

habitats.

None of the three plans will significantly impact the Sakonnet Harbor

shoreline. Using a breakwater that is not connected to shore was
considered a basic requirement in plan for=mlation to allow for better
flushing action vithin the harbor.

Provisions of a breakwater and des!Znation of a channel to the shorefront

facilities In Sakonnet Harbor w-Ill Impact both the recreational and
commercial users of the harbor.
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The commercial fishermen of Sak'jnnet Harbor will 17e allowed Lo ;!pgrade
their vessels and bring in new multipurpose fishing vessels at all tidal

-stages the year-round. As 'he harbor becomes more heavily util zed by

commercial fishing boars. the c-hannel will -inicize any potentialI
collisions with recreational boaters dur4-g One sxzmer months and
contribute to the o-eraLl operatin:z efci clncv of the harbor.

There will be a small amount of area in the south and southwest porrcn
ofthe harbor currently used to anchor vessels that will be lost for

anchorage purposes. Vessels will no: be allowed o or ~n the 10-fco:t
Federal access channel after project constructi-cr. %rrently, lo~cal
interests hrave been historically; ut- zing a-1 ent c. ze ch-annel to
commercial facilities that is aprroyr-atel: SO feet m: ie Ir -- s
do not currently moor. The an!-icipa0'4 net loss, i-refore, in -~r
space currently available in the harbor .:s 30 fept for the lernt-,
channel in its improved condition. This loss tcotaks less than I a~ t..

This loss will most 1likely be mitigated by cohgIn naturally deep
areas in the northern portion of the harbor, where boats curren~tly moor
during various portions of the 1h1ating seascn. W:hile this area will be

-- protected against the occasional northerly storm in the summer, it should
be noted that refraction/defraction computations indicate that waves
generated by storms from the southwest will be auplIfIed slIghtly by the
configuration of any new breakwater. Hindcast wave analyses indicate
that this portion of the harbor currently experiences waves of 9 feet and

K that any breakwater structure may increase this height to 10.5 feet.
ENE During these periods of southwesterly storms, vessels would have to be

moved to avoid damage, but no tiore so than tha=t which currently takes
-= place with a S-foot wv. So the small loss in mooring space should be

identified by local interests and some adjustments should be made inI
local mooring -management plans in light of the engineering data prese';.ted
in this repcrt.

All of the plans considered in d~tail will result in both social andI
economic impacts to the town of Little Compton and co the region as a
whole. These impacts are --ore fully discussed in Appendices 1 and 5,

- respectively.

-~ reduced unemp.l oynent as a positive Imp~act. Some adverse impacts might

result from increased truck traffic to the harbnr althvugh this should be
cinimal, as tr-e 2-Creasic will occur i'r~nc-paii 1 lCwntr

There should be little, if any,, impact to the simm--er residents of Little
Compton and the recreati-3nal users of Sakonnet Farbor because the major
portion of the increased conmerzial activity will occur euring the fall

=and wiziter monr'--s when summer users ar"_ not In residence.

T1he economic impacts assocliated with impr-ovement ofl the harbor include:
=the :;rizarv heneifft of increased- incom.e toD local fishermen; and secondary

benelits icludz.-z ncreased Lay revenue to Federal, State and local
alred~ced c -tr4.b~tf.,s 4fr-m tbes governments in

A-



unemployment and welfare payments tzirough increased emplc.,ient

MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to reduce potential im-acis of the proposed jrprovomerr
construction timing would be of the tmost -mportance. BreS-' r

construction will take placc entirey offshore using barge -mounted crftnes
and stone-carrying scows. Although this will rlnimize on-share NEhicilar

traffic, some inconvenience to recreationa± bLatezs will ,-niocbtediv
result. Consequen.];y, construction should Lezin socn after the
recreational boating season ends. Sinc2 breakwat r construeton sl-3

j[ reauire no more than one year, onv ore boatirjg -tazc- wn Iw

be affected.

Dredging of the navigation w ould recreapproxmdtel
4 to complete. It should be scheduled for compie:ion during

winter in order to minimize conflicts with recreational boaters ano
avoid any adverse environmental damage that could result, if the -4minp
were done during the more productive ipring an' summer seasons. J
IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSI KI.T

The implementation responsibilii:es for all three detailed plans are not

significantly different. Consequently, all costs associated with the

Initial project construction except for the costs for containment
structures at the dredged material disposal site will be a Federal

responsibility.

COST ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT

All of the quantifiable benefits that would result from any of the
detailed plans of improvement for Sakonnet Harbor would accrue and can be V

- allocated to the existing and prc.jected comercial users of Sakonnet
Harbor. Consequently, all costs for construction would become a Federal.

responsibility.

All of the detailed olans considered involve channel dredging and

breakwater construction, and funds for construction will be allocated
through the Chief of Engineers, acting under the authority of Section 107
of the 1960 River and Harbor Act.

FEDERAL RESPONSIBiLIES

The Federal Govrnment i cos, within the cost lmitation

of $2,000,000 fox. initial construction of this project because of the
general, or widespread nature of benefits to commercial navigation except
for all costs associated with the containment of the dredged material.

in addition the Federal overnment will maintain this waterway-
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improvement to assure continued navigability. All pre-authorization
study costs as well as the design, preparation of plans and specifi-
cations, and contract ad tnistration are Federal responsibilities.

NON-FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITIES

The town of Little Compton, Rhode Island, the local sponsor, would be
responsible for the operation and maintenance of an adequate public
landing for the sale of fuel, lubricants, and drinking water to all on an

K equal basis, and for providing all necessary lands, easements, and
rights-of-way for construction and subsequent maintenance of the project,
inclding disposal areas for dredged materials.

The town would also hold the United States free from damages that ria,
- result from construction and maintenance of the project. Moreover, the

local sponsor would provide and maintain bertl.. and other mooring.
facilities for local and transient vessels as well as access roads.
parking lots and other required public use shore facilities, open and
available to all on an equal basis.

The local sponsor would assume the responsibility for all project costs
in excess of $2,00C,000. Finally, the town would establish regulations
prohibiting the discharge of untreated sewage and other pollutants into
the woters of Sakonnet Harbor.

PLAN EVALUATTON

PLAN A

PLAN DESCRIPTIONS

Plan A would provide for a 750-foot rubble mound breakwater on a bearing
of south 620 west running from a point approximately 100 feet offshore
from a plot of land, numbered 36, as shown on the town of Little Compton
plot plan and Plate II. The breakwater would be at an elevation of 8
feet above mean low water. The plan also provides for a 110-foot wide
navigation channel along the existing west harbor breakwater to provide

18
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access for the commercial fishing fleet. This channel will" be 10 feet

deep at mean low watL.

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Breakwater Impacts

The Plan A structure would entail the most significant change in tidalcurrent patterns within the harbor. As it would allow for only a lO0-

foot clearance between itself and the shoreline, the movement of water
within the harbor would be constricted and also have a greater tendancy
to allow for debris and refuse to remain within the harbor. Water
quality would be most affected by this plan because it ha 3 -

impact on tidal currents and therefore entails the greatest
flushing of the harbor.

Impacts on Navigation

Plan A would allow for the utilization of Sakonnet Harbor on a yea:= round
basis. As a greater portion of the southeastern end of the harbor would
be protected, it would allow for future expansion beyond what is
presently contemplated. During the summer season, 2he recreational fleet
would be protected from the occasional summer storm out of the north-
northwest._

Economic Impacts

Breakwater costs are based on utilizing the Tiverton quarry and dredging
costs are based on a nearby land disposal site which had been previously
identified.

The estimated first cost of Plan A is $2,482,700. The annual costs,

based on an interest rate of 7-3/8 percent is $210,900. The annual
project benefit is estimated at $249,100.

Annual cost and benefits are shown below.

Annual Costs Annual Benefits B/C Ratio Net Benefits
$210,900 $249,100 1.2 $16,200

EVALUATION AND TRADEOFF ANALYSIS

Of the three plans considered for detailed evaluation, Plan A provides
the maximum amount of protection to the harbor. Therefore, this plan will
allow for winter utilization of the harbor by the commercial fishing
fleet and will also provide protection to those recreational craft moored
in the eastern side of the harbor during the summer season.

However, Plan A would protect a segment of the harbor which is not
presently planned for development and has an adverse impact on tidal

19
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current and hence water quality wIthin the harbor. As the strdcture

allows for only a 100-foot clearance, water quality would be degraded toI-

allow for optimal boating safety and utilization.

COST APPORTIONMENT

The local portion of the costs of the Federal projczt for Plan A are all
costs above the Federal cost limitation of $2,000,000 which is carrently
estimated at $482,700, plus a 100 percent share of related improvements
and all necessary diking of the disposal site.

PUBLIC VIEWS

View of Federal Agencies - Pending review of the Draft Detailed Projsc
Report.

View of Non-Federal Agencies and Ohters - Pending review of the Draft

Detailed Project Report.

PLAN B

iII

PLAN DESCRIPTION

Plan B would provide for a 500-foot rubble mound breakwater 
on a bearing

of south 620 west running from a point approximately 450 feet offshore

from a plot of land, numbered 36, as shown on the town of Little Compton

plot plan. The breakwater would be at an elevation of 8 feet above mean

low water.
IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Breakwater Impacts

Plan B allows for a 450-foot clearance between the structure and the

shoreline. By allowing for current flew around the shoreward side of the
breakwater a 50 percent increase in tidal flow along the breakwater and

out of the harbor can be expected over that expected In Plan A.

20
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II Ipactsonavigaton
Plan B would allow for the utilization of Sakonnet Harbor on a year-round
basis. The structures would have minimal impact on the presene ice
problems, and the recreational fleet would be partially exposed to !-.e
occasional storm out of the north-northwest.

Economic Impacts

Breakwater costs are based on utilizing the Tiverton quarry and dredging

costs are based on a nearby land disposal site.

The estimated first cost of Plan B is $i,80C,G0. The annual cts basc4
on an interest rate of 7-3/8 percent is $15L,0 . The annual.
benefit is estimated at $249,100.

Annual costs and benefits are shown below:

Annual Costs Annual Benefits B/C Ratio Net Benefits
$154,000 $249,100 1.6 $95,100

I EVALUATION AND TRADEOFF ANALYSIS I
Ii

Plan B provides the optimal amount of protection to the existing and
proposed onshore commercial facilities and the commercial fishing boat

- anchorage. The structure would provide minimal protection for the
recreational craft during the occasional summer storm from the north.

Plan B while protecting the harbor would provide for a high degree of

tidal flushing action with minimal degradation of water quality.

COST APPORTIONMENT

The local interests would be required to bear all costs in excess of the
$2,000,000 limitation. In addition, a 100 percent share of related
improvements and all necessary diking of the disposal site would be a

local responsibility.

PUBLIC VIEWS

View of Federal Agencies - Pending review of the Draft Detailed Project
Report

View of Non-Federal Agencies and Others - Pending review of the Draft
Detailed Project Report.
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PLAN C

I-M

PLAN DESCRIPTION

In addition to the channel of Plans A and B, Plan C includes a 600-foot
rubble mound breakwater on an approximate bearing of south 420 west

beginning at a point coincident with the southwesterly ti:nminus c: -:-
breakwaters proposed in Plans A and B. The proposel Plan , or reocknted
breakwater would also be at an elevation of 8 feet above mean lew w,.,4

Impact Assessment

Breakwater Impacts

The Plan C structure would entail the least significant impact 
on tidal

currents within the harbor. Reorientation of the breakwater as proposed
in Plan C would result in an increase in the degree of flushing of the
harbor and result in a reduced impact on water quality. An 85 percent

increase in tidal flow over plan A and a 50 percent increase in tidal
flow over Plan B can be expected along the breakwater.

Impacts on Navigation

Plan C would provide the least protection to the harbor during the winter

months. Ice floes would have the same potential to enter the harbor as
that which currently exists and the recreational fleet would be

I completely exposed to storms out of the nortl-northwest.

Economic Impacts

Breakwater costs are based on utilizing the Tivercon qu.rry and dredging

costs are based on a nearby land disposal site.

The estimated first cost of Plan C is $2,115,600. The annual costs,

based on an interest rate of 7-3/8 percent is $180,000. the annual
project benefit is estimated at $165,700.

Annual costs and benefits are shown below:

Annual Costs Annual Benefits B/C Ratio Net Benefits

$180,000 $165,700 1.0 $0
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EVALUATION AND TRADEOFF ANALYSTS i
Plan C provides the least amount of protection to the existing and

propose' onshore commercial facilities and the commercial boat anchorage.
The structure would also provide minimal protection for recreational

craft.

Plan C with minimal protection of the harbor would provide for optinl

tidal flushing and cause the least degradation of water quality.

Cost Apportionment

The local interests would be required to bear all costs in excess of the
$2,000,000 limitation. In addition, a 100 percent share cf rdL.

improvements and all necessary diking of the disposal site woulj b
local responsibility.

Public Views

View of Federal Agencies - Pending review of the Draft Detailed Project
Report

View of Non-Federal Agencies and Others - Pending review of the Draft

Detailed Project Report.

COMPARISON OF DETAILED PLANS

A

In general, in comparing the detailed plans, a trade-off must be made

between maximization of protection of the commercial fishing fleet and
the risk of disrupting tidal patterns within the harbor and, by
implication, flushing action. At the same time a trade-off must be made

between the maximization of project and project costs. I
The impacts described in earlier sections apply to all three detailed I
plans. More specifically, the degree with which each alternative impacts 1
the flushing action within the harbor and the protection afforded the
shorefront facilities is what differentiates alternatives.
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As mentioned earliec a~ breakwater structure placed in the general
northerly area of Sakon-:-t Harbor will change tidal current patterns in
the harbor. Wind-generated and tidal currents are the driving forces
involved in the flushing action of Sakonnet Harbor with wind-generated
currents on the average, an order of magnitude greater than tidal
currents, that is, about ten times as great.

As discussed in the environmental assessment, and Appendix 4, the Plan C
breakwater, as predicted by the computer model, would have the least
impact on tidal currents within the harbor. Plan A would have the
greatest impact due to the reduced opening at its rortheasterly en-.
Plan B would have more impact than Plan C, but far less than Plar, A.
-c,-ever, it should be stressed that the absolute significance of an.;

change in tidal currents brought about by any breakwater is mini.
because flushing action within the harbor is dominated by wind-dilw- [
currents.

The degree of protection afforded the shorefront facilities from
northerly winds for the three detailed plans is basically the same for
Plans A and B, and less for Plan C. Also the potential for allowing ice
buildup in the harbor is greater for Plan C because the shore to
breakwater opening at its northern end is greater. It is almost
impossible, however, to predict ice buildup because of the uncertainties
involved, including temperature duration and wind direction. Located in
Appendix 3 is a summary letter report dealing with the potential of ice
formation and its impacts on the harbor.

COST COMPARISON

Table 1 compares the cost of the three plans considered in detail. All
three plans involve the same magnitude of channel dredging. However, one
can readily see that Plan B, the 500-foot long breakwater on an alignment
of S62 0W requires the least total construction investment. Plan A, the

-1 750-foot long breakwater on a simi]ar alignment6 is the most costly.
Plan C, the 600-foot long breakwater rotated 20 further south into
relatively deeper water, is over $179,000 more expensive than Plan B.*1 Table I also lists the annual charges associated with each detailed plan.

In developing these annual charges, a Federal cost of 7-3/8 percent over
a 50 year project life or recovery period was used.
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TABLE I
COST OF DETAILED PLANS

PLiAN A PLAN B P"AN C

Construction Costs

Breakwater $2,058,500 S1,469,000 $1,736,500
Channel 136,000 136,000 136,000

Engineering & Design 123,500 85, 00 104,200C

Supervision & Administration 164,700 1!0,000 138,900
Total Estimated First Cost $2,482,7000 $2,115,6C0

ANNUAL HlRGES

PLAN A PLAN B ? -

Interest & Amortization $188,500 S136,600 $160.600
Annual Maintenance (Breakwater) 20,000 15,000 17,000

Annual Maintenance (Channel) 2,400 2,400 2,400

Total Annual Cost $210,900 $154,000 $180,000

BENEFIT COMPARISON

As mentioned previously, each of the detailed plans would offer
sufficient protection to the users of Sakonnet Harbor to result in

Lignific:3ntly increased landings at the harbor due to an extended fishing
season. This in turn would encourage the upgrading and modernization of

the fleet.

Furthermore, transportation savings could be expected to accrue under

each improvement plan to fishermen who presently relocate to other ports

for winter operations, as well as these who own the larger vessels that
are currently forced to idle outside the harbor while waiting for high

tide.

Reduction of damages to both fermanently moored and transient vessels

could be anticipated in equal amounts through the implementation of any

one of the alternatives. I
A detailed discussion of benefits is given in Appendix 5. However, a ]
breakdown of annual benefits for all three detailed plans are shown in

Table 2.

A
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TABLE 2

ANNUAL BENEFITS

PLA': A PLAN B PLAN C

Increased Net Income to Fishermen S232,900 $232,900 $152,200
Transpoitation Savings 11,700 !1,700 9,000
Reduct!on in Vessel Damages 4,500 4,500 4,500

Total $249,100 $249,100 $165,700

Table 3 lists the benefit-cost ratios for the three detailed plans a.onr
with the net economic benefits for each plan, given on an annual basis.

TABLE 3
ECONOMIC IMPACTS

PLAN A PLAN B PLAN C

B/C Ratio 1.2 1.6 1.0
Net Benefits $16,200 $95,100 -

Net benefits being inversely proportional to project costs, indicates
that Plan B, with the lowest initial project cost and annual charges, has
the greatest net benefits.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPARISON

The magnitude of environmental impacts is greatest for tha propu&ed 7U-

foot breakwater in Plan A. The least environmental impact would result
from the 600 foot structure proposed in Plan C. However, as stressed

earlier in this report, the absolute magnitude of environmertal impact
-.for all three plans is relatively small because of the order vf magnitude

difference between wind-generated currents and fl'al rurrents within the
harbor.

COMPARISON SUM1MARY

Table 4, entitled "System of Accounts- is a general analysis relevant to

plan selection. It presents the determinative factors that underline
each final alternative by displaying the significant beneficial and
adverse impacts. This system is utilized for the purpose of tradeoff
analysis and final decision making.

RATIONALE FOR DESIGNATION OF NED PLAN

Plan B is the alternative which maximizes net economic benefits. Net
economic benefits are maximized when plan scale is optimized and the plan
is efficient. Scale is optimized when the benefits of the last increment
of output for each measure in the plan equals the economic costs of that
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increment. A plan is efficient when the outputs of the plan are achieved

in a least cost manner.

As will be explained more fully in Appendix 4, a breakwater design must

consider the degree of protection afforded by the length and alignmenc of
the structure as well as the structure's height. In the specific case of
Sakonnet Harbor, the close proximity of existing and prospective
facilities in relation to each other required that the variable lengths
of the structure insure a comparable amount of protection. In addition,

the height of the breakwater was based on a design wave and a deter-

mination of the aceptable wave height which could reach the facilities
and vessels without causing undue damage.

SAlthough it is difficult to accurately predicz th,-e impact of, v

U various heights within Sakonnet Harbor, it has been determined .--

experiences at other harbors that a wave height of 1.5 feet Q,.t ld
acceptable. Every additional increase in wave height would have a
negative impact or dollar loss on the activities within the harbor.
Conversely, to design the strvzLzre to decrease the wave height below 1.5

feet would add to increase tte cost of the structure without increasing
the tangible benefits.

Thus, for Sakonnet Harbor, the pian that most efficiently optimizes scale

-= is the one that affords an adequate degree of protection at the least
cost. This would be the NED Plan, and for Sakonnet Harbor it is Plan B.

RATIONALE FOR DESIGNATION OF EQ PLAN

In designation of the environmental quality or EQ plan, it is recognized
that environmental quality has both natural and human manifestations.
Beneficial EQ contributions are made by preserving, maintaining,

restoring, or enhancing the significant cultural and natural environ-
mental attributes of the study area.

-he present environmental quality of Sakonnet Harbor is good. The waters
oF the harbor are considered safe for all forms of recreational ctivity

including swimming. The good water quality of the harbor is most likelyI a result of the harbor's geographic isolation from populous regions as
well as its nearness to the open ocean and the resultant wind and tidal
currents which serve to flush the harbor of pollutants. Consequently, in
looking at detailed alternatives for harbor development, the EQ plan
would be the one that has the least impact on existing harbor conditions

and as a result, the least potential impact on the harbor environment.

In looking at the alternative plans considered in this study, the plan
which would have the least impact on existing harbor conditions by

mininizing changes to tidal current patterns, is Plan C, wh. h includes
= the 600-foot breakwater realigned on a S42 0V bearing. It is designated

the EQ plan.

E2
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RATIONALE FOR SELECTED PLAN

Plan B is the selected plan. Of the three alternative plans coas 'red
in detail, Plan B provides maximum net benefits while Its environmental
impacts are not significantly greater thaa Plan C which has been

designated the EQ plan.

Az previously mentioned, Plan B would have a more significant impact on
tidal current patterns in Sakonnet Harbor than Plan C but tidal currents

are not considered to be critical in maintaining flushing action in the 3

harbor and by implication water quality. Consequently, since Plan B is
over $682,700 and $315,600 less expensive than either Plan A or C
respectively and maximizes the net benefits L has been desianate .
selected plan.

RECOMXENDED £LAN

The recommended plan would provide for a 500-foot rubble-mound breakwater

or a bearing of south 620 west running from a point approximately 450

feet offshore from a plot of land numbered 36 as shown on the town of

Little Compton plot plan and on Plate I. The plan would also provide forN

designation of a 110 foot wide by 10 foot deep navigation channel alongthe westerly boundary of the existing harbor anchorage which will require

dredging of approximately 8,000 cubic yards of sand and gravel.

The total construction investment for the recommended plan is estimated

to be $1,800,000. Annual benefits that would result from the recommended

plan, principally increased net income to fishermen, amount to $249,100
which when compared to annual charges of $154,000 yield a benefit-cost
ratio of 1.6 to 1.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT HISTORY

In keeping with the National Environmental Poicy Act of 1969, the New

England Division of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, has examined
environmental values as part of the planning and developmen o. tb .
proposed action plan. Background environmental information wa. , e
for purposes of this report through interviews with variods Sta,: iod
local interesu groups and a search of published literature. Tlis '

provides an assessment of environmental impacts and alternatives
considered and contains other applicable data to the Section 404
Evaluation requirements.

The Federal project currently provides for a breakwater, 400 feet long,

in a northerly direction; a 400-foot extension in a northeasterly

ir direction; removal of rock nearest the wharf to a depth of 8 feet; and
dredging approximately 9 acres of the harbor to a depth of 8 feet.

The project was last dredged during fiscal years 1957 and 1958 when

approximately 37,000 cubic yards of material was excavated and placed
behind the Fo'c's'le Restaurant in what is now the parking area.

Purpose and Need for Action

Sakonnet Harbor's exposure and extreme southerly location have made it
susceptible over the years to damage by northerly wiads and waves.
This exposure has prevented any substantive expansion vf the harbor
facilitiea, historically, the harbor has served only a limited role in
the area's economy. The future use and further development of the harbor

clearly depends on the implementation of improvements to provide protec-
tion from extreme weather conditions and the dominant winds which enter
from the north. Increased markets for New England lobster and ocean

quahogs along with th.e Japanese market for squid provide an opportunity
for Sakonnet Harbor to assume a more significant role in the regional

economy, if the desired protection is provided.

Senate and House Resolutions of May and September 1976, respectively, and
instructions from the Chief of Engineers on 20 May 1976 provide the

authority for conducting a feasibility study on providing improvement3 at

Sakonnet Harbor. The feasibility study was performed and the detailed
project report which documents said study was prepared under the
provisions of Section 107 of the 1960 River and Harboe Act, Public Law
Number 86-645, as amended.

29
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The selected plan of improvement as shown in Plate 3 consists of the
following main elements:

Provision of a 500-foot long rubble mound breakwater, across the
northerly approach of the harbor. The breakwater will be aligned on a
bearing of South 620 West running from a point approximately 450 feet
offshore from a plot of land numbered 36 as shown on the town of Lttle
Compton plot plan.

- Delineation of a 110-foot wide, 10-foot deep channel along the
existing west harbor breakwater for the conmercial fleet.

- Dredging of selected areas to provide a minimum depth of l0-feet brlou,

mean low water along the main channel to accommodate offshore miU-
purpose fishing boats with a length of 65 feet.

The dredging will be performed under a private contract with the 6overr-

ment. The quantity to be dredged is estimated at 8,000 cubic yards plus
3,000 to 4,000 cubic yards from private piers. A hydraulic pipeline
dredge will be employed and disposal of the dredged material is proposed

for a land area opposite the Fo'c's'le, Inc., Restaurant adjacent to the
existing parking lot west of Bluff Head Ave. This disposal area is shown

on Figure 4-9. The property is privately owned and is approximately 300'
by 200" in area. Rock and other construction material bordering the south
end of the parking lot will be relocated to dike the open seaward side of
the ite. A second land area recently purchased by the town and located
in the southwest of the harbor might be available for fill if needed.
Local interests have also indicated a desire to expand marina facilities

in his area.

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE RECOMMENDED ACTION

Possible navigation improvements in Sakonnet Harbor were investigated,

based on the evaluation of problems and needs identified by local
interests. In considering the protection needs of the existing

commercial fleet at Sakonnet Harbor and maintenance of water quality,
three alternative plans of improvement were evaluated.

PLAN "A"

- Provide a new 750-foot rock rubble mound breakwater (south 620 west)
with faces of armor stone across the open northerly approach to the

harbor.

- Delineate a 10-foot channel approximately 110-foot wide along the

existing west harbor breakwater.

The total construction cost for this plan including breakwater construc-
tion dredging, contingencies, engineering design and supervision and
administration fees is $2,482,700.
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From an environmental standpoint the 750-foot breakwater structure in
comparison with the other two alternatives would allow for the most
restricted flushing of the harbor which may lead to degradation in water
quality.

PLAN "B"

- All the features of Plan "A" above except the length of the break-
water would be reduced to 500 feet.

This is the selected plan based on the results and recommendations of a
comparative evaluation as described in other sections of this report.
The shorter breakwater, along the same alignment as originally proposed,
will allow for greater circulation and water exchange in the harbor which
will minimize the impacts to water quality, while allowing for optinal
protection.

The total cost for Plan "B" is $1,800,000 which is significantly lower

than either Plan "A" or the reoriented 600-foot structure.

PLAN "C"

- All the features of Plan "A" and "B" above except the length of the
breakwater would be 600 feet and its alignment would be reoriented on a
bearing of south 420 west.

This realignment would result in a 3-foot average depth increase over the
breakwaters in plans A and B which will require a greater volume of rock
material and thus a higher construction cost than that of Plan "B". The
estimated total cost for Plan "C" is $2,115,600.

Environmentally, the reoriented breakwater would permit a greater amount
of ice and wind generated turbulent water to enter the harbor through the
northern opening. At the same time, however, the reorientation would
also provide a greater exchange of water resulting in a less pronounced
impact to water quality.

Alternative Methods of Dredging

The method of dredging used depends on the method of disposal chosen. If
ocean disposal is selected, a mechanical dredge will be used. If diked
disposal in some nearby area is chosen, as proposed, then a hydraulic
dredge will be used. In the case of diked disposal at a more distant
site, a mechanical dredge would be used. Thus, there are a few real
choices once the choice of disposal method has been made.
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Alternative Disposal Methods

General Discussion

Each of the possible disposal methods would have some environmental
impact, whether in the ocean, on land, or in diked disposal areas near
the waterfront. It is difficult to offset the impacts under suc widely
varying conditions against each other. The major concerns in ocean
disposal of dredged materials are potential for impact on identified

commercial marine resources and potential for addition to general, low-
level deterioration of the overall ocean resource. Only the former can
be specifically addressed. Based on the results of sediment analyses,
the coarse grain size would be acceptable for open water dispos. a under
current 404 Dredged Material Disposal guidelines.

Ocean Disposal - Brenton Reef Site

The advantages of this site are its proximity to the dredge &ite and its

previous history of use. There is more scientific information regarding
this site than any other in the area. However, there is the concomitant
disadvantage of historic opposition to dumping at this site.

One advantage of disposal of the Sakonnet sands and gravel at this site
would be to use it as partial cover of the finer silt-clay muds charac-
terizing the slopes of the spoil mound. This action would decrease the
amount of turbidity in the bottom waters and enhance recolonization.

Ocean Disposal - Sakonnet Harbor Dump Ground

W This open water site was considered toz che crigina. Sakonnet Harbor
Project but not used. It is a !34 mile squ;re site r Narragansett Bay, A
located and described as followis:

Beginning at a point one mile due west of Breakwater Point Light in

Sakonnet Harbor, thence due we:st 3/4 mile to a p '.t; then due south 3/4
mile to a point; thence due e.3t 3/4 mile to '.iO. and thence due north
3/4 mile to the point of beginnjhf and co,..ainir5 360 acres. The depth of
water ranges from 59 to 65 feet helow mean low water. No scientific

studies have been conducted at this sit-- and its use for other dispcsal
operations is unknown. Deposition of sand and gravel to be dredged from

0 Sakonnet would not cause any adverse impacts to the ecosystem if dumped
at this site.

At this time however, there is no State designated dumping grounds within

the coastal waters of Rhode Island and ocean disposal of dredge material

- °is considered on an individual project basic.
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The town of Little Compton will be responsible for providing suitable and

adequate dredge disposal sites and associated costs for proper diking of
the sites for future maintenance dredging of the project. This is part of
the condition of a local cooperation which was agreed to under the
original project authorization.

Beach Nourishment

Another valid and constructive use of dredged sediments historicaliy
has been beach nourishment. Clean dredged sand is pumped to Lhe beach

hydraulically and left for reworking by tides, storms and currents. By
conducting the projecc in late fall or winter, chere is maximum like-

lihood that the beach profile will be restored by the foi o...
Sediments from Sakonnet Harbor could be deposited on such -rens s
Beach or Warren Point Cove. The State's Coastal ResourceE Cotr-"

not object to disposal of such material on town property an.' M
support placement of materials at Warren Beach Club property to inv-Zz:-
gate natural erosion procedure. The coarse nature of the material to be

dredged is compatible with existing sediments at both of these locations

No Action

If Sakonnet Harbor is to take full advantage of the new opportunities
created by the 200-mile offshore limit and the increasing market demand

for lobster and ocean quahogs, commercial fisheries there must become a
year-round operation. This can only be achieved if the harbor is

L, protected from the northerly winds of winter. Accordingly, the "no
improvement" option is neither consistent with the new opportunities for
growth and economic vitality at Sakonnet Harbor, nor does it conform with
local and State development plans for expansion of commercial fisheries

in Rhode Island.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUFNCES

Beneficial Impacts

3.01 The future economic growth of commercial fisheries at Sakonnet

Harbor depends largely on whether or not protection is provided. In the
absence of a protection plan, it appears that the size of the commercial
fleet will remain stable as it has over the last ten years. Although the

efficiency of the fleet has improved in recent years, as evidenced by a A

continuing effort to upgrade equipment and diversify fisheries, full
modernization of the fleet and extension of the fishing season to include
the winter months will only occur if a protection plan is implemented.
Over the long run, as advancement in the fishing industry render the mode
of operation out of Sakonnet Harbor obsolete, an inability to compete
with fully modernized fleets at nearby ports may result in local economic

decline.
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The total catch landed at Sakonnet Harbor in 1978 was estimated to be
4,206,441 pounds valued at $1,363,501 by the National Marine Fisheries
Service, including all lobster, shellfish and finfish. The construction
of a breakwater could significantly increase this total by providing an
incentive for those vessels not already geared up 1or giilnettii.g to do
so, by allowing those 15 boats which are normally hauled ashore for the
winter to operate year-round if they so desire, and by providing
additional fishing days which were lost previously due to an inabiity t3
navigate the harbor during rough seas. In addition, financial galns
would accrue to the fishermen in the form of reducea damages to the fleet
and decreased transporatation costs for those vessels which are normally
transferred to alternative ports for the winter.

Probable Environmental Impacts

Sediments

Test borings taken 7-11 March 1977 along the proposed breakwater
alignment showed the bottom sediments to be composed of gravelly silty
sand with shell fragments. Coarse to fine sandy gravel was found to 7.6
ft. below the existing water-sediment interface. Two grab samples taken
within the harbor were visually classified as silty sandy gravel and
silty fine sand respectively with traces of organic material.

According to the 404 guideline for the discharge of dredged or fill
material (Fed. Register, 5 September 1975, para. 230.4(b)(1) p. 41294)
further evaluation of chemical-biological interactive effects is not
necessary because the sediments meet the following evaluation criteria:

(i) composed predominantly of sand, gravel or any other naturally
occurring sedimentary material with particle sizes larger than silt...

(ii)(a) The site from which the material proposed for discharge is
to be taken is sufficiently removed from sources of pollution.

(b) Adequate terms and conditions are imposed on the discharge
of dredged fill material to provide reasonable assurance that the
material will not be moved in currents or is otherwise damaging to the
environment outside of the disposal area.

The sampling results reveal that the sediments to be dredged meet the
current EPA criteria for dredging and disposal pursuant tc Section 404(b)
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.
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PROBABLE IMPACTS OF DREDIN,

There are several potential impacts of dredging within the harbor:m|
Water Column Impacts

Dispersion of sediments will cause a temporary increase in suspended

and dissolved solids. This wi.l increase turbidity, diminish!,g ight
available for photosynthesis for Lhe short term in localized areas.

Turbidity changes associated with dredging havc bcen shown to he

temporary and local. Studies of clamshell dredging in the Thames
River (Connecticut) have shown that perturbations are limited to
within 500 feet of dredging activity (I). The coarse graft-.

sediments at Sakonnet and the fact that a hy-raut_- Jredge w : I
4utilized in which materials are sucked back into the pipel -ie

will significantly reduce suspension of Laterii.s in the arei L.:
dredge.

Dispersion of sediments during dredging may facilitate release
of toxic materials into solution. Laboratory studies by Dredged

Material Research Program indicate that certain trace metals may be

released in the parts per billion (ppb) range while others show no

release pattern. Soluble pesticides released into the water column
are negligible (2 & 3). Since the greatest concentrations of heavy

metals and other contaminants are known to be associated with silt-

clay sediments little or no impact of such release would be predicted

ret ofe dredg ing.Moieseisscasffshcrbanlbtr
Benthic Impacts

Removal of those organisms within the dredged sediments is an unavoidablei result of dredging. Mobile species such as finfish, crabs and lobster

will attempt to avoid the actual area of dredging. Recolonization of the

dredged area will eventually occur. Recolonization of areas impacted by

dredging has been demonstrated within a period of approximately 1 1/2

years in Chesapeake Bay (4). Abundance of dominant species and observed

number of species were reduced following dredging, but returned to

predredging levels the following year. The new breakwater will provide

ample surface area to the attachment of a variety of algae and inverte-
brates. Essentially then, we have a substitution of habitat types (sand-

gravel for a hard rock surface) and biota (burrowing or infaunal
U organisms for epifauna species). No commercial fishing or shellfishing

takes place in the harbor.

Archeological and Endangered Species Impacts

4 Dredging should not have any impact on known historic sites since these

are at some distance from the actual dredge area. The Rhode Island

Historical Preservation Commission has informed the Corps (letter 11
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April 1978) chat the proposed breakwater area is in water that is not
archeologically sensitive and that the dredging will not affec. any

cultural resources.

Dredging will have no impact o .-acgre pEc:V--

Other Impacts. Dredging could conceivably have a ajor impact on

commercial and recreational use of the harbor. This impact could be
minimized by dredging in late fall or winter.

Many biological impacts would also be mrinimized by 1ate fall or wi'trer
dredging. Very few animals spawn In winter, and many species are -rmant

or buried.

Impacts of n1asting

Removal of ledge rock and boulders would require drilling and bl.st.ng
with dynamite. The ".ethality of an explosIve -.Is di-rectly to ~its
detonation velocity, charge weight and densit" of matcrial to be blasted.

Most explosive when detonated in a rock or clay substrate produces low
level over pressures, with subsequent reduced laterial or vertical
pressure charger. The confined nature and timing of the detonation will
aid in minimizing the overall impacts. Some mitigation measures that can
be used include the use of warning charger (dynamite or pulsed electrical
currents) outside the perimeter of the proposed work area to scare away

any large fish schools or mobile invertebrate animals; scheduling ofI .blasting to avoid peak periods of fish migration and spawning; and
submerge the charges below the mud line which will buffer the pressure

shock wave.

It is anticipated that the amount of blasting to be performed will
not result in any significant loss of fish and lobster and would not

significnatly affect the food web or natural productivity of the
immediate area. Further, no significant loss of habital area would

occur as a result of the proposed blasting activity.

Probable Impacts of Diked Disposal

Turbidity and Water Quality

When the dredged materials, comprised of a mixture of solid material,
water and suspended material, are deposited behind a dike, they are

ususally detained for a period of time in order to allow maximum
settling of the suspended material. The "clean" overlying water is
then released, leaving the moist dredged material behind. However, if

the overlying water is released before all the suspended material has
settled, there may be problems of turbidity, nutrient release and/or
contaminant release to adjacent waters. Turbidity will decrease light
penetration and may reduce the dissolved oxygen concentrations in the
water. Tese decreases may adversely affect various marine life
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forms, as discussed in Section 3.08 above for the dredging site. The
turbid condicion will decrease as the particles travel away frca thA
outlet and become diffused into the adjacent vazers. Becaise the
disposal area will be diked and the -oarse nature of the sedimentis rv

turbidity generated by the dischargE will be i!niimal and of short j
duration.

Odor

Objectionable odors may arise from confined dred6ed materials 4P
disposal area, most probably as a result nf hyirogen sulfide (H.S)

given off by anaerobic bacterial breakdown of organic materiale7 Se. -

ment analysis of Sakonnec dredge nzer-als sh a low perc.": I,
organics and therefore odc. from 1 dep.iz uld be i iC' .iL

Safety and Health Hazards

The safety of the disposal area to humans and animals is depeadenr on rhe

measures taken to restrict access to the area. Until the diked material
has sufficiently consolidated, it may not support a person walking on it.

This condition is expected to last for only a short period (days or
weeks) because of the coarse material of the sediments. M

The dike itself should not pose any great safety problems except as j
an access point to the spoil area. Maintenance of the dike would be

required on a periodic basis to prevent erosion and failure of the dike.
Maintenance of drainage facilities must also be done as settlement

changes the surface profile.

During and subsequent to dredging operations, no one should be allowed on I
the dike or have access to the pond area. The entire area should be I
closed to the public until placement of fill material or consolidation of

-dredge material is complete. Again, the coarse nature of the sediments
will afford rapid d-ainage and drying.

4

Plant Life

The dredged material is not expected to affect nearby plant life,

however, plant life now existing at the disposal site will be lost.

Noise

During the dredging operatl-ns, a problem with noise from the dredge
and discharge pipe may arise. This is a short-term problem and can

probably be treated as such if complaints arise. Arrangements with

the contractor would be made for work hours which would be compatible
with residents. Noise is not expected to be a major problem during

construction of this project.
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Atmosoheric rinditions

Construction activities associatec with the proposed action will have
negligible direct impact on existing co, . issions from
combustion engines will be dispplled hv n:valing wii.ds an3 a1-" .uh

contributory to overall air dagL dation, are not judged to 1- sjnifr-
cant.

Secondary effects to air qualLty degradation may arise out of the

proposed commercial marina expansion. B, providino 3ddii. ional bert-s and
moorings for boats, increased fuel emission levels -rz. !-.e boats nd

from the increased number of vehicles that would travel to the marina can
be expected. Any increase however woul: be seascnai and is not --:pzctt-f
to add significantly to that experience- oith the anaual 3000 increzse
summer resident population. Prevailing winds ill continue to dispz-1

fumes and push them further in!&i.

PROBABLE IMPACTS Ti-2 Tht PROPOSED BREAKWATER

I Watet Quality

A quantitative hydrographic model located in Appendix 4, was used to
obtain imformation about current circulation changes and effects on

flushing related to the construction of a new breakwater. Predicted
values were compared to observed data to demonstrate the validity of the

--model.

To maintain good water quality you must maintain an adequate exchange

of harbor water with the Sakonnet River water. The basic force which
operates in the movement of water is currents. There are two types of

currents; tidal and wind generated. The observed current field in
Sakonnet Harbor is determined by the wind and a southward regional flow
in the Sakonnet River outside the harbor. Wind generated currents
account for as much as 90 percent of the total flushing action. While

all of the breakwater plans considered impact on tidal currents, none of
them would significantly alter wind generated currents. Therefore, based

on model predictions, construct'on of a breakwater would not have a
significant impact on water quality within the harbor.I Flow at the entrance to the harbor along the inside of the breakwater,
which determines the rate of flushing the harbor, is significantly

affected by the type of breakwater built. The minimum flow will occur

with the 750-foot breakwater (Plan A).

There would be about 100,000 m 3 flow through the west inlet with this

longer 750-foot breakwater. The flow would be increased by 50% should
the breakwater be shortened. All of the increased flow would move out
of the North Inlet (the area between the breakwater and shoreline).

Reorienting the breakwater would increase the flow by 85%, as most of

the water would move out through the North Inlet.



I The cross-sectional area of the North Inlet is different for each
breakwater plan. Plans B and C, the shortened and reoriented break-
waters respectively, allow for roughly the sane cross-sectional Ncrth
Inlet areas. However, Plan C, because of its orientation r- t-e wind and
current flow in the Sako-net .iver _llows for a greater "i- ¢:. :w
th:ough the inlet than Pian B. Plan A would result in a c.oss-sec-on3

area for the North inlet of" about 3ne third the size of eitner 8lr or
C. Because of this Plan A would greatly restrict the fcLusb!7tg o :-.r
northeastern section of the harbor. The increased volume rc f ow

4
afforded by Plan C would also, howeve:r, ncrease the amount c -re
transported into the harbor around the breakwater.

Fo- existing conditions. -he model redictc tldal. pri-
rely 60 to 70,000 m-3 of water passez - o

volume will not change a- a result of orea-nrr construz_-o -
the distribution of the toal -u vo.. _ rA t.e te
change with each plan resultiag in -iffering ees of r.1si

-| selected areas of the narbr. Flow Flow through the norr inlet '-

14 ze limited by construction of the prpsed hrea ater. But fzi, -. t
Lncrease by about three times if the breakwater is shortened and by ah!ut
four times if the breakwater is reoriented. The biggest trade-off with

a the reoriented structur s in terms of ice accumulation versus flushing
and economics.

Effects on Surface Pollution ]

The construction of any structure across the mouth of a harbor or cove
will result in the trapping of some floatable debris and surface
pollutants such as oil. Th1.e problems of possible increased pollution
inside the harbor is an unavoidable trade-off for shelter and safe
moorage of commercial and recreation craft. Attempts to possibly
minimize the problem has been accomplished by investigating several
breakwater configurations.

The wind-driven circulation increases the flushing rate over flushing due
solely to tidal action. Because this circulation may vary with depth,
the types of pollutants influence their flushing rates/ For example, if
the pollutant floats, i.e., -flotsam and jetsa&m- or oil and gas a
northwest or southwest wind would cause it to collect in the inner
confines of the harbor. If the pollutant is the type which disperses
throughout the water column, i.e. fluid fish waste water discharges,

etc., then this pollutant would be flushed from the harbor under all wind
conditions. if the wind is directed into the harbor, the pollutant would
be flushed out in the near bottom return flow. If the wind is directee
out of the harbor, it willi be flushed out in the near-surface flow.

Consideration was given to the following breakwater desigi features and
their relationship to water quality:

(-) shortening the breakwater to 500 feet, and thereby wdenAing the
opening between it and t-e shore:

_0
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Thi, design will increase the volume of water entering the narbur between
the shore and the breakwater. This configuration is best in terms of

flushing the harbor and minimizing collection in debrls along the insi-de
of the harbor.

(ii) changing the angle of the breakwater to NE-SW, s. that the
prevailing SW winds and swells wash floLsam and 3etsam parallel ca the
breakwater rather than against the south side of it;

-his design is not as efficient as th.e design in (ii for, this adverse
effect. This design may decrease the probability of wave reflection in
the harbor. However, this alignment does not obstruct natural cu-r-r
flow patterns and is equal to (:) in itf Elushing ra-acity.
The selected Plan -3" providing for a 5A0-fCo oreaL ate: is chu,:;hz to

represent the best all around choice to provide the c=uird protecio
from wind and wave conditions while still allwing f adequate
and water circulation within the harbor.

T'he proposed commercial marina expansion as well as the proposed Federal
dredging is subject to Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control

AA-c (FWPCA) which requires all person--. proposing an activity which may
result in a discharge to the navigable waters to obtain State water
qualtty certification. State certification cannot be given unless it has
been determined that the proposed activity will not violate State water
quality standards and effluent limitations. The proposed project will
require State certification from Rhode Island. Section 402 establishes
a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). Under this
system, all activities resulting in a discharge to the navigable waters

must be registered with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Administration of the system can be delegated to the State providing that
two conditions are satisfied: 1) The State must 'lave a water quality

management plan deemed adequate by EPA to fulfill the goals of FWPCA; and
2) The State must have the institutional framework and legal authority
to implement their plan. Rhode Island has met these requirements, and it

J- now administers the NPDES permit program which it has combined with the
State certification procedure.

The Department of Environmental Management, Rhode Island, has permit
issuine authority and administers the State certification procedure.Berore they will issue a discharge permit, they must determine that theproject will not cause a permanent violation of water quality standards.

HUMAN- SYSTEMS AND RESOURCE

Populaticn - The proposed project is expected to have minimal impact on
the future population of Little Compton. Any commercial development
encouraged by the sall number of additional moorages will have little
effect on current population mobility patterns.



Transportation - The traffic relating to the transportation of fihery
products is viewed as an insignificant addition. The total landings
are projected to be less than those reported for the late 60's and
early 70's. The increase will occur principally in the winter time
after the traffic congestion associated with summer visitors is
substantially reduced. The improvement of the marina could result in
the addition of 10 or 12 additional slips. These would generate an
incremental increase in traffic in the summer time but the increment
can be expected not to exceed 10 percent.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Ecosystem Classification

According to Odum et al's (1974) classfication of coastal ecological
systems Sakonnet Harbor represents a "neutral embayment" environment (7).
A neutral embayment is a partially enclosed coastal area which receives
negligible river drainage and is characterized by low turbidity and
sedimentation rates, relatively constant salinity and seasonal variation
is biota. Circulation patterns in a neutral embayment are primarily
controlled by the interaction of the amount of wind stress on the surface
waters, tidal changes, temperature structure and configuration of the
harbor.

Tides and Currents

General - Base line data on tide elevations and current velocities was
collected during a two week period in February 1979. The results of the
field survey was incorporated in a hydrographic model used to obtain more
information about current circulation changes related to the construction
of the proposed breakwater. The model predicted currents and tides in
the harbor. Predicted values were then compared to observed data to
demonstrate the validity of the model. It was then used to predict
changes in the velocity field resulting from the proposed breakwater.

Tides

The maximum high water at Mooring 1 was 2.7 ft. above MLW. Maximum low
water was 2.9 ft. below MWL. Mean high and low tides, relative to MWL,
were 1.7 ft. and -1.5 ft. respectively. The mean tidal range was 2.4 ft.

Comparison with the NOAA-NOS (1979) Tide Tables indicated the measured
tidal range outside the harbor was 0.7 ft. lower than the predicted
range. The measured high. tides averaged 1.1 ft. lower than the
predicted. Low tides averaged 1.3 ft. lower than predicted. Mean
observed times of high and low tides were earlier than the predicted, 1
hr. 6 min. and 1 hr. 16 min., respectively.
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The maximum high water insido the harbor was 2.7 ft. above MLW. Maximum
low water was 2.6 ft. below MWL. Moan high and low tides, relative to
MWL, were 1.6 ft. and -1.5 ft. respectively. The mkian tide range was 3.1
ft.

Comparison with the tide tables indicatted the measured tidal range was
equal to the predicted tidal range, 3.1 ft. The measured high tides
averaged 1.3 ft. lower than the predicted. Low tides averaged 1.5 ft.
lower than predicted. Mean observed times of high and low tides were
earlier than the predicted, 35 min. and 45 min. respectively.

Currents

Continuous monitoring of current velocities wag perormned at two loca-
tions (Fig. 4). Mooring I was outside the existing breakwater in the
entrance. Current speed and direction were measured 3.3 ft. above the
bottom. Tweuty-seven days of data were collected.

Current speeds were generally low. Seventy-eight percent of the speeds
were below 0.06 kn. The predominant directions of flow were south to
southwest (1800 -2250), with a mean speed of 0.07 kn. Highest mean
speeds were associated with northwest to west-northwesterly flows, and
average 0.17 kn. The highest speed recorded during the sampling period
was 0.29 kn, from the southwest (2240).

Mooring 2 was within the main channel of Sakonnet Harbor. Current speed
and direction was measured 3.3 ft. above the bottom. Twenty days of data
were collected at this mooring.

Speeds were low within the harbor. Seventy-two percent of the readings
were below 0.06 kn. The predominant direction of flow was northwest to
north (315°-0°). Highest mean speeds were from the east-northeast,
0.07 kn, and the northeast, 0.10 kn. The highest speed measured at
Mooring 2 was 0.24 kn, from the northeast (480).

Currents profiles were also monitored at three stations in Sakonnet
Harbor and its vicinity on both the flood and ebb tides of March 29
and 30, 1979. Current speed and direction was measured from a double-
anchored boat using a Bendix Q-15 current sensor cabled to a Bendix Model
270 recorder on deck. Currents were measured for 3 to 5 minute intervals
3.3 ft. below the surface, approximately 0.6 times depth and 3.3 ft.
above the bottom. Each station was visited up to seven times during each
tidal stage (ebb or flood). A total of 39 profiles were obtained.

Natural Resources

Finfish and Shellfish - The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reports
(letter 30 April 1979) that "no commercial fishing or shellfishing takes
place in the harbor."
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They indicate that there is a small amount of sportfishing in the harbor.
The most intensive fishing takes place from the existing D-eakwater on
the river side, for such species as striped bass, tautog scup, blue tish,
winter flounder and Atlantic mackerel.

There is also some recreational shellfishing for surf-clams Mya within
the harbor.

Historical - Archeological Features - Tne town of Little Compton has a

rich and varied history and contains many points o2 historical and

archeological interest. The Sakornet Point area, in particular, is a
.... district which contains several sites and structuW'es which are being

considered for inclusion in the National Register of Historic The

Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission has reviewed th proposed
construction and finds no conflict with architectural or archeological
sites of importance.

NB 4
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FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The project as proposed calls for construction of a 500-foot rubble-mound
breakwater and the removal of approximately 8,000 cubic yards of material.
Disposal of the dredged material would be at a land site provided by
local interests. The project will provide fer the utilization of
Sakonnet Harbor on a year-round basis by the commercial fishing fleet.

The determination to prepare an Environmental Assessment, as opposed to an
Environmental Impact Statement, was based on the following considerations:

The commercial nature of the project will complement and enhance local
land use.

The Hydrographic Analysis indicates minimal impact to water quality
within the harbor.

The availability of a suitable land disposal site and rapid consolidation
of the material will quickly allow the site to be utilized for local land
use needs.

Coordination with appropriate Federal and State agencies insured that
concerns and suggestions were made known to the Corps so that these
concerns could be addressed during project planning.

SColone Corps of Engineers L

Acting Division Engineer

4
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L CONCLUSIONS

As Division Engineer of the New England Division, Corps of Engineers, I

have reviewed and evaluated in the overall public interest all pertinent
data concerning the proposed plan of improvement, as well as the stated

views of other agencies and the concerned public, relative to the

practical alternatives in providing navigation improvements in Sakonnet

Harbor, Little Compton, Rhode Island.

The possible consequences of alternatives have been studied according to

engineering feasibility, environmentaL impactE, economic factors of

regional and national resource development anc other considerations of

social well-being and the public interest. te ramifications of these

issues have been considered in detail in the 2ormulation of this plan of

improvement as outlined in this report.

In summaiy, there are substantial benefits to be derived by providing the

present and anticipated commercial vessels in Sakonnet Harbor with a safe

year-round navigational system.

It is noted that the improvement would cause v minor disruption of the

environment during construction of the breakwater and access channel.I
However, as those impacts are not considered significant, an

Environmental Assessment has been performed in lieu of an Environmental
Impact Statement. Due to the significant benefits attributable to the M

commercial fishing industry, it is considered that this adverse

environmental effect would be more than offse: by the improvement in the
overall economic growth of the region.

I find that the proposed action, as developed in this report, is based on

a thorough analysis and evaluation of various practicable alternative
courses of action for achieving the stated objective, that wherever

adverse effects are found to be involved, they cannot be avoided by
following reasonable alternatives and still achieve the specified
purposes; that where the proposed action has an adverse effect, this
effect is either ameliorated or substantially outweighed by other

considerations. The recommended action is consistent with national
policy, statutes, and administrative directives, and should best serve

the interests of the general public.
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RECOMMENDATION

The Division Engineer recommends that modification of the existing
Federal navigation project at Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton, Rhode
Island be authorized by the Chief of Engineers under the provisions of
Section 10" :.Z the River and Harbor Act of 1960, as amended.

The project would provide for a 500-foot rubble-mound breakwater and

a 110 foot wide by 10 foot deep navigation channel to the commercial
facilities within the harbor and expansion of the Federal anchorage at a

cost of $1,800,000. Since the benefits attributable to the improvement
R are entirely commercial in nature, the entire cost of construction as

well as all future maintenance costs will be borne by the Federal
Government.

The recommendation is made subject to the conditions that local interests
will:

(1) PI vide, maintain and operate without cost to the United
States, an adequate public landing with provisions for the sale of motor
fuel, lubricants and potable water open and available to the use of all
on equal terms.

(2) Provide without cost to the United States all necessary lands,
easements and rights-of-way required for construction and subsequent
maintenance of the project including suitable dredged material disposal

areas with necessary retaining dikes, bulkheads and embankments therefor.

(3) Hold and save the United States free from damages that may

result from construction and maintenance of the project.

(4) Accomplish without cost to the United States alterations and

relocations as required in sewer, water supply, drainage and other

utility facilities.

(5) Provide and maintain berths, floats, piers, and similar marina

and mooring facilities as ueeded for transient and local vessels as well
as necessary access roads, parking areas and other needed public use
shore facilities open and available to all on equal terms. Only minimum,

basic facilities and service are required as part of the project. The

actual scope or extent of facilities and services provided over and
above the required minimum is a matter of local decision. The manner of
financing such facilities and services is a local responsibility.
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(6) Assume full responsibility for all project costs in excess of
the Federal cost limitation of $2,000,000.

(7) Establish regulations prohibiting the discharge of untreated
sewage, garbage, and other pollutants in the waters of the harbor users
therof, which regulations shall be in accordance with applicable law4 or
regulations of Federal, State and local authorities responsible for
pollution prevention and control.

ii
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATON

SECTION A

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING TRENDS AND CONDITIONS

1. This appendix contains information supplementing the first two
sections of the Main Report, Introduction and Problem Identification and
documents previous studies and reports, describes the existing and
projected future (without project) conditions, outlines problems and
needs identified in the study area and sets forth the national objec-
tives, the planning objectives, and constraints developed for this
project.

PRIOR STUDIES AND REPORTS

2. Several Federal reports on navigation improvements in Sakonnet Harbor
have been published. These have resulted in approved Federal projects
providing for an 800-foot breakwater across the westerly approach to the
harbor and a 12-acre anchorage dredged to a minimum depth of 8 feet below
mean low water. Pertinent data on these reports in presented in Table 1-
1.

LOCATION

3. Sakonnet Harbor, originally known as Church Cove, is located in the
southwestern part of the town of Little Compton, Newport County, Rhode
Island. It is about 30 miles southeast of Providence, Rhode Island and
5 miles east of Newport, Rhode Island. The harbor is located at the
eastern side of the entrance to the Sakonnet River, and directly adjoins
the Atlantic Ocean at Block Island Sound. See Plate I of the main body
of this report for the location and graphic representation of the project
area.
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4. In addition to the Atlantic Ocean and the Sakonnet River, the
study area adjoins Block Island Sound to the south and has a straight
line approach to the Cape Cod Canal to the east and Long Island Sound
to the west. Narragansett Bay is accessible by sailing up the
Sakonnet River and under the Sakonnet and Mount Hope Bridges. NeoUrt
Harbor is about 15 miles to the west by water. Access to the large
ports of Boston, Providence, and New York City is readily available by
both land and sea routes.

5. The specific geographic area which this study will address includes
the immediate harbor vicinity and the entire town of Littie Compton.
Anticipated impacts will also be generally discussed in the context of
their effects on the economics of Newport County and the State of Rhode
Island.

WN
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TABLE I-I
SUMMARY OF PRIOR STUDIES ND REPORTS

Published In Nature of Work Considered and
Report Reco~mendation

H. Doc. No. Survey and Breakwater 400 feet long.
154, 20th examination. Favorable.
Cong., Ist
sess., 1828

Annual report Preliminary Restoration of a portifn C-

Chief of Engi- examination. breakwater that hazs be-i
neers, 1889 previously built, and

dredging of a small area of
the cove for increased"
anchorage. Favorable.

Annual report .... do.... Raising and lengthening
Chief of Engi- breakwater and varking or
neers, 1895 removing isolated rocks in

harbor. Survey recommended.

H. Doc. No. 81, Survey ..... Extending the old break-

55th Cong., 1st water northerly to a rock
sess., 1897 (about 200 feet) and

raising the whole structure
to 8 feet above mean low
water with a top width of

15 feet. Favorable.

H. Doc. No. 99, Preliminary Removal of large rock
56th Cong., 2nd examination nearest the wharf to a
sess., 1900 and survey. dcpt'i .5,f 1 feet.

Favorable.

SH. Doc. No. Preliminary Dredging to a depth of 12
264, 62nd examination feet at mean low water an

Cong., 2nd area 150 to 200 feet wide
sess., 1910 just east of the break-

water. Removal to a depth

of 12 feet the rock removed
to a lesser depth under the
earlier project and further

extension of existing
breakwater. Unfavorable.

1-3
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TABLE I-1 (Cont'd)
SUMMARY OF PRIOR STUDIES AND REPORTS

Published In Nature of Work Considered and
Report Recommendations

Unpublished ....do.... 3 plans for creation of

report of the harbor of refuge by
Chief of extending existing
Engineers, 1928 breakwater and constructinL,

either a detached break-

weter or 2 detached
breakwaters. Unfavorable.

inpubli Preliminary A desired plan comprising
report the examination (a) a 200 foot extension

Chief of and survey, to existing breakwater;
Engineers, 1941 (b) a 300 foot detached

breakwater (c) a 6 ft.

anchorage; (d) removal of
ledge rock to 8 ft.; and

(e) removal of isolated
rocks to 8 ft., and an

alternate plan comprising a
400 foot detached break-

water and items (c) and (e)

above. Unfavorable.

H.D. No. 436, Survey.... (a) a 400 ft. extension of
82nd sess., west breakwater; (b)
1952 dredging anchorage to 8

feet. Favorable.

November 1969 Survey.... A 850 foot stone breakwater
(Review of from east side of harbor
Reports) entrance. Unfavorable.

1-4
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POPULATION

6. The most recent available U.S. Census count for 1970 liuted the total
resident population of Little Compton as 2,385 making the town the third

Table 1-2 POPULATION

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Little Compton 1,556 1,702 2,385 2,700 2,900
Newport County 61,538 81,405 94,228 79,200 85,900
Rhode Island 791,896 859,488 949,723 961,000 1,031,000

Source: 1950-1970 - U.S. Bureau of the Census
1980-1990 - Projections of Rhode Island
Department of Economic Development

smallest in the state. Local officials estimate the current population
to total approximately 2800, a figure slightly exceeding projected
estimates for 1980. As the data in Table 1-2 indicates, the rate of
growth in Little Compton greatly exceeded those of Newport County and
Rhode Island as a whole over the decades 1960-1970 and 1970-1980. During

the earlier of these two periods, 1960-1970, the population of Little
Compton increased by 40.1% as compared with 15.8% in the county and 10.5%
statewide. Although the projected total increase from 1970-1980 is much
smaller at 13.2%, it greatly exceeds the expected statewide increase of
only 1.2%. By 1980, the total population of Newport County is expected
to show a 15.9% decrease over the preceding 10 years due to extensive

cutbacks or elimination of military operations at Newport and Middletown.
According to projections of the Rhode Island Department of Economic
Development, population growth in Little Compton and the State is
expected to continue at rates of 7.4% and 7.3%, respectively, for the
10 year period 1980-1990, with a corresponding rate of 8.5% for Newport
County. It must be noted that these projections are conservative when
compared with those of local interests, which anticipate a total
population between 4,000 and 4,500 by 1990 according to a recent report
by the Little Compton Planning Board and Conservation Commission entitled
Comprehensive Community Plan.

7. Population figures may be deceiving if the seasonal increase is not
taken into consideration. Although the increase due to summer dwelling
occupancy cannot be accurately determined, local interests estimate that
population roughly doubles, increasing by 1,800 to 3,000 persons. These
summer residents contribute significantly to the town's economy through
property tax revenues and increased commercial activity, demanding few
community services in return.

1-5



~HOUSING

8. Approximately 930 year-round and 450 seasonal dwelling units exist
in Little Compton at the present time, with single family structures

Spredominating. Residential construction has accelerated in recent years

to an average of 25 to 35 unt e er

9. Although available housing condition data in Little Compton is

Slimited, the town's Department of Community Affairs estimates that 5
to 7% of the existing units may be substandard and that a substantial

~portion of this housing need could be corrected through rehabilitation

efforts. The appropriate town agencies and boards have attempted to
~establish a continuing liaison with State agencies in the development

of housing need lata and housing related programs, with the eventual goal
of a housing assistance program for those in need. The Comprehensive

Community Plan also calls for revision of the towns Zoning OrdinanCe to
~increase opportunities for a variety of housing types and residential

environments consistent with community goals and natural characteristics.

: I ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

10. Economic data for the town of Little Compton is scarce due to the
Sfact that the U.S. Census does not publish employment and income data for
Stowns with a population of less than 2,500. Data available from the

Rhode Island Department of Economic Development for 1977 lists total

covered employment in Little Compton as 175, employed by a total of 57
= "firms with total wages of $261,312. Local officials estimate that the

unemployment rate ranges fromn approximately 7% in the summer months to

13% in the winter months, which would exceed the range of unemployment
for 1978 in the nearby Newport Labor Area of approximately 5-10%.
Agriculture, seasonal business activity, and fishing are the most

i significant elements in the local economy, and much of the unemployment

problem stems from the seasonal nature of these industries. No
!imanufacturing enterprises are located in the town, and there is little

potential for industrial development due to the lack of utilities to
|serve industry. Employment f,. Little Compton residents is largely

centered in Newport County and Southeastern Massachusets, with minor
~employment in the Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick metropolitan area.

11. Agriculture has been an important source of income in Little Compton
since it was settled by farmers from Plymouth and incorporated as a town
in 1746/7. The industry continued to flourish as Portugase immigrants

supplied the necessary manpower to farm the land of 7th and 8th
generation landowners. Productive dairy farms still exist in Little
Compton, and substantial crops of potatoes and cattle fodder are still
producedi in the town.

12. Another indication of relative economic well-being of a community is
median family income. As presented in Table 1-3 available U.S. Census
data for 1959 and 1969 list an increase in median family income from

1-6-
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$5,146 to $9,422, reflecting an 83.1% growth, in Little Compton. This
10 year growth rate was approximately equal to that of Newport County,
83.5%, and exceeded that of the State of Rhode Island, 74.2%. In actual
dollar terms, median family income in Little Compton slightly exceeds
Newport County, the lowest county in the state, but is slightly less than
the median level for Rhode Island as a whole.

Table 1-3 MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME
% Increase

1959 1969 (1959-1969)

Little Compton $5,146 $9,422 83.1
Newport County 4,997 9,170 83.5
Rhode Island 5,589 9,763 74.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970

13. Percentage distribution of the Little Compton population by income
group allows a more accurate appraisal of the town's economic condition.
Table 1-4 demonstrates that the percentage of total families in the two
lowest income groups is significantly smaller than the corresponding
percentages for Newport County and the State of Rhode Island. The total
percentage of families categorized in the highest income group, over
$15,000, was greater in Little Compton than in both the county and the
state. The vast majority of the population in all three designated areas
falls into the middle income brackets between $4,000 and $15,000,
including 70.8% of Little Compton, 65.9% of Newport County, and 68.8% of
Rhode Island. Overall, it appears that Little Compton's population
enjoys a relatively high level of income as compared with the county and
state in which it is located.

Table 1-4 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY INCOME GROUP (1969)

# of Under $2,000- $4,000- $7,000- $10,000- 15,000
Families $2,000 3,999 6,999 9,999 14,999 & over

Little Compton 582 3.8 4.1 20.6 27.8 22.4 21.3
Newport County 19,939 9.8 7.3 18.3 22.2 25.4 18.9
Rhode Island 236,667 4.8 7.7 16.5 23.1 29.0 18.9

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970

LAND USE

14. Little Compton encompasses a total area of 22.8 square miles, or
14,617 acres. As illustrated by Table 4, almost one-half of this area
is undeveloped forest land. Approximately one-third of the area is
agricultural or open land, over 50% of which is tilled or tillable
intensively farmed cropland. Wetlands account for approximately one-
tenth of the town's total area, with urban land comprising a slightly
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smaller percentage. Almost 98% of all urban land use in Little Compton
is for residential purposes, with the additional 2% split evenly among
commercial and public property. Commercial properties in the town
include gas stations, restaurants, and retail fish and vegetable stores
located along roadways to serve the traveling public away from urban
centers. Outdoor recreation and mining and waste disposal each
constitutes less than 1% of total ground space in Little Compton.

Table 1-5 LAND USE IN LITTLE COMPTON

Acres Percent

Outdoor Recreation 116 .8
Agriculture or Open Land 4820 33.0
Forest Land 7024 48.1
Urban Land 1269 8.6
WetLand 1370 9.4
Mining, Waste Disposal 18 .1

TOTAL 14,617 100.0

Source: Compiled with data obtained from Remote Sensing Land Use and
Vegetative Cover in Rhode Island by William P. MacConnell,
July, 1974

15. Although nearly 60% of the land area in Little Compton is not
utilized for any specific purpose, the rural character of the community
is considered beneficial by local interests because of its aesthetic
quality and its attractiveness to seasonal visitors. The Comprehensive

Community Plan for Little Compton has established as a primary goal to
provide for orderly development to preserve this rural character by
administering proper zoning codes and ordinances, and utilizing open
space as a basic element in the pattern of land uses. The plan also
recommends, however, that existing economic development be conserved
and opportunities for new development be provided with an emphasis on
agriculture and year-round c-mmercial fishing. Designation of suitable

Jlocations for appropriate seasonal and shore-oriented business develop-
ment as well as general commercial development to meet the needs of the
population is suggested as a means of achieving this goal.

1I
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SECTION B

SAKONNET .HARBOR

PROFILE OF EXISTING COND_-TONS

16. Much of the seasonal economic activity in Little Compton is centered
around Sakonnet Harbor, which is presently the home of a small locally-
based fishing fleet which operates principally in seasons of fair
weather. Several multi-purpose fishing boats and commercial longline
fishing vessels operate out of the harbor year-round, but their use from
November to March is severely limited. If fishing boats return to the

-port under adverse conditions, they usually move up the Sakonnet River
to more sheltered locations to unload their catch. Marine commerce now
located at Sakonnet Harbor includes trap and gillnet fishing, lobstering
(inshore and offshore), swordfishing, and shellfishing. There are four

commercial fishing companies presently at the harbor which provide

private dockage for commercial craft. Approximately forty-five
commercial fishing vessels list Sakonnet Harbor as their home port,
(see Table 1-6) and another sixteen transient commercial vessels
regularly call at the anchorage. One hundred eighteen recreational
boats use the harbor as home port, and an estimated 760 transient boats
spend an average of one day in port each year.

17. Sakonnet Harbor presently provides 140 moorings and 25 slips for

private users, and an additional 30 small sailboats are stored on shore
for lack of mooring space and safe mooring conditions. This total of
about 195 craft is supplemented by about 50 skiffs, rowboats, and small
outboard motor boats. Vier, are two launching ramps located at the
harbor, and a daily seasonal average of about 15 motor launches and

outboards use these ramps. There has been little change since 1969 in
the number of transient recreational craft using the harbor because it
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pis always filled to capacity and there are no new moorings or slips
available. Of the private recreational craft in Sakonnet Harbor, thereIare approximately 56 power and sail vessels over 20 feet in length,
ranging in draft from 1.0 to 5.5 feet. These private recreational
vessels have a total value of $524,000. The remaining boats of the
recreational fleet are from 12 to 20 feet in length and have drafts
between 1.0 and 3.0 feet, and are valued at approximately $128,600.

18. Only commercial fishing rivals recreational boating in significance
to the area's economy during the summer months. The primary fishery
resource for Sakonnet fishermen is lobster, with thirty-three of the
forty-five commercial boats primarily geared for lobstering. The
remaining vessels are a mix of power swordfish, trap, seaweed, or ch-:-,
vessels. Several of the lobster boats are easily rigged for gilixrting
and trap fishing when seasonal and cyclical changes in fish population

make those forms more profitable. These vessels average approximately >

feet in length and 3.5 feet in loaded draft. Boats of up to 7-foot draft
are able to negotiate the harbor's channel, but only under certain tidal
conditions and with a high degree of risk involved.

19. The annual landings exclusive of line and sports fishing were

estimated during the 1967-1968 period at about 5,240,000 pounds of fish
and 230,000 pounds of lobsters. No official records were kept at that

time for Sakonnet Harbor, and these e2stimates were prepared by local
officials. Since that time, records have been maintained by the U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service. Catch datafor selected years during the period 1972-1978 are shown by major type in

Table 1-7.
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Table 1-7 REPORTED COMMERCIAL FISH CATCH, SAKONNET HARBOR

1472 - 1978

1972

Type Catch pounds dollars

Fish 1,223,557 192,862
Lobsters 144,059 180,680
Other Shellfish 163,242 28,599

TOTAL 1,530,858 $402,141

1974
Type Catch pounds d._ia"

Fish 1,728,284 228,00
Lobsters 197,303 326,872

Other Shellfish 74,339 13,501
TOTAL 1,999,926 $568,373

1976

Type Catch pounds dollars

Fish 1,457,776 281,984
Lobsters 261,500 458,300
Other Shellfish
TOTAL 1,719,276 $740,284

1978
Type Catch pounds dollars

Fish 1,509,445 478,701

Lobsters 336,636 692,498
9ther Shellfish 2,380,360(1) 192,302

TOTAL 4,206,441 $1,363,501

Source: National Marine Fisheries Service
(1) Shell Stock Weight

20. The quantities landed in Table 1-7 are conservative estimates due to
the fact that only about 75% of the actual grosL haul is reported by
fishermen. In order to obtain more accurate catch figures, the Little

Compton Harbor Advisory Board undertook a detailed survey throughout
1976, individually interviewing each boat owner and fishing company. The
results of this survey are presented in Table 1-8.

A
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Table 1-8. ESTIMATED CATCH CONFIGURATION. SAKONNET HARBOR

1976

_Va_ lte

Type of Catch Weight (lbs.) Unit Price S/lb. (Dollars)

Lobster 439,467 $1.94 $35, 983
Swordfish 27,000 2.35 63,500
Finfish (incl. eels' 1,378,678 .25 344,586
Crabs 2,686 .63 1,686
Charter 12,000
Seaweed 2,000 .10

TOTAL 1,849,831 1bs. $1,272,960

Source: Sakonnet Harbor Advisory Board

21. The findings of this survey indicate that although the total catch
estimated by the Sakonnet Harbor Advisory Board exceeded that estLnated

by National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) by only 130,555 lbs., the
commercial value of the advisory board-s catch exceeded that of NMFS by
$532,676. The main reason for the discrepancy in these two values is
the difference in the quantity of lobsters reported, with the advisory
board's survey exceeding the preceding estimate by 177,967 lbs. At a
unit price of $1.94 per pound, this additional amount of lobster accounts
for $345,256 or 65% of the difference in commercial value. A review of
the Sakonnet Harbor Advisory Board's survey results by NMFS indicated
that the figures presented in Table 1-8 are more accurate than what they
themselves publish.

22. As the data in Table 1-7 indicates, a substantial decrease in catch
has been realized in comparison with the reported catch levels of 1967-
1968. This decline was the result of a combination of factors, but was
primarily due to the very severe depletion of fish populations by

efficient, modernized foreign trawlers equipped with deep water gear.
While the volume of total catch has remained relatively stable since
1971, the steadily increasing unit price resulting from an increased
demand for high protein foods, increased cost of meat products, and the
scarcity of food st.ples abroad has prevented a decrease in the commer-
cial value of the landed catch.

23. Also contributing to the decline in total landings at Sakonnet
Harbor has been the elimination of ocean quahogging from Sakonnet since
1971. During the period from 1969 to 1971, quahog landings averaged
about 46,000 bushels or 460,000 pounds of meat per year. The
unavailability of these resources at Sakonnet Harbor acquired added
significance due to the dramatic increase in demand for ocean quahogs
by seafood processors in Rhode Island and other neighboring states. How-
ever, the availability of surf clams in waters in close proximity to
Sakonnet Point has somewhat offset the economic loss associated with the
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decline in quahogging. Landings of surf clams totalled over two million
pounds (shell stock weight) valued at $188,780 in 1978. Local fishermen
have expressed their belief that at the time this supply is exhausted,
the quahog resource will be somewhat replenished.

24. Sakonnet Harbor provides a setting for a significant portion of
Little Compton's total employment. A recent census of fishermen
operating out of the harbor indicates that fishing and directly related
shore activities offer employment for approximately 155 people, of which
81 are Little Compton residents. As previously mentioned, the Rhode
Island Department of Economic Development listed total covered employment
for Little Compton (i.e. actual job offerings in the town) as 175 in
1977. Of the town's total 1978 workforce estimated by the Rhode Island
Office of Employment Security at 827, 10% is at least partially depeadent
on the fishing industry at Sakonnet for its livelihood.

FUTURE CONDITIONS WITHOUT PROJECT

25. Without the implementation of improvements at Sakonnet Harbor to
provide protection of the vessels anchored there, little change in the
status quo could be expected. The size of the commercial fishing fleet
has remained static over the last ten years, due to limits on expansion
space and exposure to the elements. There is little doubt that this
condition will continue given the present limited facilities and despite
the general trends toward improved opportunities in ocean fisheries.
Over the long run, it is likely that the condition of the fishing
industry in Little Compton will deteriorate, due to an inability to
compete with more efficient operations out of neighboring ports.

26. The larger, well established fishing ports at Newport and Galilee
presently land about 95% of the states total catch, and these ports
should continue to dominate future fishing commerce in Rhode Island.
However, probable expansion of the fishing industry due to replenishment
of the resource under the 200 mile limit on territorial waters should
allow small harbors to prosper from increased catches as well. This
possibility would be precluded at Sakonnet Harbor if none of the
considered improvement schemes were adopted. The harbor will continue
to remain almost useless during the period 15 November to 15 February,
and the predominant form of fishing will continue to be the floating
fish trap method. Fifty years ago, fish traps dominated Rhode qand
commercial fisheries in the same manner that trawlers do today.

11
Since 1967, floating traps have accounted for 10% or less of all Rhode
Island landings by weight and dollar value. In 1976, however, fully
97% of the finfish landed by Sakonnet fishermen were caught by the
floating trap method. Floating fish traps are designed to intercept

(1)Olsen, Stephen B. and Stevenson, David K., Commercial Marine
Fish and Fisheries of Rhode Island, University of Rhode Island Marine
Technical Report 34,1975.
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miglraCing schools of fish, par:icularly scup, by sett'ng WhaL is
essentially a net trap suspended by floats and anchored to the bottom.
This activity is limited to a designated season when schools art moving,
primarily during the good weather betwec April and October. During the
period 1969-1971, 79% of the states ent'r: flnattng trap catch was land
in the single month of May. A large por:ion of this catch was landed at
Sakonnet Harbor, located in close proximity to many of the state's
designated floating fish trap grounds. This type of fishing is conducive
to present conditions at SaFonnet because it can be accomplished in small
to medium-sized open boats in the 30-to-35 foot length range, which can
easily navigate the harbors limited anchorage area.

27. Recause conditions at Sakonnet Harbor presently discourage Ihe
modernization of the fishing fleet to include the more efficient =.,e
productive trawlers capable of gilinetting and longlining on a year-ro, tni
basis, landings at that port cannot be expected to increase signiftcFntiy
in the absence of physical improvanents. Only the twelve boats current~y
az:hored at Sakonnet with the capablity of operating on a year-round
basis would be expected to continue doing so in the future. Similarly,
lobstering would continue on a scale approximately equivalent to that
which exists today. The trend toward offshore lobsterlng would continue,
with Sakonnet-s lobstermen either operating out of alternative ports
during winter months or hauling their vessel ashore until spring.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS OF THE STUDY AREA

28. Sakonnet Harbor's exposure and extreme southerly location have
made it susceptible over the years to damage by northerly winds and
waves. This exposure has prevented any substantive expansion of harbor
facilities. The harbor, therefore, historically has served only a
limited role in the area's economy. The future of the harbor clearly
depends on implementation of improvements to provide protection from
extreme weather conditions and the dominant winds which enter from the
north. Increased markets for New England lobster and ocean quahogs
provide an opportunity for Sakonnet Harbor to assume a more significant
role in the regional economy if the desired protection is provided.

29. The most importart ana significant improvement required at Sakonnet
Harbor is the provision of a breakwater across the northern approach of
existing anchorage. With this improvement, Sakonnet Harbor faces a
promising future in the expanding commercial fishing industry. Moreover,
the existing recreational fleet would also enjoy a measure of protection
from summer storms, and the anchorage would take on a new rcle as a
harbor of refuge for boats clught offshore in severe storms.

30. Clearly the economic benefits resulting from the provision of a new
breakwater across the northern approach of Sakonnet Harbor would accrue
to the commercial fishing fleet. The breakwater will immediately allow
the existing fleet to operate on a year-round basis, an absolute
requirement for a viable commercial fishery. Within a short period of



L

time the commercial operators will be encouraged by the protection
afforded by the breakwater to modernize and upgrade their gear and
equipment, and some will! even purchase new bcats. Also withiln a few
years after completion of the breakwater, new and larger offshore boats

could be added to the xisting flaaL, thereby producing &bZnfiz.
economic benefits to the commercial fleet.

31. Reflecting the needs described above, the Little Compton ToVn

Council and its Harbor Advisory Board have reqaested the following

improvements for Sakonnet Harbor.

- A rubble mound breakwater, to protect the I-arbor fro. heavy sees

and floating ice generat-d by north and northwest w'--.

- An access channel of sufficient length, width, an depth t: -rv-
the anticipated addition of new multipurpose fishin e;e: .

MR-
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SECTION C

PLANNING OBJECTVES AND CONSTRAINTS

NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

32. Planning for channel improvements in Sakonnet Harbor is based in

part on national objectives of economic development and enhancement of

environmental quality. Section 103 of the Water Resources Planning Act
of 1965 directed the National 'arer Resources Council to establish
principals and standards for planning edrland Federally-aided water

resource projects. In 1973, the Council published Principles and

Standards for Planning Water and Related Land Resources which provide I
the broad policy framework for planning activities. The Standards

M- "provide for uniformity and consistency in comparing, measuring and

judging the beneficial and adverse effects of alternative water resource

improvement projects. The purpose of the Principles and Standards is to

promote the quality of life by planning for the attainment of the
following objectives:

To enhance national development ,-y increasing the value of the

nation's output of goods and services and improving national
economic efficiency.

To enhance the quality of the environment by the management,

conservation, preservation, creation, restoration, or improvement of
the quality of certain natural resources, cultural resources and

ecological systems.

33. These are termed National Ecunomic Development (NED) and Environ-

mental Quality (EQ) objectives. The NED and EQ objectives were fully

considered in developing and evuluating the alternative improvement

plans.

-------~ --- --- ---
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PLANNING CONSTRAINTS

34. Planning constraints are those items which specify limitations that
are used to direct plan formulation and restrict or minimize adverse
impacts. This study has identified, through consultations with local
interests, one issue which may be categorized as a constraint.

35. The town of Little Compton, being predominantly residential, does
not have a road network which would be capable of accommodating large
numbers of heavy construction equipment. Therefore, to minimize onshore
vehicular traffic, breakwater construction will be entirely offshore.

36. Although only one constraint has been identified, two concerns have
been raised during the study and all attempts will be made to Meet the
steps necessary to comply with these identified concerns. The two
concerns identified are discussed in the following paragraphs.

37. As stated previously, Sakonnet Harbor is heavily utilized during the
summer months by recreational boat traffic. Any activities which may
interfere with access to the harbor and its onshore support facilities
would be considered disruptive. Therefore, to insure against the
occurrence of any major disruptions, dredging activities will attempt to
avoid the time period from 1 April to 15 September.

38. The second concern identified would be to minimize the impacts the
breakwater would have on tidal irrents within the harbor. As the tidal
currents aid in maintaining the water quality within the harbor any
structure which would reduce those currents may have a significant
environmental impact.

PLANNING OBJECTIVES

39. Planning objectives for this study were established after carefully
analyzing the identified constraint no concerns regarding the use of
water and related land resources in the study area. These objectives are
developed specifically for the given study area and will be utilized as a
guide in the formulation of alternative plans.

40. Based on the discussions of problems, needs and opportunities, two
planning objectives have been identified as guidelines to meet the area

needs and study objectives.

* Contribute to commercial navigation in Sakonnet Harbor during

the 1980-2030 period of analysis.

' Contribute to the year round utilization of Sakonnet Harbor for

commercial vessels during the 1980-2030 period of analysis.
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SECTION A

FORMULATION, ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF DETAILED PLANS

1. The formulation of a plan of improvement for Sakonnet Harbor hae;
followed the procedures of the Water Resouces Council Principles and
Standards. Local needs and desires were identified and project specific
planning objectives and constraints were established. These planning
objectives and constraints were considered in the formulation of detailed
plans, as were the national objectives of National Economic Development
(NED) and Environmental Quality (EQ).

Formulation and Evaluation Criteria

2. Detailed technical, economic, and environmental criteria were applied
in the formulation and evaluation of the alternative plans. These
criteria reflect quantitative measures of the plan performance in relation
to the national and local planning constraints. These criteria, which are
described below, are utilized in the System of Accounts to evaluate the
three alternative detailed plans.

Technical Criteria

3. The technical criteria are as follows:

- The selected plan should allow for year-round utilization of
Sakonnet Harbor by the commercial fishing fleet. The breakwater
should be located such that the vessels and attendent facilities
can be protected at a reasonable cost.

- Channel dimensions (length, width and depth) should be adequate for
the types of craft expected to use the harbor.

- Provide adequate separation from the existing shoreline such that
the breakwater will not have an impact on water quality within the
harbor.
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Economic Criteria

4. The economic criteria are as follows:

- maximize net benefits (project benefits minus project costs) A
- maximize net benefits te the tov-a of Little Compton A

Environmental, Social, and Cultural Criteria

5. The environmental, social, and cultural criteria are as follows:

minimize volume of dredged material in order to reduce problems

relating to the disposal of dredged materials.
minimize impacts to water quality within the harbor.

- provide im, :ovements which will be compatible with present
activities witnin the harbor.

maximize safety and ease of navigation to commercial and

recreational craft.

- maximize cultura. and aesthetic value to the harbor.

I

I
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SECTION B

Possible Solutions

6. Possible solutions to the problem of developing a year-round fishing
capability for Sakonnet Harbor commercial fishermen include utilizing
existing condition (no improvement option) or developing new facilities.

No Improvement Option

7. The development of an efficient cost effective year-round fishing
capability at Sakonnet Harbor without the Federal project would be
extremely unlikely. With no Federal project there would be essentially
two options that could be undertaken without dredging and the breakwater
construction.

8. The first would be to make use of the harbor under its present con-
dition. During the winter months, ice floes and heavy seas accompanied by
high winds making navigation within the harbor hazardous would effectively
negate any opportunities to establish a winter fleet. Use of the harbor
therefore, would be limited to fair weather months. The other possibility
would be to have the Sakonnet fishing fleet shift its base of operations
to an existing well sheltered harbor during the winter months.

9. A survey of the harbors within close proximity to Little Compton
reveals that the existing facilities within these harbors are being
utilized to their maximum design capabilities. Identified in this
analysis are the ports of Newport and Galilee to the west of Sakonnet
Harbor, New Bedford and Westport to the east, and Tiverton to the north.
These harbors are shown in Figure 2-1. Facility inventories, based on
1976 data for each harbor are enumerated in Tables 2-1, through 2-5.

10. Newport, Rhode Island has been the subject of a Federal Navigation
Improvement Study, the selected plan consisted of a channel 150 feet wide,
15 feet deep and approximately 1300 long. It entailed the dredging of
about 18,000 cubic yards of silt and clay and disposal of same. The
project was placed on the deferred category list due to the lack of an
adequate disposal site for dredged materials.
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11. A Federal Navigation Improvement was completed in Galilee, R --Ae
island in 1976, to allow for further development of the commercial fishing

industry. The project involved widening and extending the Federal east
channel. Presently, no additional capacity now exists in Galilee for
further expansion.

12. Tiverton, Rhode Island is primarily a recreational port, wh,,c, does

not have the required onshore facilities to support a year-round aadit.
to their fleet.

13. Westport, Massachusetts was the subject of a small Navigation Pro.je-t

Study which consisted of constructing a jetty from Westport Point to Hail __

Mile Rock and dredging a channel through the entrance area. The stuvy

been deferred as the local inteiests have been unable to meet local coo.-
eration requirements and did not ccacur with the proposed location of -
jetty.

14. New Bedford and Fairhaven rKarbor, Massachusetts was also the subjecc

of a Small Navigation project !n which the selected plan of improvement

included the deepening and widening of the existing Federal channel, and

the extension of the channel northerly for a distance of 600 feet.
Dredging in New Bedford-Foirhaven has been delayed for years because of

problems in locatinig a saitable disposal site. The improvement work

proposed for the site has been dropped since 1971 due to the lack of an

economically feasible disposal site.

Table 2-1 -0

Facility Inventor, for Newport Harbor, Rhode Island

a. 2 yacht clubs

b. 9 repair facilities

c. 8 facilities dealing with services and supplies

d. 7 offering moorings and dockside facilities

e. 2 businesses offering year-round facilities
f. 4 railroads: 1-45-, 10 ton; 2-1100", 400T; 1-500 Ton
g. 3 storage facilities
h. 2 travelifts
i. 2 cranes: 8 Ton and 1-1/2 Ton

J. 1 public ramp

Table 2-2

Facility Inventory for Galilee Harbor, Rhode Island

a 1 yacht club

h. 3 dealerships for repairs

c. 3 dealerships for miscellaneous services & supplies

d. 4 mooring and dockside facilities
e. I crane 1- 0 Ton
f. 1 public ramp, slips and miscellaneous services
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Table 2-3

Facility Inventory for Westport Harbor, Massachusetts

a. 2 railroads 30 Ton and 40 Ton
b. 2 cranes 10 Ton & 20 Ton
c. 3 facilities for mooring, dockside services & repair-
d. 1 yacht club
e. I small public ramp
f. I year-round facility with services

Table 2-4 A

Facility Inventory for New Bedford, Massachus-,-zr

a. 3 public ranps
b. 3 travelifts: 67; 20T; 35 Ton
c. 2 cranes: 5T, 25 Ton
d. 3 railroads: 50 Ton; 100'; 100- , 450 Ton
e. 3 businesses with year-round facilities
f. 6 miscellaneous services and supplies
g. 4 with moorings and dockside facilities

Table 2-5

Facility Inventory for Tiverton, Rhode Island

a. I yacht club
b. I repair service
c. 3 miscellaneous E.ervices & supplies
d. 2 mooring & dockside facilities
e. I travelift 30" 6 Tons
f. I railroad 55', 17 Tons

15. Based on the above analysis, a nonstructural alternative to allow
expanded fishing activity by Sakonnet fishermen has been eliminated from A
further consideration. The expansion capacity and capability in nearby
ports is considered inadequate and the situation cannot reasonally be
expected to change in the near future.

Develop New Facilities

16. The development of new facilities in Sakonnet Harbor is considered to
be the most satisfactory means of meeting the needs of the town of Little
Compton.

Plan Formulation Rationale

17. In order to develop detailed improvement plans, the following five
steps were undertaken:
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Identify Characteristics of the Existing and Project omnerclal Fisi,.ng I
Fleet Me

18. The numbers, sizes and types of rhe boats utilizing and expected to

utilize the harbor were estimated using procedures set forth in Appendix
5.IEstablish Required Breakwater Dimensions
19. Three separate breakwater configurations were developed for detailed

study. These have been designated as Detailed Plans A, B and C. Thesc
three plans are analyzed in detail in the following section.

Determine Alternative Breakwater Locations

20. Two separate alignments -ere developed for detailed study wlt , :..
alignment considered for Plans A and B, and a second alignment ror Plan
C. Subsequent paragraphs within this appendix analyzed and deterninen
that the alignment selected for Plans A and B was preferable over the

alignment for Plan C.

Establish Required Channel Depths and Widths

21. Alternative channel depths and widths were analyzed to determine the
most cost effective dimensions based on the type of craft expected to use
Sakonnet Harbor. A channel depth of 10 feet mlw and a channel width of
110 feet were found to be the most desirable channel dimensions. The

determination of channel dimensions is explained in detail in Appendix 5.

Determine Alternative Channel Locations.

22. The channel location was developed in recognition of the existing and
proposed facilities within Sakonnet Harbor. The channel parallels the

existing west harbor breakwater and will provide access to the existing
and proposed commercial facilities. M

Description and Evaluation of Detailed Plans

23. The development of detailed plans was predicated on the aforemen-
tioned plan formulation rationale. As the previous section indicated,
preliminary studies determined that only one channel alignment warranted
detailed study. Based upon that determination and recognizing that the
channel is an integral component of the three proposed plans of improve-
ment, its impacts will be described separately. This will allow the

reviewer to assess the proposed channel alignment based on its own merits
and avoid the necessity of repeating the same data for each of the
alternative plans of improvement as they relate to the breakwater.

24. As Figure 2-2 indicates, the access channel would extend from the
northern end of the existing west harbor breakwater and proceed in a
southerly direction for a total leng h of 1,155 feet. The channel would

be " feet wide 11v I feet deep at mlw.

2-6
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25. The water depth in the first 200 feet of channel varies from a
maximum of 18.0 feet mean low water to a minimum depth of 10.0 feet mean
low water. Therefore, dredging will not be required in this section of
the channel. The depth of water in the remainder of the channel varies
from a maximum of 10.0 feet mean low water to a minimum of 8.0 feet mean
low water. The shallowest section of the channel is located at a point
directly opposite the site of the proposed berthing facilities which are
to be utilized by the offshore lobster boats. The maximum dredging effort
will require the removal of a three-foot cut, including a one-foot
overdepth in earth and a two-foot overdepth in rock, and is restricted to
the latter portions of the channel.

26. Channel construction requires the removal of 8,000 cubic yards ot
material. Cost estimates for construction of the channel are located in
Appendix 4.

27. Channel dredging, although limited to the fall and winter monthls
would cause some delay to existing traffic within the harbor. However, as
the construction effort is expected to last no more than 30 days, major
conflicts are not anticipated.

28. The following section deals with a detailed description of the three
alternative breakwaters.

Plan A

29. Plan A shown on Figure 2-3 would provide for a 750-foot rubblemound

breakwater on a bearing of south 620 west running from a point approxi-
mately 100 feet offshore from a plot of land, numbered 36 on the town of
Little Compton plot plan. The structure would be at an elevation of 8
feet above mean low water.

30. Construction of the breakwater would require 33,730 tons of core and
blanket stone, 16,200 tons of bedding stone and 14,340 tons of armor
stone.

31. Cost estimates for Plan A are located in Appendix 4 and anticipated
benefits are located in Appendix 5. A summary of the project costs are
shown in Table 2-6.

32. The 750-foot breakwater, as designed, would provide the greatest
overall protection from adverse wind and ice conditions. lowever, as the
Hydrogrpahic Analysis presented in Appendix 4 indicates, this structure
would have the greatest impact on flushing action within the harbor. As
flushing action impacts directly on water quality, implementing this plan
may result in degradation of overall water quality within the harbor. It
should be noted however, that the hydrographic analysis concluded that
wind driven currents are an order of magnitude higher than the tidal

currents.

2-7



Table 2-6
PLAN A

SU RMARY OF PROJECT COSTS

Total First Cost

Channel:
Dredging $121,000
Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Costs $136,000

Breakwater:

Materials and ConstrLcticn $1,790,000
Contingeicies (15%) 268,500
Total Construction Cost $2,058,500

Engineering and Design 123,500
Supervision and Administration 164,700

Total Estimated First Cost $2,482,700

Annual Cost
Interest and Amortization (7-3/8%) $188,500
Breakwater Maintenance 20,000
Channel Maintenance 2,400

Total Annual Cost $210,900

PLAN B

33. Plan B, as shown in Figure 2-4, would provide for a 500-foot rubble-
mound breakwater on a bearing of south 620 west running from a point
approximately 450 feet offshore from a plot of land numbered 36 on the
town of Little Compton plot plan. The breakwater would be at an elevation
of 8 feet above mean low water.

34. The breakwater would require 27,375 tons of core and blanket stone,
-- - 11,712 tons of bedding stone, and 9,351 tons of armor stone.

35. Cost estimates for Plan B are located in Appendix 4 and anticipated
- j benefits are located in Appendix 5. A summary of the project costs are I

shown in Table 2-7.

36. The 500-fooL *reakwater, as designed, would provide optimal pro--
tection. In addition, the Hydrographic Analysis concluded that reducing
the length of the structure by 250 feet would allow for a 50 percent
increae in the flow of watez. Although tidal currents are not considered J
overly significant for harbor flushing, it would nevertheless have less of
an impact on water quality within the harbor, and Plan B is t'erefore
considered more environmentally sound than Plan A.

2-8
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TABLE 2-7

PLAN B

SLJMMARY OF ?ROJECT COSTS

Total First Cost

Channel:
Dredging $121,000
Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Costs $136,000

Breakwater:
Materials and Construction $1,277,000
Contingencies (15%) 192,000
Total Construction Cost $1,469,000

Engineering and Design 85,000
Supervision and Administration 1i0,000
Total Estimated First Cost $1,800,000

Annual Cost

Interest and Amortization (7-3/8%) $136,600
Breakwater Maintenance 15,000
Channel Maintenance 2,400
Total Annual Cost $154,000

PLAN C

37. Plan C, as shown in Figure 2-5, would provide for a 600-foot rubble
mound breakwater on a bearing of south 420 west beginning at a point
coincident with the southwesterly terminus of the breakwater in Plans A
and B. The breakwater would be at an elevation of 8 feet above mean low
water.

-J 38. The breakwater would require 37,205 tons of core and blanket s'one,
3M 14,964 tons of bedding stone, and 10,052 tons of armor stone.

39. Cost estimates for Plan C are located in Appendix 4 and anticipated V
benefits are located in Appendix 5. A sumary of the project costs are
shown in Table 2-8.

40. The 600-foot breakwater as designed, would provide the least

protection from wind generated waves by virtue of the increased harbor
openings to the east and west. This structure however, would permit
approximately 85 percent greater flow action over that of Plan A and
approximately 35 percent over Plan B.

L
1| 2-9
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Table 2-8

PLAN C

SULMARY OF PROJECT COSTS

Total First Cost

Channel:
Dredging $121,000
Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Costs $136,000

Breakwater:
Materials and Construction $1,510,000
Contingencies (15%) 226,500
Total Construction Cost $1,736,500

Engineering and Design 104,200
Supervision and Administration 138,900
Total Estimated First Cost $2,115,600

Annual Cost

Interest and Amortization (7-3/8%) $160,600
Breakwater Maintenance 17,000

Channel Maintenance 2,400

Total Annual Cost $180,000

I
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SECTION C

Comparison of Alternative Plans

41. In general, there is a trade-off between minimizing wave hieiphtk, tcre
floes, and costs, while maximizing water quality and benefits.

42. Plan A, by virtue of protecting the greater part of the harbor would
minimize wave height. But, with the exception of this positive impact,
Plan A in all other aspects is negative. The plan is more costly than B
or C while not providing any additional benefits. Also, the impact on
water quality within the harbor exceeds the other two plans.

43. Plan B, provides a similar amount of benefits at a lower cost while
having a less significant impact to the environment.

44. Plan C, which has the least impact on water quality does so at a
greater expenditure of cost and provides less quantifiable benefits over
Plan A or B.

SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS

45. The System of Accounts is a summary evaluation required by the
Principles and Standards. The System of Accounts provides in a concise
format an evaluation of the alternative pla", in terms of the national
objectives of National Economic Development (NED), Environmental Quality
(EQ), national accounts of Social Well-Being (SWB) and Regional
Development (RD). It also demonstrates plan performance in terms of the
planning objectives and constraints; the technical, economic, and other
criteria, as well as other measures such as plan acceptability.

46. The System of Accounts is shown in Table 2-9. The summary
assessments indicate that the plans have varying responses to the
different national objectives and accounts. In evaluting all impacts
considered, Plan B is shown to be the most favorable option considered.

2-11
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ISelecting a Plan

47. Selection of a plan of improvement to Sakonnet Harbor has been basel
on considerations of economic efficiency, preservation of environmental
quality, boating safety, and the needs and objectives of the loI and
state governments.

W National Economic Development Plan

48. Of the three alternatives evaluated in this study, Plan B would
provide the greatest net benefits. Appendix 5 of this report ccnt-in :,
detailed benefit cost studies for the three alternatives. As the benefit

cost analysis indicates, Plan B maximizes the net benefits and haz
therefore been designated the National Economic Development Plan.

Environmental Quality Plan

49. The Environmental Quality Plan is the alternative which makes the
most significant contribution to the management, conservation,
preservation, creation, restoration, or improvement of the quality of
certain natural and cultural resources and ecological systems. All three
alternatives considered would have positive effects on enhancement,
preservation, and restoration of cultural resources.

50. Because Plan C would allow for the maximum flushing action within the

harbor, it has been designated the Environmental Quality Plan. Plan C has
not been selected however, because the differences between Plans B and C
have been determined to be not significant and the greater net benefits
attributable to Plan B outweigh the minor increase in water flow within
the harbor.

'1 2-18
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{ SECTION DWU

1The Selected Plan

51. Plan B has been chosen as the selected plan of improvement fc'
Sakonnet Harbor. The associated harbor improvements required by Plan k.
are described in more detail in this section, as are the construction and

maintenance procedures. General environmental impacts of the plan are
also outlined in this section.

Plan Description

i52. As is shown in Figure 2-3, Plan B will consist of constructing a 500-
foot rubble mound breakwater and dredging of a 1,155 foot access channel
with a width of 110 feet and a mean low water depth of 10 feet. Table 2-

10 summarizes the major features of Plan B.

21
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Table 2-10
Pertinent Data - Selected Plan

Breakwater

Type: Rubblemound

Length: 500 feet
Crest Elevation: +8.0 feet
Crest Width:

Head: 10 feet
Trunk: 8 feet

Side Slopes:
Head: 2 horizontal to i vertical
Trunk: 1-5 horizontal to 1 vertical

Volume: 22,300 cubic yards

Channel

Length: 1,155 feet
Width: 110 feet
Depth 10 feet (mlw)

Side Slopes 1 on 3
Dredge Quantity 8,000 cubic yards

Evaluated Accomplishments

53. The evaluated accomplishments that would result from the selected

plan of improvements are the commercial fishing benefits that would accrue
to fishermen in the town of Little Compton. The fisheries resource off

the coast of Rhode Island is capable of sustaining an increase in the

average yearly catch, and the proposed plan would enhance the capability

for commercial fishermen to take advantage of the available resource. The

selected plan would result in estimated net annual benefits of $95,100.

General Impacts of Construction

Construction

54. Assuming Federal authorization and appropriation, and local

cooperation, the proposed improvements at Sakonnet Harbor could be
designed and constructed within two years. Rock material is available at

a nearby quarry in Tiverton, and that quarry has access to loading
facilities on the Sakonnet River. The rock would be loaded at Tiverton
and barged 9-1/2 miles down the Sakonnet River to the site, and deposited

through bottom-opening and over-the-side dumping equipment to form the

blanket and core of the breakwater. Bedding and armor stone would be
brought down the river in the same manner but would be placed, stone by

stone, according to the required thickness, grade and slope. Dredging of
those limited areas along the entrance channel and in the maneuvering area
is a small scale operation involving appeoximately 8,000 cubic yards of

material. This operation has been described in some detail in Appendix 4.

2-20
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Maintnnance

55. The major element of maintenance will be to repair damage to th
armor atone which would be produced by waves of unusually severe Atlnntic
storms. It is estimated that auch maintenance would amount to replacing
and restoring approximately 2,000 tons of stones every 10 years at an
average annual cost of $15,000, Maintenance of the channel depth is not
expected to be a serious problem due to limited shoaling processee. Banad
upon an assumed shoaling rate of 160 cubic yards per year it is estimated
that maintenance dredging will be required every 10 years involving the
removal of approximately 1,600 cubic yards of material by hydrunlic
methods. The annual cost for providing maintenance dredging is estimated
at approximately $2,400. The only remaining element of maintenance w uld]
be the routine upkeep of the channel markers and other aids to navigation,
by the U.S. Coast Guard. This maintenance is estimated at an average
annual cost of approximately $200. This data is discussed further 1in
Appendix 4.

Water Quality

56. Short Term Effects - Breakwater: The deposition of rock into the
waters of Sakonnet Harbor to form the blanket and core of the new
breakwater may cause a slight increase in the turbidity of the water near
the construction site. However, this turbidity, which is caused by rock
dust, will quickly disperse in the deep waters of the harbor and will
cause no short term adverse affects on marine life.

57. Short Term Effects - Dredging: The dredging operation required to
meet the objectives of the selected plan of improvements is one of the
very limited scope. The total volume to be removed from the selected
channel and maneuvering areas is approximately 8,000 cubic yards of
material. The maximum depth of dredging is three feet, including the
required overcuts. Twelve rock probes were taken during the late winter
of 1978 to determine the presence of ledge between the existing harbor
bottom and El. -12.0 (u.l.w.). Logs of these probes indicate that ledge
is not present in those areas which are to be dredged to El. -10.0
(m.l.w.). Existing information on the nature of the material at the
harbor bottom indicates that said material consists of hard-packed sands
and gravels interspersed with stones and boulders. A further indication
of the dense nature of the bottom material is provided by the "blow
counts" on the probing rods as recorded in the logs of the twelve rock
probes referred to above. There is no indication from any available
source of any substantial deposits of organic bottom sediments.

58. The removal of these sands and gravels will cause some turbidity in
the waters of the harbor, However, this turbidity will only last a short
time since the relatively larger grain sizes of the granular materials
involved will quickly settle to the bottom Moreover, high turbidities in
themselves are not injurious to most marine life according to recent
research at the University of Rhode Island. Since the turbidity will
contain very small amounts of organic materials, the short term effects on
marine life of the dredging operation will be negligible.

2-21



59. Disposal of Dredged Material: Since the materials to be dredged
consists almost entirely of sands, gravels, and rock boulders and/or
fragments, the disposal of such material presents no unusual problems. As
Appendix 4 illustrates, local interests nil provide a land disposal sitr
in close proximity to the project site. Thus, the disposal of the dredge
material will be accomplished expeditiously and economically. Finally,
since there is no evidence of any substantial deposits of organic
materials in the areas to be dredged, all of the difficult environmental
and social problems usually associated ';ith the disposal of such material
will be avoided.

60. Long Term Effects - Breakwater: As previously noted, the propos.ed
breakwater will not meet the easterly shore of Sakonnet Harbor.
waterway opening is thereby retained between the shore and easterly en'
the breakwater. This open water passage will allow a constant zici"
flushing of an area that otherwise would be a quiet backwater loc i:c.
Because of the tidal flushing action, this corner area will be kept free
of floating flotsam and other debris that would certainly collect here if
the breakwater connected to the shore. This tidal flushing feature is
considered a positive and beneficial long term environmental impact of the
selected plan of improvement.

Other Effects

61. The implementation of the selected plan of improvement at Sakonnet
Harbor will produce other beneficial effects, most particularly to the
existing recreational fleet. While these benefits are relatively minor
compared to those that accrue to the commercial fleet, and therefore have
no bearing on the economic justification of this project, they should,
nevertheless, be noted.

62. The provision of the proposed breakwater will immediately encourage
the mooring of vessels in the north section of the harbor in the lee of
the proposed structure. It should be noted however, that while the
breakwater will protect the fleet from the occasional northerly summer
storm, it will not reduce, and in fact even increase the wave heights
generated during southwesterly storms. Wave refraction/diffraction
results show that existing wave heights during periods of southwesterly
storms are on the order of nine feet. After the proposed structure is in
place, wave heights may increase to 10.5 feet in height. So the new
breakwater would provide some measure of protected for the recreational
vessels in the harbor but any future mooring management plans to be
instituted for the harbor must account for the danger to vessels moored in
the area behind the new breakwater during periods of high southwesterly
winds.

63. The small amount of anchorage area that is taken out of use by the
designation of a 100-foot Federal channel (approximately 1/2 acre) will
probably be mitigated by some increased usage of the northerly areas at
natural depth and/or better management of existing r-oorings in the harbor.
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64. Air quality in the proposed project area may be affected by dust,
noise, odors, and vehicle omissions from the operation of construction
equipment. The construction contractor will be required to control suich
factors where feasible.

65. The presence of construction vessels in Sakonnet Harbor couild reo'ilt
in the release of oils and greases into project area waters through
accidental spillage. The construction contractor will be required to
implement all necessary measures to prevent degradation of water quality
by construction oquipment.

66. Naither construction of the proposed project nor the completet
project are expected to disrupt or threaten any endangered species of
aquatic or terrestrial wildlife. This subject is discussed more fl& ir,
subsequent paragraphs.

67. As indicated in Figure 2-4 the proposed breakwater will not meet thc
existing shoreline at any point. Instead, it will commence approximately
450 feet from the shoreline. Thus, it is fully anticipated that delivery
of rock and construction of the breakwater will be carried out entirely
from the water surface of the Sakonnet River and Harbor, respectively,
through the use of work barges and boats. Accordingly, there is no
provision for the establishment of a major shore base for construction
materials and equipment. Only a manpower base will be required on the
shore; a place for a small field office; a parking lot for the workmen,
and a departure point where they can be ferried to and from the work
barges. There appears to be ample room for such a manpower base in the
large parking lot directly across from the Foc'sle Restaurant. Thus, the
impact of the construction operation on the local transporation system
will be very slight and well within its capabilities.

68. The physical characteristics of existing residential and commercial
buildings will not be affected during construction. No buildings will be
displaced and, therefore, there will be no displacement of local
residents nor will implementation of the project interfere with any fish
trans north of the harbor entrance.

69. A temporary increase in the demand upon local utilities, such as
water and electricity, will occur due to the presence in the area of
construction equipment and personnel. Such increases, however, are well
within the capability of the respective utilities to provide.

70. The esthetic characteristics of the Sakonnet Harbor community will be
affected only slightly during construction of the proposed project. These
effects will include the visilibity of construction equipment, the noise
generated by said equipment, plus dust, and perhaps mud, generated by the
vehicles transporting workmen to and from the work site. These short term
effects are those usually associated with heavy construction and are
usually accepted by the local community as such.
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71. Construction equipment and activities will create potential safatyhazards to smal'l boaters in Sakonnet Harbor. Commuinity services, suich asrescue, law enforcement and medical services may be utilized if the!:Iparticular assistances are required.
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3ECTION E

-

Impltlmentation Responsibilities

Cost Allocation

72. Allocation of costs of the project include $1,469,000 for the
breakwater and $136,000 for the channel.

Cost Apportionment

73. The Federal Government would be responsible for 100 rercent of the

cost to construct the breakwater and channel. Local governments would be
responsible for all costs associated with construction cf the dike for
containment of the dredged material.

Federal Responsibilities

74. The Federal Government will assume all costs, within the cost ii-

tation of $2,000,000, for initial construction of this project because of
the general, or widespread nature of benefits to commercial navigation-
In addition, the Federal Government will maintain the waterway
improvements, assuming continued need and justification, to assure con-
tinued navigability. -Il pre-authcrizatiln study costs, as well as t02
design, preparation of plans and specifications, and contract adminils-
tration are Federal responsibilities.

Local Responsibilities

(i) Provide, maIntain and operate without cost to the United States,
an adequate public landing with provisions for the sale of motor fuel,
lubricants and potable water open and available to the use of all on equal
terms.

(2) Provide without cost to the United States all necessary lands,
easements and rights-of-way required for construction and subsequent

iaintenance of the project including suitable dredge! material disposal
arena with ne-essary retafning dikes, bulkheads and embankments therefor.
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(3) Hold and save the United States free from damages that may
result from construction and maintenance of the project.

(4) Accomplish without cost to the United States alterations and
relocations as required in sewer, water supply, drainage and other utility
facilities.

(5) Provide and maintain berths, floats, piers, and similar marina
and mooring facilities as needed for transient and local vessels as well
as necessary access roads, parking areas and other needed public use shore
facilities open and available to all on equal terms. Only minimum, basic
facilities and service are required as part of the project. The actual
scope or extent of facilities and services provided over and above the
required minimum is a matter of local decision. The manner of finAnctng
such facilities and services is a local responsibility.

(6) Assume full responsibility for all project costs in excess of
the Federal cost limitation of $2,000,000.

(7) Establish regulations prohibiting the discharge of untreated
sewage, garbage, and other pollutants in the waters of the harbor users
thereof, which regulations shall be in accordance with applicable laws or
regulations of Federal, State and local authorities responsible for
pollution prevention and control.
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Wrnrnt otf ttle liniptn

September 22, 1977
Hr. Joaeph Z. Ignazio

Chief) Planning Division
New England Division, Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
I:'altham, lassaohusetts 02154

Dear Mr. gnazio:-

1. References: (a) Letter dated November 22, 1975 to
the Division Engineer from the Harbor Advisory
Board Little Compton

(b) Letter with enclosure dated February
7, 1976 to the Division Engineer from the Harbor
Advisory Board.

2. Phis letter is in reply to your letter of 20 January
1977. The delay in our reply should not be construed as any
Zack of interest in improving Sakonnet Harbor. Quite to the
contrary. IYe are desirious of improving our harbor as
indicated in our earlier letters, references above. T'he data
which you requested can only be obtained from the more than
150 boat owners who operate from the harbor and some of them
have been difficult to contact and others reluctant to furnish
the quantity and value of landings. 2'his' response thus is
based on such information as we were able to solicit and
estimates were made on the balance.

3. (1Ye are not only interested in improving our harbor,
we are confident that the economic circumstances have so
changed since your 1969 report-that there can be no doubt
that the desired improvements are economically feasible.
These changes include:

(a) The advent of an offshore lobster fishery.
(b) The newly established 200 mile limit on U.S.

Jurisdiction over its coastal waters.
(c) The market replacement with ocean quahogs of

decimated New Jersey sea clams.
(d) The interest in offshore exploration for oil

and gas.

4. Sakonnet Harbor presently includes:

140 moorings
25 boat slips
2 launching rarmps

Private dockage (three owners) where six or more
14 Ilk coin,,ercial craft reqularlZj berth
0 8' project depth in an anchorage of about six acres
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The craft currently using Sakonnet Harbor are enumerated
in enclosures A parts I - IV.

5. The improvemnts which we hope to achieve with help
from the Federal Government include:

(a) A northerly breakwater to protect the harbor
fr3m seas and floatinq ice generated by north
and northwest winds. lye would hope to have an
erergy absorbing rubble mound breakw',ater
starting about 150 feet from the easterly shore
of the harbor and extending about 650 feet in a
west southwesterly direction with an opening
between breakwaters of not less than 200 feet.
We would be pleased if the engineers would
consider openings between 200 and 400 feet
proposed in your 1969 report and select that
opening which gives greatest protection within
the harbor, mtntm .'es the energy reflected into
the harbor, assures a tidal flow which will not
adversely effect water quality in the harbor
(the harbor is presently used for swimming and
we urgently desire to retain this use) and
does not increase shore erosion nor.act as a
sand trap to increase harbor maintenance. 'he
present breakwater adequately accommodates shore
fishermen and we desire that the new breakwater
not be used for shore fishtng. Further we are
desirous of having the breakwater constructed
from barges using stone delivered by barge to
minimize problems of rights of way and traffic
congestion.

(b) A 12 foot deep 150 foot wide channel to serve the
commercial (westerly) side of the harbor to the
south harbor line. Messrs. James Ncataronas, Jr.
and Richard Rogers each own lots adjacent to the
harbor (lots 8.3 and 75 respectively) and have
indicated a willingness to provide land for the
disposal of dredge spoil. ?hey also have stated
a willingness to provide at their expense what-
ever retaining structures may be required to
contain the spoil and minimize pollution. Mr.
Rogers has indicated an interest in having the
Corps engineers construct his retaining structure
and dredge his proposed boat slips if the cost
by your contractor were equal or less than his
cost by another contractor. And as the start
of construction approaches we expect others may
want deepened berths along side other docks,
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(c) An increase of 2 to 3 acres in the sheltered
anchorage.

(d) The location of these desired irnprov-'vnt. ore
marked on the layout attahod as enclo:viro P.

(e) These improvements in the Federal Project r, re
expected to induce local inLprooemnenta to
inc lude:

(1) The construction of six additional hozt
slips for 70' offshore lobster bouts,
draggers and trawlers.

(2) The construction and operation of a boat
lift and a marine service and storage
fac i li ty.

(3) Increased moorings to Include mooringn
that can be reserved for. transient.' using
Sak~onnet as a harbor of refuge providod
there is a national benefit in so doing.

6. The benefits which we perceive would flow from these
improvements include:

(a) A longer fishinq season
(b) A more diversified fishing industry
(c) Increased protection for commercial and recreational

craft
d) A harbor able to accom.odate a 50 percent increa-s

in resident craft
(e) Increased boatino safety in Southeastern Ne England
W Savings to boat ouwners who could have their boats

serviced and stored in Little Compton
(g) Increased landings as follows:

Crabs 1,000//
Codfish 20, 000/,/
Finh (gill nets) 5,00,1'
Fish (traps and draggers) 2,1000,000//
Lobsters 450,000//
Quahogs 10,000,000/1 (in nh

(h) Reduced unemployment. Little Compton is plagued with
a 10 to 12% unemployment rate in winter time.
Increased employment in winter fishing and boat
maintenance and storage will add significantly to
our winter employment opportunities in skills that
are available in Little Compton.
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7. a' are. lookino forward to working ctosely with youroffice in the preparation of whatever further reports you rc'yrequirQ for the early realization of these improuentontD.

Very.. truly yours,

P6eident,, Town Courci i

Enclosures: (A). Harbor layout
(B) Current use statistics

cc: Senator Clairbone Peli
Representative Fernand J. St Germain
Mr. John Lyons
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Hr. Gordon'R. Archibald
56 Pine Street
Providence, Rhode IT.land 02903

Dear 1ir. Archibald:-

This letter confirms the request of the 1Harbor Conrnta.!Iion.
made to you on 28 December 1977 and the telephoned recrr.rnzo.,tton,
of the undersigned December 30 ae follows:

14 Pleas'e keep' the 10 foot channel as close to lots 79 and
80 (commercial piers of WVilcox and Manchester) as possible while
at the same ttnie encroaching on the mooring area as little as
possible. -r. Manchester has indicated that when a deaper
channel isaOr'Vuded at Sakonnet Harbor he expects to upgrade his
fleet and increase the number of his craft that would be using
pier 80. We urgently request that the 10 foot channel extend
to the harbor line in front of piers 79 and 80. These owners
hope to have the Corps dredging contrctaulso dredge 10' berths.
along side their docks. There is no objection to narrowing the
channel to 55 feet between points C-3 and C-4, on your drawing to
reduce, the cost of excavation.

2. Please review the size of the armor stone. It is
believed to be much too ' small on the southwest end and the
northwest face''of the northerly breakwater., 8 to 10 ton
stones seem to be necessary for stability and energyabsorption.
For your information waves-generated by, anortherly wind often
top the present breakwater and have dislodged stones from; the
outside face and deposited them'inside the harbor.

3. There is no indication that the breakwater is to be
a rubble mound energy absorbing breakwater on both fizcea, but
particularly on the inside to prevent waves being rof'l.,cted
into the harbor.

4. I provtded to you my only copies of the bottom surveys
that were done by the Corps in the summer of 1977.' Request
they be returned.

5. Ny recollection of the above referenced-surveys"and
House Report No. 436, 82nd Congress April 23, 1952 (copy
enclosed) suggests that the bottom contours shown on your
December 13 preliminary drawing are in error and the ledge
rock is more extensive than you described in your meeting
with the Board.

~hw avalo DTICI dons ae

JAN'O 1978
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6. Please eliminate from your drawing the names of
adjaoent land owners,

7. From Lot 76 please erase "P'o'c'o'le Restaurant" und
the present Thayer houae and gurage, Nova the houJU over to
lot 75 as the caretakers house und adjust rP'lobster storage
and handling shed so that it lieu wholly on lot 76,

8, Show lots 72-74 as "Reserved for Town Dock (future)"
and show outline of proposed dock as indicated on drawing
enc losed@

9. Show lots 70 a aso "Reserved for boat launching
ramps".

10, Show lots 66-69 as "Reserved for swimming".

11. Show lot 65 as "Reserved for beach ing and servicing
water craft".

12. Please provide to me not later than January 20 a visual
cast transparency of your final harbor layout including the
changes requested herein. I expect to use it at the Towns'
public hearing on a Town Master Plan,

The information you requested 19 December 1977 on gear used
by the commercial fleet is enclosed.

Z understand you expect to provide me a draft, of your report
on or before January 15 1978. 1 shall see that it i. reviewed
and comments, if anyfurnished promptly, I trust it wit cover
the influence of the project on the water quality of the harbor.

Thank you for your efforts and your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

Harry Woodbury
cc; Members, Harbor Board I

Harbor Master -.

James J0 Rocha
Division Engineer,

.

h,, 3.-
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JJnltrU i 9, /11/,)

Gordon R. Archibald, Inc.
56 Pine Street
Providence, Rhode Island 041903

Dear Mr. Archibald:-

., Thank you for sending the 1/arbor' Board copiez; of thC,
(1) memorandum dated 30 December, 1977, (2) the Benefit
determination (final) dated December 2, 1977 and rev .oed
January 3 1.978 and (3) the drawings showing the harbor
layout. k/e are looking forward to receiving an OxiO visual
cast slide of the layout for use at the Town's public hearing
this month on the Town's Comprehensive Community Plan.

2. With respect to the benefit cost determination the
following comments and recoonendzt ions are offered:

a. Benefits

(1) Comment: The Board is concerned that the benefit/
cost ratio for the northerly breakwater without the deepened
channel is unfavorable und wiches to clarify, what ile obviou ly
did not make clear at our meeting with you on 28 December.

(a) When the breakwater is built, it will become
feasible to build the new slips at the southweat corner of the
harbor for year round commercial us; althpugh not for the 65'
off shore lobster boats c would expect 0'"uld be 45' multiple
purpose craft drawing 5 t6 6 feet that would fij,;1 with pots for
lobsters, dredges for quahogs and gill noto for bluch ba ',op
striped bass, blue fish and cod landing annuaZl ' t y1, oit
20,OO pounds of lobsters, '50,000 bushels of quLaLLog. and
40,O00 pounds of fin fish.

(b) The breakwater will also prevent annual
storm damage valued at least at: a2,000. for the home commercial
fleet, 02,500. for transient cotmmercial vessels, di2,000, for
home recreation craft and 32,000. for transient recroation crafts.

Recommgnda tit n
(a) include the benefits accruing to the breakwater

alone at:
(1) Increased landings from six new major multiple

purpose boats
(2) Damage prevent ion

Veil*jift3-7
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(2) Coement: ,he damage prevantod to a h,,nvftl ul.io
to the breaawcui--ewith tho doponod channi.

RoM"Mandestioni Include., t honefito fur doisiejc' pruvm tod
in the analysas of the alternute project of a bruwMimALor .nd
deepened channel.

.3. I understand that the report may be de'!/eld a month
or so because the Corps may' initiate additional uubourface
exploration to define better the classes of excavation,

(a) We would appreciate being advised of the numi'
of the organization that will undertake the probes in order
for Mr. Rogers to secure his serutces for exploration in his
proposed dock and mooring area.

(b) If the exploration reveals condittons substantially
different from those on which jour January 3 cost oetimtat was
based we request an early meeting with you, ;We are most anxious
to realize these improvements as soon as post.iblu and would
hope to prevent the delays that would attend project authorization
and funding for projects over two million dollurs.

4. Thank you for your considerat ion,

Very truly yours,

Hlarry ,oodbury

cc: Oscar C. Arp n
Office of Division E.'ngineers
United States Army
424 Trapello Road
Waltham, Maasachusetts 02154
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January 17, 1978

Nr. Oscar Arpin
Office of Division Engineers, U.S. Army
424 Trape lo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts ,02154

Dear Mr. Arpin:-

We are gratified at the progress the Corps has mado on.
our harbor study and understand there is a possibility the
project may be funded to start construction in 1979. The
Town wants to be in a position to provide promptly whatever
assurances may be required to permit construction to start.
Such assurances may require the approval of the Town at a
Town financial meeting. The Town normally has such,a
meeting only once a year. The meeting this year is set
for April 4, 1978.
I Requests for strokes In the budget must be submitted to

the Town on or before 15 February and then be subjected to
hearings by the budget committee. We are, therefore, in
urgent need of your advise concerning the local assurances
which you anticipate will be required before the Corpp of
Engineers can proceed with the project. We would appreciate
your early advise on this matter.

Thank you fdr'your assistance.

Very truty yours,

arW G. 'Woodbur

cc: Gordon Archibald Assoc.
File
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January 26, 19;' ,

Mr. Oscar Arpin
Chief, Coastal .Deuelopment Branch
U.S. Arny, Corps of Engineers
421, 'rapello Road
Wa l tham, Nassachusetts 02154

Dear Oscar:-

1. The Harbor Advisory Board has reviewed the
suggestions for local assurances as kindly furnishd by
your office and offers 'the following comments and recommendations
for your consideration:

a. Comment: Items 1, 2, 3 and 7 are clear and
acceptable.

b. Comment: Item 4 has no application to tiLe "'
project.

Recommendation: Delete Item 4 and renumber
subsequent items.

c. Conunent: Item 5 is so general with respect
,to "similar marina -- facilities as ,needed"
and "other needed public use shore facilities"
that the Board is unable to define with any, .

certaintude the financial obligation of the
V'own or the basis and authority for determtn tHon
of need. It would appear that an assurance m ore
directly related to the benefits anticipated
from the project, as was done in the case of Point
Judith would be appropriate.

Recommendation: Substitute for your proposed
item 5 (renumbered 4) the following:

"4" Enjure th, provision of berth., floats and
piers connected with the federal channel and
supporting access roads and parking faciliti,;
determined by the Town Council to be necessary r
to facilitate upgrading and modernization of
the existing commnercial fleet and the additions
of berths, floats, piers and supporting shore
faczl jiti es for a minimum of six general purpose
commercial fishing uessel3 50 to 70 feet in

3-10..
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,? Thank you for your consideration. I 3hall b pi4 ,.:,,'
to moet wit/h you in yuoir office (at your conucnince prior' /,
February 7 (when we have our next Board neeting) to ,
a mutually acceptable understanding) of the assuran.ce; I/c Vu,.
will furnish in connection with the proposed harbor iuprou,:v'.

Sinc,:reiy yours,

larry! ,/oodbury
Chu i rma n

*IS
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July 5, 1978

ir. Oscar Arpin
Planning Diuision., Corp of Engineers
424 Trapello Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Oscar:-

Reference our telephone conversation July 3.

In Jhe afternoon of July 3 I met for 1 hours with
seven members of the Sakonnet Yacht Club who made known
objections they had to the breakwter and channel F,,prove-
ment and questions concerning the draft report by ir.
Archibald. I am swuanwrizing their views that you may take
such action as you deem appropriate, as you review and
finalize the Archibald draft, to best insure it reasonably
addresses all questions of local interests.

1. The gap between the eastern end of the proposed
northerly breakwater and the east shore of thc harbor is
inadequate. The text suggests 150' of opc-ning which would
be agreeable to these special interests but the drawing if
followed would have only a shallow 20' gap at low tide
through which very little water passes and which can be waded'
encouraging fishing from the breakwater which would be
hazardous, encourage trespassing, develop pressures for public
parking where none can be made available. Suggest you consider
shortening the breakwater at the easterly end to correct these
deficiencies and incidentally reduce the cost of the project.

2. Page 23 and page G--2:

a. Reword to make abundantly clear that this division
of responsibility is pqppoed by the Army to crevent, during the
review and hearing s ges, any implication that the Town has
yet agreed -o these conditions.

b. Reference my letter of 26 January 1978. It was
my understanding as a result of a telephone conversation with
your office ihat you would make the substitution suggested in
paragraph C of my letter. If you now hove reservations about
making this substitution, we would appreciate an opportunity
to discuss your reservations and our desires. [
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.3. Appendix D set forth environmental criteria:

a. The criteria should include the Town's desire
4 , to maintain water quality in the harbor suitable for swimming.

b. The report does not analyze the influence of the
project on these criteria.

4. The northerly breakwater could reflect wave energy
into the harbor. The steps being taken to prevent ref'lection
should be clearly set forth.

5. The Yacht Club members who attended the 3 July meeting
would like the report to be more specific as to beneficiaries
their feeling being that Sakonnet Harbor is being converted to
a commercicl harbor for non-Little Compton residents. They
question tat there will be five additional 65 foot boats
unless the lare substitutes for existing boats in which case
only the ret increase should be considered as a benefit.

6. '.he conferees are particulalry interested in haoing
an opportunity to review the environmental assessment and the
evidence (one of the conferees being a lawyer) that supports
any con lusion of no significant adverse effects.

1'Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woodbury /YChairman

3-15
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-, ~August 17

Colone John 1-. Chandler
Division 'ngineer, U.S. Armay
4 4 'rapello ;Xoad
;/a'thar, ,;;assach.iet ts

Dear CoZonel:-

Ve arc grateful for the progress you are mking in
your study of the feasibility of improving Sakonriet
Harbor and are looking forward to earlyreceipt'of a copy
of your proposed report and the summary of environmental
anaLysis. WVe are concerned however with the language of
that paragraph of the items of Local cooperation *which
requires non-federal interests to "Assume full responsibility
for all project costs in excess of the federal cost
Limitation of $2,O0.00.". .

We understand that the Latest cost estimate for this
project is about 81,750,000. including contingencies. 'e
further understard that this estimate is, based o..1976
costs. In these times of inflating construction costs the
project costs can be expected to Increase substantially
before a contract is signed to perhaps 32,275. million.
To minimize this escalation we are of course interested
in getting the contract-let out as soon as possible.

WYe understand too that after the bids are taken and
before.,an award is mtade the sponser will be given an
opportunity to accept or reject at that time its obligation
for costs over $2,000,000. and if it rejects its obligatiom
the Corps will then proceed under.the proceedur&s for
Survey Reports.

This leaves the local sponser ,with two problems if it
elects to accept the obligation.

First because the work will probably be bid on c unit
price basis, the final cost could overrun greatly because of
quantities or conditions a'zd as we understand it thc Tofun
would be expected to absorb whatever added costs were thus
incurred. It see:.:s only fair and prudent in order to
provide somze constraint on cost overruns for the local sponser
be a party to any agreement concerning changed conditions and/or
quantities before the costz are fncurre' and have the option
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to reduce the aco e of t. ,.t uork if th. costs exce,: the
sponsers abilitU or willngr, e,,s to .*a ' the increac.

The second probler reiates to the 'own'3 leuat ibilr,
to give to the Federal government an o.en ended authority tr,
obligate the Town and its taxpayers. 'T'he Town annually has
a financial town meeting at which a V'own budget and the tax
rate is approved. The budget is for stated amounts for
individual line items. The T'own is in no better position
than is the Corps of Engineers to seek and obtain an
obligation authority for an unspecified amount. Some reasonablP
estimate is believd to be necessary and when the own
appropriates on the basis of that estitate, the estimate then
becomes a ceiling. And limitations on costs then must of
course be a mechanism for contracting costs. Surely thl
second problem in the.case of Section 107 projects is not
peculiar to Little Compton.

Request an opportunity to meet with you at an early, date
for the purposo 3f resolving these two potential problems.

Respectfully yours,

HarrV ioo dbury

cc: Lt. (en. John Morris
Chief of Engineers, U.S. Ar,.y
Tash ingfon, D.C., )20314

Anthony Garone
Office Division Engtn a.rs
424 'rapello Rtoad
Wal tham Mas3,

3-17



HARBOR ADVISORY BOARD

Septqmber JL "

Colonel John P. Chandler
Division Engineer
New England Division
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army
424 Trapelo Road
Wa I tham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:-

This letter continues the policy of the Board to pro.uze
your office all significant information and questions that come
to our attention which bear on the study by your office of the
economic and environmental feasability of improving Sakonnet~Harbor.

On August 6, some-of our summer residents requested an
opportunity to present their views of the proposed harbor
development at the regular meeting of the Board August 16, 1978,
inasmuch as they expected to be unable to attend the public
hearing on the draft of your report. The meeting was widely
publicized by the requesting parties. About 135 attended.
Persons who expected to be able to attend the later public
hearing wfere encouraged to refrain from taking time from the
people who had requested the meeting. Ten people presented
prepared statements or questions. See draft minutes of the
meeting attached as enclosure 1. The undersigned requested
all speakers haz ing questions to submit them to the Board in
writing (a.tape recorder had failed). The following were
received and are attached:

(a) Enclosure 2: Environmental Impact Questions by

Anne Kneeland Ellis.

(b) Enclosure 3: Remarks by Roswell B. Perkins.

(c) Enclosure 4: Remo from N. B. Atwater.

I have also attached for-your information:

(d) Enclosure 5: Letter to Jane Cabot (President of
Town Council) from David Binger, who organized
the meeting.

-Yrs. Cabot's reply

(e) Enclosure 6: Letter to the undersigned from Mrs.
Bradford hatings.
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(,) Enclosure 7: Letter from Mrs. Thomas kloodhouet
to the President of the Town Council, and her
reply.

The Board summarizes the tenor of the presentations as follows:

(a) The preservation of water quality in the hvrbor is
essential. It is used for swimming and boating
safety instruction. How will the propoased brroA-
water affect the tidal flushing action.?'/ ould
the flushing action be improved if the bri,,we,
were shortened on the Northeasterly end to 600
feet? How will the increased use of the harbor
affect water quality? What steps should be
considered by the Town to minimize the pollution
caused by users? The architects report presents
little evidence or analysis to support its
conclusions that the only significant adverse
effect will be short term from dredging.

(b) Will the proposed improvements create rougher
mooring conditions in the harbor from S.W.
generated wave energy being reflected off the
north breakwater into the harbor? Would not a
northeast - southwest orientation to the break-
water reduce this effect significantly? Where
may be seen a rubble mound breakwater that
absorbs rather than reflects energy?

(c) To what degree will the character of the Town as
a rural community be changed by the proposed
harbor improvement? See the first goal of the
Town as expressed on page 7 of the Comprehensive
Community Plan attached as enclosure 8. (Please
note the amendments dated February ?1, 1978.)
How and to what degree will the character of the
Town be affected by increased commercial activity
in the harbor? By increased highway traffic
generated by increased harbor activity? How will
the increased traffic affect highway safety? What
time of year will this increased traffic take place
and by what percentage? Will increased police
protection be needed? Increased road maintainence?
How much? To what degree will the harbor improve-
ments affect the tax requirements of the Town?
From road maintainence? Police protection? i'ill

an improved harbor help preserve property values
or cause them to deteriorate? W/ill the harbor
improvements enhance Little Compton's attractiveness
as a summer contmwriiy7' (The summer community is a
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significant economic asset to the Town, .generating
as it does business for its support and property
tax income with no demand for school support).

There is a strong sentiment among some of those
concerned with the proposed improvements t~at a full
Environmental Impact Stat ement, the proce,#'dures for which
require review by E.P.A. and not merely an Environmental
Assessment, is needed. They have stated that they believe
that fully answering questions which have been raised will
actually accelerate the project rather than delay it, and
that if the Corps were to decide to do an Assessment, rathvr
than a full Environmental Impact Statement# the "project would
thereby be delayed for they would insist on an Environmental
Impact Statement.

The Board is desirous that your study proceed through
the points 9f decision in the most expeditious manner. It is
the opinion of this Board that your environmental analysis
should be as thorough as'is reasonably possible; that it address
fully and completely all the questions that have been raised
other than those which are clearly the responsibility of local
interests; that it should present clear evidence to support its
conclusions with respect to environmental costs and benefits,
if any, and that its credibility would be enhanced if the
analyses were prepared by an independent firm with special
qualifications in the subjects of concern. The following firms
were discussed with some of those who attended the August 16
meeting as meeting the qualifications.

Lawler, Natursky and Skelly Engineers
Normandeau Associates
0hniversity of Rhode Island

If we can be of any further assistance to your office,
as you develop your study, please call upon us. Our circumstances
permit some time to examine your drafts and for this Board to
submit comments as to whether we think.the concerns mentioned
herein in the enclosures and in earlier communications have
been treated adequately.

Please return the Comprehensive Community Plan as soon
as it is convenient. It (s my only copy and additional copies
are not available.

Sincerely yours,

3-20 Harry oodbury
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Mr. Joseph Ignazio
Chief, Planning Divi i)r
New England Division
U.S. Army Corps of E g Lree ri;
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachuset:s C21..4

Dear Mr. Ignazic:

In response t) a ree--inc be:weei nerbers of your staff (Mr. Dave
Dupee, EnvironmentaL Assessment Sectin, P r. Tony Garone, Navigation
Branch Section, and others) and members of this company at our facilities
on September 20, 1973, Normandeau Assc:iates, Inc. (NAI) is providing a
recommended work scope for a thorough, yet reasonable, assessment of the
environmental impact of proposed improvements for Sakonnet Harbor. Based
upon our discussions the following concerns need to be addressed:

1. How will the proposed breakwater affect tidal flushing
action within Sakonnet Harbor?

2. Will the proposed breakwater create adverse wave
diffraction patterns to hamper boat traffic entering
and exiting harbor?

3. Will modification in the size or orientation of the
proposed breakwater significantly improve the modified
flushing action, and/or the wave diffraction patterns.

To thoroughly address the above concerns, NAI recommends:

1. Literature review of existing physical and water
quality data applicable to Sakonnet Harbor.

2. Application of a two-dimensional, computer-based,
numerical, hydrodynamic model to predict water
movements in the harbor as it presently exists.

3. Collection of field data to calibrate the model.

a) A 15-day tide elevation study,

Office.' at: 15 Pickering Aveue 0 Porlsmouth, New Hampshire 03801 * (603) 431-5270 3-21
9A Avhotinn Anxti 6 Alhmnv Now YnIre iq~oi e m1 4i.g.11n4



Mr. J. Ignazio
Ref. No.: 887-002
September 26, 1978
Page 2

b) A current velocity measuremen- study at three

stations within the harbor over one complete_" ~ tidal cycle.

4. Case studies using model to; 1) predict the impact of the
proposed breakwater on tidal flushing action within the
harbor, and 2) to optimize the length and orientation of
the breakwater with respect to flushing action.

5. Conduct a wave diffraction analysis to determine if proposed I
breakwater will hamper boat traffic.

6. Collect field data for input into wave diffraction analysis.

a) Overflight during brisk SW winds to determine
actual wave crest orientation off harbor entrance,

b) Ground truth observations of wave period andL height for day of overflight.

If you are in agreement with the above scope of work please notify us
as such and NAI will prepare a technical and cost proposal to complete the work
scope.

Sincerely yours,

=I NOPTA.DEAU ASSOCIATES, INC.

Thomas C. Shevenell
Physical Sciences Projects Manager

Manager,
Physical Sciences Department

T.S:PRS:bw
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Col. John P. Chandler
Corps of Enhineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Sakonnet Harbor

Little Compton, R. 1.

Dear John,

I understand you are coming down to Little Compton
on June 27 to preside at the hearing concerning Sakonnet
Harbor improvements. I am bitterly disappointed not to be
there, but I simply cannot get off from New York on that
Wednesday.

I will prepare a statement to be submitted at the
meeting, which I hope Mr. David C. Goodrich will be allowed
to read on my behalf.

Since this hearing is one of your last acts in
your present post, as I understand it, I hope you will do
everything in your power to assure that the unanswered ques-
tions concerning environmental imp act are in fact answered.
Many of us here have been sincerely trying to get facts
concerning environmental impact, and as soon as we Save those
facts, we may have no further concerns or objections concern-
ing the proposed new breakwater. But the process of getting
at the critical facts seems to have been very slow.

In order that you will-understand my own thinking,
my concern is 99% a concerr for preerving the "resent level
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Col. John P. Chandler -T- June l6, 19'9

of water qualit, in Sakc.net H-ibor. Enclosed is a z.
of a letter I wrote to Normandeau Associates last October
entitled "Statement of Envirormental Concerns". Yo %i
note that the first set of questions deals with wazcr
quality. I might say that I had hoped that these cues-
tions would be answered more explicitly in either :ha
Normandeau Report or the Corps' "Sir-ry of Envirornmen-i.
Considerations", which 1 have jUst read.

The most important points I wish to make r' -cu
are these:

(I) Reoriented Breakwater. The Normandeau Re :
develops a "reoriented breakwater" design, which is like ti,-
two-breakwater design I proposed (see Appendix A to my
"Statement of Environmental Concerns", referred to above)
but with the two breakwaters connected by an angled con-
nector. The Normandeau Report gives eloquent testimony as
to the superiority of the "reoriented breakwater", in the
form of various observations whih ! consider to be conclusive
in favor of the reoriented breakwater as compared with other
configurations. See paragraph 6 on page 2 ("Flow along the
inside of the breakwater, which is important for flushing
the harbor", is increased by 85% with the reoriented break-
water design) and paragraph 9 on page 2 ("Reorientation of
the breakwater will negate any possible wave refraction.")

(a) The Corps' draft report totally
ignores the Normandeau version of a re-
oriented breakwater, including the coments
of Normandeau in favor of the reoriented
breakwater design.

*b TheaCcrps f rat: report refers,
in the last "0 and A" on page 13, to the
possibility, which we raised, of changing
the angle of the breakwater, but then fails
to offer a real analysis of the advantages
and disadvantages. This is in spite of
the various co.nments in the Normandeau
Report about changing the angle of the
breakwater (or adopting the "reoriented
breakwater"). It seems to me that changing
the angle of the breakwater, combined with
shortening it to 600 feet, is probably
the most desirable fo 1 of the breakwater
proposal, and I urge that it be fully dis-

3I;



Col. John P. Chandler -3- June 18, 1979

(2) Discussion of Water Quality. The discus-
sion in Section 3.33, on page 11 or the Corps' draft
report, seems to me to be unacceptably skimpy. cannot
say precisely how I think Section 3.33 should be expanded
and revised until I have talked to the Normandeau people
and obtained answers to a great many questions and comments
which I am raising with them. My biggest problem with
Section 3.33 is that it does not describewhat the flu3h-
ing effect of the tidal cycle is in Sakonnet Harbor today
and then deal precisely with the changes which a breakwater
would cause, as predicted by Normandeau. The fault is not
entirely that of the Corps, because the Normandeau report
also does not state clearly and simply whether the proposed
breakwater (in the three different configurations they
discuss) will reduce or increase the flushing effect of the
tidal cycle.

I have some other specific criticisms of Section
3.33, but I shall reserve them for my enclosed comnentary
on the Corps' draft report. I propose to phone either
Mr. William McCarthy or Mr. Gilbert Chase to see how I can
besat get answers to these questions, andi Iam'sending both
Mr. McCarthy and Mr. Chase a copy of this letter.

I am also enclosing a copy of my letter to ,Dr.
Normandeau and my questions, and comments on the Normandeau
report.

Ag ain, I will be very sorry not to see you inLittle Comptoni

With best wishes for a happy and rewarding time
in your next endeavor.

Sincerely yours,

Roswell B. Perkins

Enclosures

cc: Mr. William McCarthy
Mr. Gilbert Chase-/
Dr. Donald Normandeau
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June 27, 1979

Technical communts of the Harbor Advisory Board at the

public hearing of the Army Corps of Engineers on proposed

improvements to Sakonnet Harbor.

Colonel Chandler: My name is Harry Woodbury. I am

Chairman of the Harbor Advisory Board of Little Compton; Our

role is to advise the Town Council on all matters having to do

with the development and management of Sakonnet Harbor. The

Board consists of nine members and includes fishermen and

yachtsmen operating from Sakonnet Harbor, owners of residential

and commercial properties fronting on the harbor, and citizens

of the Town having a general interest in the Town., This state-

ment is filed on behalf of the Board.

First, I wish to express the appreciation of the Board for

the cooperation extended to it by your office and your contrac-

tors Archibald and Normandeau who have assisted in the development

of your economic and environmental studies of the feasability of

improving our harbor. Cooperation has been the hallmark of

our relationship with your efforts since the study began in

November of 1976. It is our hope that now you can rapidly con-

clude your report, so that the Town at an early date, will have

the information on which to make its decisions on whether or

not to proceed with a project. And if the Town decides to,

proceed with a project, then whether to do so under Section 107

of the 1960 River & Harbor Act as amended or under the survey

report procedures established by the River and Perbor Act of

1936 as amended. 3-26



11roject formation: We have S;tudid tli maLteL JI whiLlh yOu !hav

made available prior to this meeting. I t includea the "Social

and Economics Effects Assessment", the "Summary of Environmental,

Considerations" and the "Ilydrographic Analysis" by Normandcau.

We are unable to ascertain from our study the basis for your

formulation of the project as it relates to the orientation of

the breakwater. We asked that you examine three alternatives:

a 750' breakwater oriented at about 450 east, extending to t!h:t

large rock off-shore from the Milliken's residence, one on t. t

same alignment but shortened on its east end to 600 feet and a

third 600 feet long oriented about 30 degrees east. Mr. Roswell

Perkins, we understand, asked you to investigate a fourth alter-

native of splitting the third alternative into two 300 foot

breakwaters, offset, to permit additional flushing of the harbor.

Our interests in comparing these alternatives are in five cate-

gories: relative influence on waves and floating frazzle ice

collection in the harbor, relative effect on water velocities in

the harbor entrance as the'r may effect boat movements, relative

effect on water quality in the harbor, relation to physical

interference with the trap-set of H.W. Wilcox just north of the

harbor and relative costs. We are unable from the material thus

far available to evaluate adequately these alternatives or to

fully comprehend the influence of your selected alternative on

our five categories of interest. We would appreciate an oppor-

tunity to meet with your engineering and environmental people

and personnel of your contractors to obtain a better under-

standing of your analysis.
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Layout: Mooring space in Sakonnet Harbor is at a premium.

We are desireous of maintaining as large a mooring area as is

reasonably possible. Accordingly, we would like to see the

northwest boundary of the new 10 foot channel as close along the

breakwater as possible without endangering the stability of the

breakwater. The west boundary we would like to see coincide

with the present project boundary.

Further, while the large turning basin at the south end of

the channel is beneficial, the costs in mooring space seems to us

to be greater than the benefits. We therefore suggest elimin-

ation of the turning basin. We would prefer that you only extend

the 110 foot channel to the south project boundary. This will

restore about 1-1/2 acres of prime mooring space. It will also

reduce substantially the total am'ount of dredging necessary by

both the Corps and local interests and thus reduce the total

cost of the project.

Construction Methods: In our original submission to your office

requesting this study, we fteipulated that the plan should require

bringing the rock to the construction-site by barge'and placing

it from barges. Archibalds submission clearly reflected that

stipulation. The material furnished by your office in advance

of this meeting appears to have overlooked that stipulation,",

Benefits: The-economic benefits which you ascribe to the'project,

while adequate for; a. very favorable benefit/cost ratio, seem very

modest. We-see the project as creating substantially greater

economic benefits:

1. The, project will'prevent deterioration of our present

fishing industry by permitting it to modernize operating over a

longer season. This constitutes damage prevented and thus a
3-28



at Sakonnet Harbor since 1971. The Sea Clam landings in 1978,

reported by NOAA, were actually landed in Tiverton. Quahoging

operations from Sakonnet could start as soon as the breakwater

is built and amount to at least 100,000 bushels a:year.

3. With an improved harbor and harbor facilities we would

expect to see significant increases in swordfish landings during

the life of the project.

4. The projected increase in lobster landings is only

four percent over the landings in 1976, and is about equal to

the projection of 15,000 pounds made in your 1969 report. The

1969 projection was low by more than an order of magnitude.

With a better harbor, improved shore facilities, modern multiple

purpose fishing boats we anticipate an increase of at least

100,000 pounds; the 'rinciple limiting factor being the offshore

lobster population and future regulations pertaining to it.

5. Unit price of fish: The increase in landings of fish

in the winter time will first be from gill net fishing. The

average price brought by winter landings of cod varied from a

low of $ 0.25 to a high of $1.05, and averaged better than $.60.

The gill net fishing can be expected to be supplemented with

trawling and long line fishing. The unit price of $.30 used in

your report seems conservative as does the projected increase in

landings.

6. Harbor of Refuge: No economic benefits were ascribed

to the project 'as an improved harbor of refuge.

7. Maintain population balance: A primary goal of Little

'4 Compton's Comprehensive Community Plan is to preserve the present

character of the Town. That includes not only the fishing industry
3-29
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for accomodating rccreatioaal craft in the harbor, thus main-

aining one of the significant attractions for summer residents.

.11ile it is understood Lhat ,uch beeietits are secondary an, c3.:.

be counted in your benefit/cost rptio, they are neiertbeless i-

portant to the Town and its residents and suggests a significant

consideration in your evaluation of the effect on property values.

- , Costs: The project cost estimate will be the principle

consideration of the Town in providing local assurances. It

is our understanding that your office will make that cost est- ....

following further subsurface exploration, engineering design and

the preparation of contract, plans and specifications. We further

understand that you will do so by next winter. We certainly

hopil it will be well before the annual Financial Town Meeting,

which takes place on the first Tuesday in April. At that time,

the Board expects to consider the financial obligation the project

could impose on the Town and recommend to the Council whether to

proceed under Section 107 of the 1960 River & Harbor Act, as

amended, or change to the survey report procedure.

We understand the Council can expect, in fact, to be able to

,a-e the final determination on assurances under 107, after bids

are opened and the pre-award construction work estimate has been

prepared. Obviously, the financial risk to the Town would be

reduced by using a lMp sum fixed rice contract on breakwater

construction and we would hope you would select this type contract.

Should unforeseen conditions develop during the construction of

the project that might cause an unforeseen financial obligation

to the Town, the To m should be consulted concerning its financial

obiigatlon prior 1- the issuance of any change order. For exampi ,

yo.r s s~r%. pr bes s- ,est there is no rock within the cnannal
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lines that would have to be blasted out to provide the 10 foot

L channel 110 feet wide. We understand your preliminary estifl

for dredging costs is based on no rock excavation. Should your

dredging contractor encounter rcck, (and we think he may east of

the Fo'c's'le), we want to be consulted before you permit rbe

contractor to proceed with the rock excavation, if by pro<-

he is liable to iLcur an obligation of the Town. At hat

we would like to be able to decide to reduce the chann.zi ,' o

to 60 feet through the rock sections or even to omit excavatim.r

0= of the ledge.

All of this was discussed in detail with Mr. Archibald.

Our discussion is reflected in the apparent inconsistency in

your public notice, which calls for 110 foot channel, but shows

only 60 feet being excavated east of the Fo'c's'le.

We understand that the contract for the dredging will follow

by a year or so the contract for the breakwater. If prior to

awarding- the contract for dredging, it should develop that the

total project costs might exceed the statutory limit on federal

costs, we could then choose to reduce those costs, by deleting

the dredging, Plan A having a favorab]e B/C ratio.

It may be that our concern over the uncertainty of the

Towm's obligation under Section 107 will be substantially relieved.

We are advised that the current omnibus bill contains a provision,

to raise the small, projects limitation on federal expenditures

under section 107, from two to five million dollars. We would

hope that change is paased by the Congress and becomes law this

year.

/ (
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The Board hopes that your office will proceed as expeditiously

as you can to the i.,)int where %.,e ca,- -m.2ku an analysis of iacx

implicatiors and submit our recommendation to the Council,

AA
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Mr. William McCarthy
Chief, Environmental
Analysis Branch

Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers
New England DivisionLEE 424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Sakonnet Harbor

Little Compton, R. I.
Dear Bill,

This is a follow-up on the July 9 "workshop"l*in
Little Compton, and merely sets down some of the matters
I stated orally.

(1) 1 think that, in view of the fact the
Normandeau Report dealt with only two configura-
tions which it found acceptable from the water
quality standpoint, the Corps must not promote
a configuration which is less acceptable from
the water quality standpoint.

(a) The two Normandeau configurations were the
540-foot breakwater at 0620 true and the
reoriented breakwater (about 0420?) of a
length of some 600 feet.
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Mr. William McCarthy -2- July 31, 1979

(b) My own strong preference would be both
reoriented and shortened to 540 feet or
less.

(c) li the 600-foot, non-reoriented
-5reakwater wouldF56X-legaTTy vulnerable;,'"
Ssince the Normanne-au--Rep9rt di," not deal
with it.

(2) I think the Corps should do the neces-
sary studies for the reoriented breakwater,
namely, (a) to take accurate soundings where
the breakwater would be located if the west end
remained in the same position as in the proposal
of the Corps, and (b) to ascertain how the anchors
to Tony Parascandola's fish trap leader could be
taken care of (such as permitting a connection
to the base of the breakwater).

(3) As to length, I have made visual sights 4
from the end of the Yacht Club dock and have con-
cluded that a breakwater would provide ample pro-
tection even if it extended no further east than
the point of intersection of a straight line
drawn from the end of the Yacht Club dock to thetangent of Church's Point (just north of Taylor's

Lane). I would appreciate your calculating the 1
length of such a breakwater.

(4) Since there must be an opening between
the east end of the breakwater and shore which

t provides a volume of flow at least equal to that.-,
permitted by the 540-foot or reoriented breakwater
%see the drawings of the "profile" of the opening
in the Normandeau Report), there will necessarily
be a. opening through which ice conceivably can
work its way. The point is that an alternative
means of fighting the ice, if it does continue
to be a problem (which I very much doubt), will
have to be found. There are many of us who will
be glad to work to find that solution.

I will be glad to talk with you further.

Sincerely yours,

Rosl B. Perkins

cc:_.r. Thomas Shevenell
Nor3.ne4u Asscates
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December 20, 1979

The Honorable Guido J. Cnxnlla
67 Bourne Avenue
Tiverton, Rhode Island 02878

Dear John,

At the request o' the Town of L4++le Compton and by authority of U. S. Senate
and House Resclutions of .ay and September 1976, the U. S. Army, Corps of Engin-
eers, New England Division has been studyirn the feasibility o improving Sakon-
net Harbor. In 1978 you facilitated our effort by sponsoring legislation in the
Rhode Island legislature.

The Corps of Engineers has concluded that improving Sakonnet Harbor for dow-
mercial fishing is economically and environmentally feasible. The inprovement
they have recommended consists of a 550 foot nor-herly breakwater to render the
harbor useable as a year round fishing port and to deepen a channel along the
west side from 8 to 10 feet to permi, its use by modern 65 foot multiple porpose
fishing boats. The Corps of Engineers recotmends proceeding with construction
under Section 107 of the Rivers and Harbor Act of 1960 as amended. To do so re-
quires non-federal interest toz

1) Be responsible for the continued operLtion and maintenance of an ade-
quate public larding for the sale of fuel, lubricants, and drinking

water to all on an equal basis;

2) Provide all necessary lands, easements and rights of wLy for construc-
tion and subsequent maintenance of the project, including dyked dis-
posdl areas for dredged materials;

3) Provide and maintain borths and other mootrg facilities for local and
transient vessels as will as access roads, parking lots nd 6ther re-
quired public use shore facilities open and available to all on an

equal basis;

4) Establish regulations prohibiting the discharge of untreated sewage
and other pollutants into the waters of Sakonnet Harbor;

5) Hold and save the United States free frm damages that may result from
the construction and mantenance of the project;and

6) Assume resporibilit in all project cost in excess of $2,000,000.

Zhese latter two are standard boiler plate assurances derived frm the pro-

visions of Section 107 of the Rivers ond Harbors Act.
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The Town of Little Copton is abe nd expecs to provide the assuraes .

tnru 4 above, Assurances 5 and 6 ars believed by our Solicitor, Yr. Afre"L Stapleton, beyond the authority of the To-!= Accordingly the Town asked the
Department of Environtrenta!f Management to provide these two assurwe-c -n ;_ man-

ner similar to the assurances provided on other federal navigation projects such
as, most recentay, Galilee. Mr. Daniel Prentiss, Attorney for D.Ei., h-s -d-

vised Harry codbury, Chairman of the Harbor Advisory Boardl, that wh.ie .i .
is prepared to support the jroject, for them to Iprcvide assurexces 5 -nwi re -
quires legislation.

The Town Council reauests ihat you obtain for the Town, in this next ijS
tive session, whatever legistation is necessary to enable the Governor or h1s
designee, to prcvide the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers ansurance that the State
wills

1) Hold and save the United States free from damages thAt may result from
the construction and maintenance of the project, and

2) Assume responsibility for all cost in excess of $2,000,000.

The financial risks to the State in providing tl sgarances are sxz.l in-
deeds

1) Sakonnet Harbor has existed as a Federal Project since 1S36. The non-
federal obligation to hold the United States free from damages h-.s
existed for years. We are aware of no claim for damages having beer
sustained arising out of previous federal haxbor improvement projects
and do not expect any frco this further improvement.

2) The current working Gstate of the Arny Fgineers for this improvement
is $1,489,000 including a 15 percent contingency allowance... For the

:P project costs to exceed $2,O00.000 t'e constrUction costs wo"Th need
tz over-rn more t rn 314 percent or, if ihe 15 percent contingency is
removed from the estimate, by 54 percent. The likeihood 'of such an
over-ran can best be evaluated in the light of the previous over--an
experience of the .ew England Division Corps of Enginsers on small
navigation projects. The Division -Engineer provided a smmarl of their
experience on all small n-vigaticn projects in New England since 1960._coZ of that samm~rv -is attached. Please note that, for Section 107

projects, the a-vtsragc whas been a 27 percent under-run and the only
over-run was Hampton arbor, Maine of 21.2 percent on a $325,0X0 pro-
Ject. Even on specifically authorized navigation projects That nor-
mnall take ma- more years cetween the time of original cost estirbte
and f inal completicn 4he greatest over ran was only 16 percen't -nd the
weighted average under-r.n 3.4 percent.

Messrs !iarr' Woodbery. iarmn of our Harbor Boaznd, wyd Alfred Stapleton,
Town '-t :-. st-and read- t- is you in drafting the legislation, to ap-
pear r.s wit asses before appropriate ccimittees, Lrd to serve as liaison between



the Town dn the Iegisla tare bn/or Une Govenlor cr his designee.

Thank- you tcr your help.

Pr~ientTown Goar.c -.i
LIN

C.C. S. Rowland4 Norgan, RI. House of' Representatives
R. Daniel Prentiss, dttomney, Deprtent of Envirnea2r.gi.e
John Lyons, Ohai~an, OCwwsal Resources Management Council
Division Engineer, 'U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Alfred B. Stapleton.. Town Solicitor
Harry G7. Woodbuzy, Chairman, Harbor ndvisory Board 1
File
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Habor Advisoy Board
Little Compton Rhode Islaa

2 January 1980

Colonel Max B. Schelder
Division Enineer, United State# Army
424 Tropello Road
Waltham, Massachusetts

Dear Colol Soheider,

Responding to the invitation of your planning staff, I have infoxn-
ally revlowed the December 1979 draft of the Detailled Project B6port
(DPR) on Sakonnet Harbor and submit my suggestions for your consider.-
ation. See enclosures I and 2. Similarly I will review the appendicas
when received. The comments are principally editorial except as they
relate to non-federal responsibility. I regret that the project engin-
eer is leaving your service before this report is brought to fruition.
Please extend to him our appreciation tor his interest and coopera tion
over the past four years.

At enclosure 3 is a copy of a letter from our Council to our State
Senator seeking legislative authorization for the Governor to provide
the assurance your ctaff is insisting upons ie, to assume all cosot
over two million dollars. This letter becwae necessary after our Do-
partment of Enviromental MauLgement advised us that no State ugency had
authority to provide the assurance you are requiring.

Obtaining special legislation for this authorization is for from as-
surede

t1 The requirement is unprecedented in Rhode Island,
To ask the legislature to authorize an open ehd no ceiling
contract in which neither the State nor any agent thereof
has any authority to control costs is to require the State
to engage in a business practice that is not condoned by the
U. So Congress. They always place dollar limits on their
authorization and rigidly enforce those limits.

(3) Section 107 of the Rivers and Harbors Act simply limits the
exponditures the Corps can make on any project, a matter
wholly vdthin your control. I can find in the law no re-
quirement for non-federal interests to agree to assume all
costs over two million dollarso That requirement appears to
be an administrative determination which in fact could serve
to reduce any inducement the Corps might have to keep costs
below $2 ,000, 000.

(4) In the case of the recent Point Judith project your DPR
contains no requirement that The State assume responsibility
for any costa you might incur over $2,000,000. Similarly
your files contain examples of otherproject. in other eltates
for which you required no assurance that non-federal inter-
ests assume costs over the legislativd limit,

None of this makes a very convincing case that special legislation is
in fact necessary.
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Even it we are successful ih obtaining special legislation oblig&-
ting the State to an unspecified unlimited expenditre at some Irne-
finite time in the future whon L new legislature will have jurisdictio4
the legal sufficiency of such legislation could surely be questionc;d.

urge that you reconsider this contract requirement of non-federal
reonsibility and, following the practice you followed on Point Judith,
deete it from your report.

Sincerely yours,

ar Woodbury

Enclosuress 3 a/s
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M ajor &crt I Hrry C. VacOvry, V$. -etireL
Citirmaii barbor iA:'.6ry loard

Deartl Csto, It 020i7r

kefraza to sad* to our scatimS .? 7 Jatuary 1§E0anfolwu
telepbone conversati~ax mrdleg thoa. asranect whicb act req~uired
prior it* project i1p~eecutation. 74rougsh discuecns withk ey tall,

- th~t following; iefornati:on tieS ba* e Cold for your see.

Tha United Rtes Cod. Title 33 *a Iavition and Navigable Voters,
expovers t1g, Cbdaf of Isug ters to recjuir* axq ad all esurascoo
wbich be way ~ccE appropriate. Chaptar 12 of Title 33 .ntltled
'liver &ad Rerb or lImrovcmeots Cezsrally,' Section 577 pars.-raph (e) '
stte.

'Local interests *ball pr*-ida withouit coat to thn
Itrited States all seasary lasde, assexcut sad
rtihts-f -4ay to, all projecte to be toostrzuetsd .od~r
tht autnhority at this Section. to addition, loc*l
Interests sy be required to bold ad xan, the Vatted
ftat" f ret from immSaes that say result froz tba
coextrctiap sad mlstaace *1 the project and "y~ be

rq-r to provide rovd tAdItcol lc"! toopestle

a;L Um oracele a 44zwsprcyriates. & StatecaA

salgv saoe atlzfacz~ory to the Chief off
ZOngthterg that 6*ck coaditfors of "ooperation as are
ricquizoi will be sccoxZiobad.'

a c~lmar Isr prrrkica of! bit: eatika bhcs iteruiad
that as refztt ALu Et 1105-Z-50. Paragraph 6(5). local -Ittereste
wot acrr* to asan resp~ibit *for all project costs in *ms



IMPL-C
Major C.oral Roicy C. Woodbury, U.S. Aruwy Retired

of tba spoeified Corps -*&Z JUnitatiou." This asauront5C vaIdeveloped to 1aatrv that projet 015btlity ±; maintainc zix

zefarmnct4 in 91 1103-2-5Z parorsh 3 ivtch reads, -Jr"t
receus~ndrd at bs Jtstdf led walder astabliad Fedd~ral .11cutm$
critcria, owst lot comlt It Intself *ad wmeL not obhlitato the
Ftdtel gonrnruiat to future york except for tbos" cssev u hlr-
taintopaeet, by tha Fedtral gcornment Is provided by ~pet
Frovision"3 of $$Octal. law."

My ats*?f has iutirpttod thm ebo"'o rtatemwitm ta %*an, ar,4 Y tc-.k'
thtt peeth a n cavitem I~ut onen~ts fro& Ugr =l I

torstrut4i to ro evty ,lavsta io ost& aret treatero
02,000.000 Xt'4Aituioa this local spenser mist asst the -c

and a1 assursca It decemspe pritto, and that they Us furalshf4
by the local OpeOO Prior to p!ojact lspliecOtation.

It respovat to your conevra aovr the lack of autI~ority for the tamo
ccil to sis sucb assurance#, thereby ca~ttiuz future to
tounfcils to a prior' financial obligatleoa, I woald like to alter tka

The city of Pro-idauce, n 16 Auguot 1960. sitned avaarasces for
constructhia of Vic, Tax Point llurrlesu4 Proteetioa Barrier,
coctciug the city !-.o 'contribute 20 percent *.I the first cost of

th* projects soldl ZOA presntl- ostizAed at U

j.The State of Rhode Island, an 10 Soveuber 190 coeatttd the sratv.
f r couatructlea of the Yox Point Kurrct&e Protection Barrier. to
P'ZCUtrlbuato lot of th* f rst cant Of tA~ae project, sai 101 brial
ptiiuently estimated at.

=The city of Uaosockat, on 7 Way, $963, slgoa4 assuansces for
construaction of the Ilacskuccne River Floe4 Ccitral Project,
COtttL2 thC City to e'ontibtt ft .- t 16-12 oi tho cost of the M
work to U& accoalished . the. fto ,locatin of cost to bo wade

= *ft~r the actual Coot# have boonfe datt -,d f
Tha city of Warwick, cc 27 S-eptembr I'M$, *Igvttd sursoceu for

constructles at tho Warwick Cove vi-ttatloo Projct, texI~.tting the -
city to "assute full respe"Isbility for all project *osts in etc***
of tho 4200,000 Corp* of tagizaero test linization under Section 107
ol tht ID60 Rives and Varbors Act at that tice, to contribuisL

easb its proortional shar* of the total raquired cash contribution

2 i



Kajor 4re~ Urry G. Wodburr, V.S. Retired _ a

0.1 50 ptrcert of the ffta& of ttction of the Seneral

The titr of Keport, en 14 mach~ 970, sd.gu~d assursates for:3
enatruictiei of tho Cliff Valk )esgeh frion Control Project,
ommittlaS the city toj ?coratrI1bmtc 58.2 percent of th~e astiaat*4

firstirao ( coautrmct'n Zh2 actuu1 local cmitributica *4f

iirat cost tg o scrd ozzt~~ ~aetraccion tests

t4n additiOU t4 tIte abo0v* *VM" th C~Itti Le * U 1 XhdC 14,&4z,
YLt1.e /.6, Chater 2, Sectio st~- *ates, "The director of ~~~P~

5O~t~l mmt to is sre~ to LwsQtIate. m.per~te an~d anctr:
istai a~reweaut in kabalf of thiao state (Abafte Island) witb the
tiztcd Stts of M-ries io order to oatisfy the conditions Irsoise
by the United statba of Averic, sathoriie any pro.joct for the
Laprovevoot of savigetiou of artq barbor or river . prem14*d sm.h
vrojact 04ell first havi baen approv*4 by tbg toiraruar."

Title 46, Chapter 2, Section 46-2-3 &tot*&, "The director of
onvirotonta1 maaow-t, with the apprval of the governor, to
athibzod to Xivye assurances that the *tat* will told and save the
Uritod States of Aerica barmless from claims and dAsmago rosultiag
frott any ovuct iprava~nt or protection project an~d to onter Isto sey
sgooent with the ?,-dersl Sayeincctt for su~ch perps."

title 46 Section 46-2-7 states, *Any city or twn is ovthorised to
A*Sotiate, tooerott and sotir ito. agreew~nto vth the Unitte States
of Aaarico and the stato toi order to satisfy the conditions Imposed
by tite United States of AwwrIcs it gUtborigial any proectt for the
i~rovenent of savi16ation . provlda4 such project $hall have be*s
apparoved by the govermor. I
Title 46 section 46-2-10 state, "'ha town council of *'By t"A
ari au~us- wr giv,% _-srn~ ZW* the rG*op~ctiYA toi0s b Will

hold and av the 11aft*4 States of Anarica hazzless frm clsims aad
damages r~autiaig from any suceh 1mpro-~#et a. and to eater into -

#Zar~mmt with the Vnitc4 States of Avisries for such purpeeta.'

bsed *r- O -ho-ce hi o~rcsl exsnpie. and the approprIate, stAt.
4&va. Frtca4ecit hav* h.~en emtabliaheA t~hich uwIl~d enable the town of
I.Itl Ca.,*t~m tu corjlq vitb atq azd all reaeeznable aesuxasces which
thia oitice deeca afpropriate. lowvtm, should itbe town docide that
tho (?Otte cal) tin~ncial cw~iumaxt rA~y be txCesiv, tkis ofice*
cotild rodireca the Sattlnn 107 stdy to the Coarossoal Seam
Rc~ta.
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Major General tarry G. Voodbury, U.S. Army Retired

Should the Conressional route be chosen, a significant delay will
secur, as each juncture of the project's proacoss requires specific
action by Congress. I have inclosed for your use one copy of a flow
chart entitled "Relattionship of tho Plaenning Kilestoes to the
Appropriation Cycle." In reference to the chart, the Sakornet Rarbor
Investigation Is at the October year 5 stage Assuming the docum "t
proceeds Lu an expeditious manner, up to 10 years could be requLrad
to initiate construction. A means of substantially shortetnin& this
10 year route could be through the use of Section 201 of the 1970
livers and Harbors Act. The Sakonnet project falls vell wit in thlo.t
Section'a application.

Authorization under this authority, requires approval by the
appropriate comittea in both ouses of Congress, The major
Impediment to this course of action Is the President's Water Policy
proposal of 1978 which would require that the state provide a five
percent mandatory eontribution of the estimated first cost of
construction. As the Water Policy proposal has failed to recelve
Congressional approval, nor does it appear to be readily forthcoming*
so projects have recently been authorised under Section 201.

I hope that this iformation will assist you and the town in making
the final decision as to what ts deemed the most appropriate course
of action. Should you require further data, please do net hesitate
to contacf no.

Sincerely,

as stated Colonel, Corps of Rngineors
DIvision Lngineer

cot Mr. Frechette - Real Estate
Mr. McCulloch - DIJvsion Counsel
Reading File
Planning Division File

4
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General Harry Woodbury
Warren's Point Road
Little Compton
Rhode Island 02837

Sakonnet Harbor

Dear Harry:

Many thanks for Ytour note of March 3, 1980 and
the enclosed "Review Draft' of the new Report of the Corps.
It only arrived a couple of days ago, and I am writing
this at home on my back (laid up with a bad back) without
benefit of any of my files and without even a copy of the
earlier Corps Report.

Thus, I must reserve the right to make more
detailed comments later, but I will get these off to you
without further delay.

1. General

The Report is a vast improvement, technically
and from the standpoint of integrity. For example, instead
of a lot of conjured-up talk about 6 new trawlers, it simply
rests on the broad proposition of better protection of the
harbor in winter. Another example: it does not make false
claims to a great increase in moorings.
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General Harry Woodbury -2- March 18, 1980L _ _

2. Water Quality: General

I am gratified that the Report for the first
time shows 3ensitivity to the matter of water quality,
and it clearly pays considerable attention to the results
of t.ae Normandeau study.

3. A Detail: The Plan Drawing at the Back

Please, for the umpteenth time, may I stren-
uously urge the elimination of the line labelled "limit
of existing anchorage" and the legend "new mooring area
for recreational boats." THESE ARE INACCURATE AND MIS-

LEADING. I pointed out at the hearing at the Town Hall
in August of 1978 that any crude sighting from the Morton's
house shows that many boats are moored outside the line
labelled "limit of existing anchorage". I'y Tave a diagram
which is patently false to anyone who knows the harbor?

Similarly, I have been pointing out for 1-1/2 years .
that the area labelled "New Mooring Area for Recreational
Craft" is falsely labelled for two reasons: ;

(a) there are already many craft in this
area; and

(b) the breakwater will do noching to enlarge
the area, since the only limit on use
of this area today is exposure to south-
west winds. This exposure will continue.*

I hate to see the Corps' diagram patently vulnerable '1IAon its face. Therefore, the line labelled "limit of existing
anchorage" should either be moved substantially to t" north
or, preferably, eliminated. The label "New Mooring Area for H
Recreational Boats" should be eliminated or changed to:

"Area for Possible Increase in A
Moorings for Recreational Boats."

* This point is more or less conceded on page 16, in the
third paragraph under "Evaluation and Trade-Off Analysis."
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General Harry Woodbury -3- March 18, 1980

alo I cannot understand why the Corps has not listened

i to these comments when presented twice before orally and

also in writing.

4. Important Terminology: Pages 33 and 34

At the bottom of page 33 and the top of page 34
the writers of the Report have adopted labels for the three
breakwater configurations which came out of the Normandeau
Report and which should be changed for reasons of clarity
and in order to accord with the terminology of this new
Corps Report. The most glaring error is that the wordI "proposed" in the Normandeau Report meant the 750-foot
breakwater, and the word "proposed" must not be used in
this new Report except in relation to the 550-foot version.

My recommendations for rewriting the bottom para-
graph on page 33 and the two paragraphs at the top of page
44 are as follows (with the new language underscored to
identify it, but not to remain underscored in the final
version):

"There would be about 100,000 m3 flow through
the west inlet with this longer 750-foot break-
water (Plan A). The flow would be increased
by 50% should Lhe breakwater be shortened (Plan
B). All of the increased flow would move out
of the North Inlet. Reorienting the breakwater
as in Plan C would increase the flow by 85/, as
most of the water would move out through the
North Inlet.

The cross-sectional area of the North Inlet
changes with each breakwater configuration.
The area for thL inlet with the shortened(Plan B) and reoriented breakwater (Plan C)

is about three times the area of the inlet
with the 750-foot or Plan A breakwater. It
is interesting to note that although the
inlets for the shortened (Plan B) and re-
oriented (Plan C) breakwaters have the same
cross-sectional areas, the reoriented break-
water (Plan C) allows a greater volume of
water to pass through the inlet. This increased
volume of water afforded by the reoriented
breakwater would, however, also permit a pos-
sible increase in the amount of ice transported
into the harbor.
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General Harry Woodbury -4- March 18. 19,0

For the harbor under existing condit4=.
the model predicted a tidal prism of
anproximately 60 to 70,.J0 mJ of water
which passes the harbor transect. This
volume will not change as a result of
breakwater construction. Flow through
the north inlet would be limited by con--
struction of the 750-foot breakwater.
But flow will increase by about three
times if the breakwater is shortened as
in Plan B and by about fou;r times if
breakwater is reoriented as in Plan C.
biggest trade-off with the reoriented stru,-
ture (Plan C) is in terms of possible ice
accumulation versus flushing and economics."

5. Evaluation of Increased Flow Through North Inlet

The paragraph at the bottom of page 33 rather
casually dusts off the difference between a 50% increase
in flow versus an 85% increase in flow through the North
Inlet. This is an enormous difference which favors Plan C.
I believe that the Report should place a much greater degree
of significance on this huge difference between Plans B and
C from the water quality standpoint.

I recognize that a reasonable person could reach
the ultimate conclusion favoring Plan B, on the theory that
surface wind action (according to the Normandeau Report) has
more to do with wa'er quality than the underwater currents.
However, the reader should understand, and the Renort shoul"
say so very explicitly, that the 85Z flow factor is a very
stron argument for Plan C.

6. Ice

The Doint has been made many times by others, and
is conceded at the top of page 16 of the Report, that the
ice flow after a north breakwater has been installed is

wholly unpredictable. Thus, the ReDprt should never say

that Plan C would increase the ice in the harbor as compared
with Plans A or B. The absolute most that can be said is
that the "Dotential" for ice may be greater under Plan C
as is stated at the top of page 16 (first full paragraph).
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General Harry Woodbury -5- March 18, 19oO

Also, nothing has been said about the use of a
c ain of logs or rubber tires across the North Inlet to
impede ice flow under Plans B and C, which I believe is
entirely feasible.

7. Table 3: "System of Accounts"

There is a line "D. Public Response", in the
table which follows page 22. The subhead says "Plan
Found Acceptable". Under Plan C is the notation N G.

My question is this: who says that Plan C is
unacceptable to the public? I know of no poll or other
sampling of opinion which says that Plan C was disfavored.

This line should be completely eliminated, in my
judgment, unless someone can show me an objective poll that
was taken which clearly presented to the persons being
polled the differences between Plan C and the other plans.

As is obvious, I favor Plan C because of the 85%
additional flow factor referred to above, which is derived
from the Normandeau Report.* However, I told Dick Rogers
and you last summer that, if the Town were to adopt very
stringen_ water pollution control measures and if the fisher-
men were to subscribe to these, I would not oppose the 540-
foot breakwater which was the "shortened" breakwater analyzed
in the Normandeau Report.

I do not know how the Corps happened to move from
the 540-foot breakwater analyzed in the Normandeau Report
to the 550-foot breakwater which is "Plan B", and I was
upset that there was any lengthening whatsoever. While 10
feet may be relatively insignificant, if there is even an addi-
tional foot of further lengthening of the proposed breakwater T
wil consider myself released from the expression of support I
made to Dick Rogers and to you. My position would then be
that a new water quality study is necessary, since the
Normandeau Report only addressed itself to three models: the

* If the extra costs are to be paid by the Federal Government
as a result of a "line i-em", I think we should go for
Plan C. The extra cost would be well worth it.
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General Harry Woodbury -6- March 18, 1980

750-foot version, the 540-foot version and the reoriented
(200) 600-foot version. If a new water quality study is
needed, we will then face further delays--which would clearly
not be in the best interests of the project.

I truly hope the present Review Draft will be
revised to take the foregoing comments into account. The
new draft is an enormous improvement, partly because it
takes into account the Normandeau Report (which I shall
always maintain was a very essential study). Let's finish
the job by making the final report both accurate snd truly
credible, so that the only remaining issues will be financial.

Also, I would hope that the Harbor Board has
drafted a set of very stringent water pollution control
regulations which can be issued for comment by everyone in
a draft form.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Roswell B. Perkins

P.S. I am sending a copy of this letter directly to the
Division Engineer of the CorDs, since time must be
short. I am returning your copy of the Report to you.

cc: Division Engineer
New England Division
Corps of Engineers, U.S.A.
Trapelo Road
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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Colonel Alfred B. Devereaux, Jr.
Coimander and Director
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research

end Engineering Laboratory
P.O. Box 282
Hanover, hnd 03755

Dear Colonel Devereaux:

This office is presently conducting a water resource inprovement
study for Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton, Rhode Island. Analyses
have indicated, as shown on the attached map, that navigation
improvements consisting of an access channel 10 feet deep at miw
for a width of 110 feet and a rubble mound breakwater 500 feet
long would enable the axisting commercial fishing fleet to utilize
the harbor on a year-round basis.

The proposed breakwater would protect the harbor from wind generated
waves originating in the north-northwest. For parposes of water
quality, however, it was necessary to allow for mai-dmum flushing
action vhile still assuring protection against the design wave of
5 feet. In recognition of this potential detrimental environmental
impact, it was necessary to allow for a 450-foot opening on the
northeast corner of the harbor between the shoreline and breakwater. ]
At a recent meeting with local interests, concern was raised that
the 450-foot opening east of the proposed breakwater would allow for
free movement of ice floes into the harbor and result in the accretion
of ice at the head of the harbor.

Ln an attempt to provide the best possible navigation project for
Little Compton, this office is destrous of ascertaining the severity
and potential impacts of ice floes in Sakonnet Harbor. Therefore,

A
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Colonel Alfred B. Devereaii, Zr.

1 would like to request that a memnber of your staff be r.,ade a~i.~
to met with vy staff aad visit the project site. it is ta
this visit will assist this off-ice in reacliing a prompjt anc --s--z
sound solution to this problem.

Should you have =nY questions, please fee3. free to cc'nta'L ri 3-,
894-2400, extension 220. Mr. Andop of ry staff coordi-xa.- ?-oz

investigation. I would appreciate your staff contactiizij,
earliest possible date to arrange the meeting. Mxr. Andoa -n t--:
reacbed at extension 550.

Sincerely,

mcl, YiAX B. SClEIMR
As stated Colonel, Corps of Engineers

Division L -ineer

cc: Executive Office
Coastal Dev. Br.
Reading F'Ue
Planning Div. File

IN

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARM0Y

COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY. CORPS OF ENGINE.,ERS

HANOVER. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03755

CRREL-EI 18 August i9-0

Mr. Steve Andon
NEDPL-C
New England Division, Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, 14A 02154

Dear Steve:

Enclosed is a Memo, for Record giving our opinions on the ice problem at
Sakonnet Harbor, R. I hope this answers your questions and is sufficient
to allow you to continue with the project.

Matienatical models are available to predict wind induced ice moement but
the time constraints on your job and the apparent simplicity of the problem
indicate that such an effort would not be worthwhi'e.

While we were visitino at Sakonnet the problem of piles lifting out due to
ice action was mentioned. 'e have done some work on this problem in the
Great Lakes and have some economical suggested fixes which you could mention
during your next visit. Len Zabilansky (Ext. 319) has done this work and will
have a report out this year. Meanwhile you might call him.

Thanks for calling us on this job and hope we can be oi help again.
I Sincerely,

1 Enc. STEPHEN LDENHARPOG Branh

As sta~od Geol ogi st

Ice EngineerhA= Research Branch



Auqust. 1980

PIEMO FOR RECORD

Sakonnet Harbor, RI

Introducti on

On 29 July 1980 Messrs. Deck and DenHartog and Prof. Maattanen visited

Sakonnet Harbor, RI with Steve Andon and Bob MacDonald of NED. We talked with

MG Harry Woodbury (retired) and two local commercial fishermen, one of whom is

also the harbor master. We were given a good description of the existing ice

conditions and shown a number of good, revealing photographs. Short of a mlulti-

visit, two or three season observation program we got as good a feel for the

present ice problems as possible.

Site Description and Problem

Sakonnet Harbor is located about 8 miles east of Newport, RI and about 15 miles

south of Fall River, MA. The Harbor opens to the north and is completely protected

from the Atlantic Ocean. However, the Harbor opens to the northwest and is exposed

to wave action from a long reach of Sakornet River estuary. To minimize wave action

in the Harbor and still maintain water quality, a detached breakwater has been

proposed. We have been asked to give our opinion on the effect of this proposed

breakwater on ice conditions in the Harbor.

Discussion

Discussion and observation of the photos exhibited during our visit indicate

that Sakonnet Harbor has an ice problem nearly every year but usually of short

duration and not sufficient to cause dock or boat damage. On some occasions, however,

the Harbor has had sufficient ice cover to preclude movement of the fishing boats

for up to two weeks. The ice formation is primarily the result of mush ice, carried
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into the Harbor by a northwest wind, which freezes in place during a cold s.ell

This ice remains until either warm (above freezing) weather or strong southeast

winds occur. Mush ice consists of small baseball-sized chunks of ice priiar-i

formed by high winds over open water. Although no fiQures were given us on thC

thickness of the ice cover, it is conceivable that the mush could pack to depths

of up to two feet and then freeze together.

The Normandeau Associates, Inc. May 1979 study indicates tidal surface :tjrrents

wit h the proposed "shortened' breakwater will be more or less similar to w" -ev

are now although faster in some areas and slower in other areas of the Harbor. '.e

don't believe that changes in tidal action caused by the new breakwater will

appreciably affect ice in the Harbor.

Ice driven by a northiwest witid will enter the Harbor through the gap at the

northeast end of the breakwater. The breakwater as proposed will not reduce the

amount of ice entering the Harbor with this wind but the reduced wave action should

lessen the pushing and thickness of the ice at the beach end of the Harbor makina

it easier to break out by the fishing boats. However, due to less wave action mush

ice freezing together will increase.

The southeast winds which flush the Harbor of surface flotsam and ice should be

j as effective with the breakwater as they are without it.

Since the breakwater will effectively calm the Harbor we should expect

additional fast ice (regular grown in place ice attached to shore). However, due

to the relatively warm climate of the area this ice should not reach a thickness

sufficient to stop the fishing vessels more often than does the present mush ice

Situation.

r2



Conclusion

The ice problems that presently exist at Sakonnet Harbor will continue to

occur after the construction of the proposed shortened breakwater. ~edo nor;

believe they will be changed appreciably one way or the other 1ythe -onstr.,:tion

SthW* project.A

DAVID S. DECK
Research Hydraulic Engin-eer
Tce Engineering Research 'Ort-,'cr

STEPHEN L. DEN HARTOG
Geologist
Ice Engineering Research Branch

MAURI MAATTANEN ~
Visiting Professor

-T
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Harbor Advisory Board4
Little Compton, R. 1. 02837

Attention: Major General Harry G. Woodbury
Chairman

Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Harbor Advisory Board: 1-
Engners have studied the latest report of the Corps of
Engneestransmitted by Col. Hodgson's letter of November 21.

I am pleased to express my support for the breakwater
project, as revised, subject only to:

(1) the Town adopting a stringent set ofcotrs

on dumping and other for-.. of water pollution, both from
local craft and visiting boats; and

shor failiieswhich contain tight provisions to pro-tect the water quality.

In reducing the length of the propos 'ed breakwater to
500 feet, as in Plan B, the Corps has adequately met the con-
cerns I have repeatedly expressed on grounds of preserving
water quality. The reduced length compensates sufficiently,

=in my judgment, for the failure to reorient the breakwater
on the angle of North 42'E and South 42*W as called for inA
Plan C. As stated in the Report at page 15:



Harbor Advisory Board -2- December 4, 1.980

"Generally, the shorter the breakwater, the lesser
its impact on flushing and water quality."

The Report demonstrates much greater care in- its
technical aspects than prior drafts, and it is more fozth-
right in stating what the new breakwater will not accrj ,
It poses the conflicting interests involved and strikes a
sensible balance of the competing interests. In keeping the
projected costs below $2,000,000, the revised plan vastly
improves the chances of accomplishment of the project.

In-addition to the major changes in the plan, an
event of th utmost importance since the breakwater project
was first proposed several years ago is the acquisition by
the Town of the parcels of land around the harbor. For those
who have been concerned about the possibility of uncontrolled
commercial development resulting from the increased harbor
protection, I suggest that considerable reassurance can be
gained from the knowledge that the Town owns most of the har-
bor frontage.

We have come a long way since August 6, 1978, when
a meeting was held in the Town Hall under the auspices of
the Harbor Advisory Board to permit an airing of questions
about the project. I said on that occasion that I was not
taking a position until more facts were brought out and a
water quality study could be accomplished. We have paid
dearly in the passage of time for the failure of the orig-
inal plan to address many matters forthrightly, including,
in particular, the failure of the Corps to commission a water
quality study at the outset. Now, that these omissions have
been cured and the breakwater configuration has been signif-
icantly modified in a way that meets the findings of the
water quality study, I urge that the Town and the Corps move
with all possible speed. The goal should be one of commencing
construction in September of 1981.

I am assuming that the Town will be able to achieve
the necessary "backstop" commitments from the State to meet
any costs over $2,000,000. Speaking personally, I will be
glad to participate with others in any endeavor to seek the
necessary appropriations at the Federal level. The sooner
the project can begin, the more likely it is, quite obviously,
to come in under the $2,000,000 figure.
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Harbor Advisory Board -3- December 4, 1980

Tnis is a time for the closing of ranks and for
positive steps forward.

Sin yours,

swell B. Perkins

cc: Col. William E. Hodgson, Jr.
Mr. Steve Andon V
Mrs. Jane P. Cabot

3J
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TATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND POVIDE'4k.L "LANTA'l IUNS

Department of Transportation
PLANNING DIVISION
State Office Building
Providence, R. 1. 02903

December 5, 1980

Acting Division Engineer
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
New England Division
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02254

Subject: NED PL-C
Project Report and Environmental Assessment
Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton, Rhode Island.

Dear Sir:

Staff members have reviewed the report and environmental assess-
ment for the proposed improvement of Sakonnet Harbor in Little
Compton, Rhode Island. Our review coments follow:

1. Dredged Materials:

An estimated 8,000 cubic yards of dredged materials
are to be taken from the Harbor. The report states
that this material will be disposed of at land sites
provided by local interests. Disposal on land sites
would appear to indicate that the material will be
trucked from the harbor Area via Sakonnet Point Road,
Route 77.

A major rehabilitation and resurfacing project has
recently been completed on Sakonnet Point Road between
the Point and Swamp Road. In some areas the roadway
is only 24 feet wide with adjacent trees and dry
rubble walls. The trucking of 8000 cubic ycrda of
material will have to be in legal size loads and
consideration to the time of hauling should be provid-
ed.
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Acting Division Engineer
December 5, 1980
Page 2

We also note that the section of Route 77 frorn Swamp
Road north to East Road, Route 179 will shortly be under
reconstruction. Reconstruction activities are anticipated

7_ through the Spring of 1982.

The dredged material by its nature will be wet and spillage
can be anticipated during the hauling operations. The environ-
mental assessment should address the steps that will be under-
taken for cleanup, dust control, and air pollution from dry-
ing organic materials.

For highway projects we are required in environmental
studies to address disposal areas for surplus materials.
For 8000 cubic yards of dredged material this would seem even
more appropriate considering that it could impact ground water
in the area. Site restoration and the later secondary uses
of the site with associated impacts should also be discussed.

2. Increased ADT

The report concludes that there will be an increase in
ADT and vehicle emibzons levels. However, the report
does not present any figures. Estimates of increased ADT
based upon an improved port facility, and an associate
air quality analysis should be developed and addressed
in the environmental assessment.

3. Noise i
The report indicates that noise from the dredging

operation could probably be treated if complaints arise.
rIt would seem appropriate for the environmental assess-

ment to be more definit. Existing noise levels should be
determined and noise levels from dredging operations
estimated. Any necessary restrictions on dredging opera-tions and/or hours should be addressed.

The increase noise levels from the hauling of 8,000
cubic yards of dredged materials and an increased ADT
should also be addressed.

3-6-0
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Act-ing Division Engineer
December 5, 1980

Page 3

4. Air Quality

in addition to air quality impacts associated with an
increased ADT will their be any 4mpacts from the dredging
operations and later, the expanded use of the harbor area?

Sin~cerely,

Joseph F. Arruda
Chief of Planning

AJW'/ea
cc: Mr. Flanders

Mr. Winiarski

HIIA

IV
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SUNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
- ECOLOGICAL SERVICES

P.O. Box 1518
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Cclonel William E. Hodgson, Jr.

Acting Division Engineer
Corps of Engineers, New England Division
424 Tr.pe Road
Wa!tham, Massachusetts 02254

Dear Colonel liodgson:

These comments on the Draft Detailed Project Report and Environmental
impat.L AbSesI ,IeLL (-U1LL-i, Lh6 UL fcablbiiiLy uf pLUVidilg LLdVigaLiUil
improvements in Sakonnet Harbor, Rhode Island are submitted in response
to your letter of November 21, 1980.

The System of Accounts, Table 4 following page 26, should include an
assessment of the effects of the project upon benthic habitat and upon
terrestrial wildlife that will be impacted at the recommended spoil
disposal sites No. 1 and 2, shown on Figure 4-9. The expanded System
of Accounts, Table 2-9 Appendix 2, does show the impact upon benthic
habitat on page 2-14, but doesn't include the impact on terrestrial
.'ildlife. Effluent and leaching from the disposal site will enter
tidelands contrary to the statement on page 2-13 under Water Quality.

Predicted maintenance of the channel is discussed on pages 2-21 and 4-9.
Even though a small amount of material is invoived, a site for its
disposal should be included in project plans and mentioned in the report.

Potential dredging of about 6,000 cubic yards from private piers is
explained in paragraph 19, page 4-10. Disposal of this material in Site
3, an intertidal area south of the "Focsle" Restaurant (Figure 4-9),
is being considered. This dredging and Oisposal will be subject to a

Section 10 permit which we will report on when the Public Notice is
reccived.

A copy of our April 30, 1979 report should be included in your final
Detailed Project Report. The first paragraph refers to a previous
report we provided on May 15, 1959. This date should be corrected to
May 15, 1969.

Sincerely yours,

%/

Gordon E. Beckett
Supervisor

L ___ _



ST. JOHN. PARK & SCOTT

ATTOFNCYG AT LAW

i WEST ELM STREI
O1 SON L. ST. JOHN

Nm.rORo w. PARK MAIL ADDRE45 P.O, OX 697 !10) 166*330

OtOROI W. SCOTT. JR. GRtrENWICH, CONNeCTICUT 06630

December 9, A190

Colonel William E. Hodgson, Jr.
Acting Division Engineer
U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers
New England Division
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02254 Re: Sakonnet Harbor P22 7,'

Dear Colonel Hodgson:

As one who maintains a summer home in Little Compton and
a boat in Sakonnet Harbor, I hope it is not inappropriate for me
to comment on the Draft Report transmitted with your letter dated
November 21, 1980. I regret that I will not be able to attend the
hearing on December 17.

I am pleased to express my support of the proposed break-
water (Plan B), but I have serious reservations with respect to the
proposed channel widening from 80 to 110 feet (page 16). I
believe this part of the project is based upon conclusions of doubt-
ful validity and necessity.

The Harbor Master has advised that the proposed widening
will require the relocation of 20 moorings of the total of 140. The
Report states (par. 17, page 1 - 9) that the Harbor "is always
filled to capacity and there arc no new moorings and slips available"
and this is consistent with what I have observed and been told and
inconsistent with a conclusion that the relocations can be accompl-
ished by increased use of the northern part of the Harbor in the lee
of the proposed breakwater or by better management of existing moor-
ings (2nd par,, par~ 16 a-.. pars. 62 and 63, page 2-22). I believe
the Report conceden that no moorings can be located north of the
present moorings because of the southwest exposure and the refract-
ing/diffracting effect of the new breakwater.

As to the necessity for the widening the Report states
(par. 35, page 5-15) that "two-way traffic capability would be a
necessity because construction of a breakwater would force many
recreational vessels to utilize the channel to enter and exit the
Harbor", but concedes "economic benefits would accrue even in
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Colonel Hodgson, Jr.
Page Two
December 9, 1980

one-way traffic because the time required for channel passage is
minimal..." I fail to see how the construction of a break.water
will change the pattern of getting to and from moorinqs, excep.,
at the entrance between the two breakwaters where the widt. scai3s
to 220 feet + with ample turning area. If anything, the channel
widening will require a further concentration of moorings and in-
crease the difficulties of getting to and from them and the chances
of damage when storms occur.

In view of the foregoing it would seem that the cnanne-,
:widening could be eliminated without serious consequences and t,-At

this should be done. To do so would not only avoid the advers,
effects of a further concentration of the present moorings but
have the added advantages of reducing the quantities of dredging
and overall cost of the project with a diminished risk that the
ultimate cost will exceed $2,000,000.00.

Referring to the conditions of the draft recommendation

(page 47) I would hope that the commitments of the "local interests"
will be in contract formn and subject to public comment before the
Corps proceeds.

Respectfully,

OLSJ:JV

cc: Mag. Gen. Harry G. Woodbury
Harbor Advisory Board
Little Compton, Rhode IslandR
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-- S STATE OF RHODE L.AND ,4N FRU\-[,(. '.. .A..

L Department of Admin!-rration

7fST,.XTEWPE~ LAN',ING r
265 Melrose Street
Pro-idence, Rhode Island 02907 December i I I

Col. Wijliam E. llodgson, jr.
- Acting Division Engn,e-

U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers
New England Division
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02254

Dear Col. Hodgson:

This office, in the capacity of clearinghouse designate, under

SOM Circular #rA-95, Part II, has reviewed the Draft Detailed Project
Report and Environmenta Assessment for the small navigation project
in Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton, R.I.7I

The results of this review and the staff recommendation was pre-
sented to the Technical Committee of the Statewide Planning Program
at its meeting December 5, 1980. The Technical Committee has adopted
a position of no comment. The Army Corps of Engineers is encouraged
to seriously consider any forthcoming comments from the R.I. Coastal

Resources Management Council and any other interested parties.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this project.r ' Yours very truly,

-Rene' . Fontie

A-95 Clearinghouse
Coordinator

RJF/sjc

_42

Reference File: EIS-80-08
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.DPL-I 12 December 1930 i

Mr. John Lyoes, Chairman
Coasta] PResources Managenent rCuncil
60 Davis Street
Providence, Mhode Island 02908

Deer Mr. Lyons:

This is to inform you that the proposed dredging and breakwater con-
struction Project at Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton Rhode Island,
has been evaluated for the purpose of making a consistency deterni:ia
tion in accordance with your approvod "State of Rhode Island Coastal
4anagemnt Program and Final Environmantal Impact Statement. I
r nclosed is a copy of the Detailed Project Report prepared by us
vhlch describes the activities Involved In tihe project. Th docurent

was reviewed for consistency with the Rhode Island Coastal Zone ?-:anage- £
Rent Program (list of policy numbers Is attached). We find that, as
proposed, the project is consistent with the cited policies.

I would appreciate your expeditious review on our determination that
the proposed work is consistent with your Coastal Hmanagment ?roSram.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (617)
894-2400, extension 220. Mr. Andon of my staff coordinated the Inves-
tigation. Should your staff desire additt.onal information, he can be
reached at extension 554.

Sincerely,

3 Inc!@ wILLIAM E. HODGSOII, R.
As Sated Colonel, Corps of ft .neers -A

Acting Division Engineer

WK
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POLICY N-.-LBERS

110.0 - 2 Tidal Waters and Coastal Ponds

120.0 2 Shoreline Systems

130.0 - 2 Flood Hazards

140.0 - 2 Coastal Erosion

210.0 2 Marine Fish and Fisheries

1 220.0 - 2 Aquaculture

230.0 - 2 Mineral Extraction

250.3 - 2 Freshwater Wetlands

310.0 - 2 Coastal Water Quality

320.0 - 2 Ocean Dumping

410.0 - 2 Public Access to Shore

420.0 - 2 Public Beaches and Parks

430.0 - 2 Conservation and Management Areas

450.0 - 2 Historic Preservation

460.0 - 2 Research

1 470.0 - 2 The Bay Islands Park

510.0 - 2 Residential Development

55C.0 - 2 Transportation and Transportation Facilities

700.0 - 2 Public and Government Participation
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C.5 Consistent Federal Action-i

5.1 Federal Activities and Development ProJ#et%-

(1) Federal agencies shot) provide the Council routine and tirlnly
notification of all proposed activities and dcvelnpmnot prujects
located or propo~ed to be located in thn Rhode Island coastal
region (defined as the state's 21 coastal municipalities).

(2) They shall further provide the Council such notification of ill
proposed direct federal activities and development projects likeiy
to directly affect (as defined In 930.32 Federal Register, Vol. 42,
No.,167) but not actually located in the state's coastal reqInn,
Such activities and projects include, but are not limited to
planning, construction or modification of major facilities or
Installations within the state of Rhode Island but not within th.,
coastal region.

(3) The Council shall construe "timely notification" as follows:

a. Notification must be in writing bnd submitted at the earliest
practicable time, at a minimumi, 90 days prior to the staqe
at which alternatives to the proposed action may no longer
reasonably be considered.

b. Notification should be submitted directly to the Council.
c. Notification must indicate the involved agency's assessment

of its consistency or lack thereof with applicable provisions
of the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Program.
*Such assessment must address effects and consistency with
specific Council Management Regulations and Policies.

d. Notification shall describe the proposed action or project
in sufficient detail, including as appropriate facility
development plans, maps, engineering drawings, or either data
and information, that the Council may independently evaluate
Its consistency with specific Management Regulations and
Policies and the various permissibility standards and criteria
contained therein.

(4) The Council shall notify in writing federal agencies proposing
activities and development projects, under this section, of its
agreement or disagreement with their consistency determination
within 45 days of receiving said determination and supporting
documentation as described under (3), c and d, above; provided
that the Couiicil may'where necessary request an additional 30
days to evaluate and respond to federal agency determinations
pursuant to 930.42(b) of proposed NOAA regulations.

(5) Where the Council disagrees with an agency determination of
consistency It shall Indicate the nature of Its objection with
specific reference to applicable Management Regulations and
Policies as contained In the Coastal Resources Management Pro-
gram. It shall further recommend alternatives to or modifica-
tions of the proposed action that would render it consistent with
said applicable provisions. A copy of such notification shall be
forwarded to the Associate Administrator for Coastal Zone Hanage-
mont-
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COLONEL WILLIAM E HODGSON JR
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
4t24 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM MA 0225'4

I JOIN OTHERS IN SUPPORTING THE SAKONNET HARBOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECYD
AND ALSO IN URGING THE ADOPTION OF~ STRINGENT WATER POLLUTION CONTROLSAND THE DROPPING OF THE PROPOSAL TO WIDEN THE CHANNEL,
DAVID GOODRICH I

13:24S EST

MGMCOMP MGM

i

r-
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STATEMENT ON PROPOSED SAKONNET HARBOR PROJECT

The past three years have produces much needed clarification
and improvement in the project.

Financial risks. The Town Council originally intended that
the Town assume the financial risks, specifically, that iz
"hold and save the United States free from damages" and
"assume full responsibility for all project costs over the
Federal limitation of $2,000,000." Even after a June '79
heoring that showed strong sentiment against such risk-
taking, the Council President rejected a suggestion to seek
State aid, on grounds that the State might attach burden-
some conditions. Finally, in December '79, the Council
asked the State to assume those risks.

Cost estimates. Proponents have consistently underestimated
the impact of inflation. The current construction cost
estimate of $1,800,000 (b!sed on June '80 prices) has managed
to remain below the Federal ceiling only by drastic reductions
in size of channel, length of breakwater, and weight of armor
stone. While the New England Division has an admirable record
of controlling costs in small navigation projects, Col. Chandler,
former Division Engineer, and Steven Andon, the project manager,
both have admitted that unprecedented inflation, especially in
fuel costs, makes the past little guide to the future. Nor
must the 12% contingency in this estimate be considered an
inflation cushion, as many have done; pack in the days of
minimal inflation, I understand, the same percentage contingency
would have appeared at this stage. Contingencies are meant
to cover changes in project specifications, not changes in
unit costs. Until Mr Andon informed me last April, no one in
Town realized that Corps estimates excluded pre-construction
administrative costs, which count toward the Federal limit.
Last April Mr Andon's estimate was $180,000; actual costs
through November '80 are due for release tonight. Should
pre-construction costs remain at last April's estimate, the
current total estimate is already just $20,000 shy of the
Federal limit. And that's at last June's prices and without
costly changes in specifications during construction. Construc-
tion can begin no sooner than Labor Day of '81; slated to
take a year, its midpoint would fall around March of '82,
21 months after the current cost-basis date. If inflation
remains at its current rate, the probable cost would run
hundreds of thousands of dollars over the Federal limit.
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HAFFENREFFER STATEMENr

Breakwater length. Three yucrs ago the Council ruquestod
a 650-foot breakwater, which would havu seriously hindcr,-d
flushing of the harbor. Financial and environmental. concerns
have shortened it to 500 feet, which would permit aduquatu
flushing and still protect the harbor against northerly
storms, but not against ice. Ice-protection was one of the
principal arguments for a new breakwater.

Local agreements. The first draft agreement between the Town
and Sakonnet Rogers, published last February, was 2an)itc. on
several counts and withdrawn. Since then it has been thor-
oughly renegotiated. Adequate pollution controls have been
added, while the all-purpose 50-year tax-exemption has been
totally eliminated; all marine facilities will be fully t;d.
An agreement with Mr. Mataronas remains in negotiation.

mooring space. Right now the harbor has 12 acres of prime
mooring space (that is, anchorage protected against SW storms
and not used as channel), containing about 125 of the harbor's
140 moorings. From the start and until very recently,
proponents have been claiming that the project would increase
mooring space. The Sakonnet Yacht Club voted to stay neutral,
because most members believed--and still believe--that the
project would add mooring space, or at least not reduce it.
Early this summer Gen. Woodbury argued that by increasing
anchorage, this project would attract more summer residents,
who would build more houses, which would increase the tax
base and lower the tax rate. However this Report reveals
that channel enlargement would eliminate 1/2 acre--or 4%--
of prime mooring space, while the new breakwater would create
no new mooring space, prime or otherwise. Just a week ago
the Harbor Master, Mr. Blades, estimated that channel enlarge-
ment would eliminate 20 moorings. Gen. Woodbury has told me
that the new docks would eliminate another 3 moorings, for
a total loss of 23 prime moorings (or 18%).

What will become of the displaced boats? Mr Blades has
suggested that some could be rafted and some could move into
Mr. Rogers' slips (at a fat increase in fee), while the Report
suggests that some could be sent into the less-than-choice
northerly anchorage already in use, which would become even
less protected than it is now against the summer's prevailing
SW storms, whose waves would be heightened 20% by reflections
off the new breakwater. The last Harbor Board meeting suggested
that the cost of moving these moorings would be borne solely
by the displaced boat owners--which is telling men to pay
their own way to Siberia.
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HAFFENREFFER STATEMENT

This hearing, scheduled for a weeknight one week be%-ore
Christmas, couldn't come at a time less likely to gain the
attention and attendance of recreational boaters and ther
summer residents, who are scattered to the winds and . "tracted
by the normal holiday panic. Let me say that summer residents,
willingly or not, support every other taxpayer in Town by
paying taxes at the full rate while sending their children
to out-of-town schools and using Town roads and services just
a fraction of the year. It's no coincidence that Little
Compton, with the State's second-highest ratio of summer
residents to year-round residents, enjoys the second-lowest
tax-rate; or that Block Island, with the highest ratio,
enjoys the lowest rate.

Neither group of harbor users should profit at the otcr:s
expense. And no one should suffer expropriation without
notification and adequate time to protest. Fishermen and
recreational boaters should receive--and a majority should
approve--detailed plans and costs of any new mooring arrange-
ments before this project is submitted to the voters.

I will happily support the project, providing
1) the Mataronas agreement is as strict as the Rogers;
2) the State imposes no burdensome conditions in returni forits help;

3) new mooring arrangements and costs are known to all
fishermen and recreational boaters, and approved by a majority;
and

4) the Town neither holds the United States free from
damages, nor assumes any responsibility for project costs.

In closing, I'd like to commend Steve Andon for his candor,
good humor, and professional skill.

Karl Haffenreffer

Sakonnet Point Farm
17 Decemnber 1980
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J3STATEOF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS

Department of Environmental Management
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
83 Park Street
Providence, R, 1. 02903

December 19, 1980

Colonel William U. Hodgson, Jr.
Acting Division Engineer
New England Division
Corps of Engineers
424 Trapello Road
Waltham, Ma. 02254

Dear Colonel lodgson:

Be advised that the Department of Environmental Man-
agomont has reviewed the Sakonnot Harbor, Little Compton,
Rhode Island, Draft Detailed Project Report, dated Novem-
ber, 1980. Technical comments and recommendations concern-
ing the modifications of a 500 foot long, rubblemound break-
water and a 110 foot wide major access channel at a depth
of ten feet, proposed in the project report, as included in
"Plan B" and as shown on Plato III, will be furnished to
you by separate letter. I address in this letter my position
as Director concerning the items of local cooperation delin-
eated in the report.

The Director of the Department of Environmental Manage-
ment, acting on behalf of the State of Rhode Island pursuant
to the authority of Title 46, Chapter 2 of the Genera] Laws,
and with the approval of the Governor, expects to be both
prepared and able to meet the following specific items of
local cooperation as delionoated on page 18 of the above
referenced report:

* hold the United States free from damages that
may result from the construction and maintenance
of the project;

e assume the responsibility for all project costs
in excess of $2,000,000.

Th:is statement of expectation is made upon the under-
standing of the Director that the project will be of direct
tnd sub)tnntial economic benefit to the Town of Little
Conpton and the State of Rhode Tsland, including significant
benefits for the Rhode Island fishing industry. urther,
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Colonel Ivilliam R. Hlodgson, Jr.
Page 2
December 19, 1980

it is made based on cost estimates provided in the project
report and discussed earlier with Department counsel
which indicate that the expected cost of the project at
this time is somewhat loss than $2 million. The State ex-
plicitly reserves the rght to review cost estimates after
the completion of detailed plans and spceifications and
before entering into any formal agreement.

It is, thcrcfore, requested that your office proceed
with preparation of the detailed plans and specifications
for the project. It is my understanding that you will pro-
pose formal agreements relating to the specific items of
local interest noted above at some time in the future.

Kindly keep us advised of your progress.

Very truly yours,

1.Edward Wood
Director

WEW:db
cc: Governor Garrahy

Jane P. Cabot
Senator Canulla
Gen. Woodbury
John Lyons
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Colonel William E. Hodgson Jr.
Acting Division Engincer
Few ZnR 4..d Division, Corps of Fngunor.
4P?4 Triopallo Road
Wnltha m, Mnassachuaotts 0P.54

Dear ColoneJl Hodgson,

The Towm of Little Copton has reviewed t>-' "3 'innuit 1iarbor, LI I °.!"
ton. Rhode Islrnd Dralt Detailed Project Heport", drAmed Novembr 198 0. ','c
agroo wih thf' report recomm,,ntion for project modifications of - 500~rct
long rubble-mound brealwntor ond a 110-foot wide mv.jor eecCrs:j chirr ,. ,
depth of ten feet both as inclued in "IPln B1" =d as showm on Plate III in Phj
draft report. Oir detailed comments on lht: 'ep=' 'e 3tnched an orclo sie 1.
Many of these have been made bofore. We would appreciate an opport .ity to
disnuis with you, prior to initiation of desiLf, lhe basis for rejection cf any
comments.

This oorztmlity oxpocts to be both propi.tred nnd ablo, Jointly with ,he
St. .,e .i Rhode Islnnd, to meet the iems of ioo.. cooperation ts outlined in
the report as Non-Federal Rospolnsib1l/ ±on. T.is commitment is mado Izder the
provisions of Title 46 Chapter 2 L;oner.l .. ws of Rhode IsJnd.

We request 'Lhat your o.'X'ioo proceed oxi-editiouzly with prepnrotion of the
detailed pltus 'nd ,peications. Ploase keop us nrl.viacd of your progresf,
We plan to present the project to tho voters by resolution at our anni).': Town
Meeting 7 April 1981 and obtain t:heir ondorseoit of thc proJ,. 9c-. FoI2owing;
that meeting we expcct tc be prepared formally to si,-n -the sssurwices as re-
qired,

In view of our earlier eomnitment to the publin th.at t'-(..y w.o)ul. hnvc 30
days after notice of avoilhility of yoiz report in which to commont~we have
nnuoced that the record for comments would le open .ltil Deco.eicr 27, 1980.
We requesut therefore, that your gre:nt nf extension '.til Jrnuary 12, 1981, for
Any supplimentanl conents thnt Vlhn Coolnci., night elect at ito n,,m:t m(oetinp
January 8, 1981 to siOfr-it.

Thank you for your conniderntion.

Sincerely,

ent, Town Coir-il

Fhtclosiro n/6
w/4 Bet:, Acvmer" te

t. Best Available Copy



STATE or RHODE ILANr) ANt) PROVIl)r.NCE PIANIAFIUN4

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
s3 Park Street
Providence, R, I. 02903

February 6, 1980

Honorable Dennis J. Roberts, II
Attorney General
Providence County Courthouse
250 Benefit Street
Providence, RI 02903

Dear General Roberts:

The Town of Little Compton has arranged with the Corps of Engineers
of the United States Army for the construction of a breakwater at the
northerly entrance to Sakonnet Harbor,. The Corps has reviewed the pro-
ject, and has pecommended that construction of it proceed under Section
107 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1960 (33 U.S.C.A. 1 577). That
section allows the federal government to embark on small river and har-
bor improvement projects not specifically authorized by Congress, and
to pay the entire cost of such projects'where the cost is less than the
statutory maximum of federal participation in a single project. That
maximum is now $2,000,000.00.

Subsection (c) of Section 107 provides certain requirements that
the "local interests" (state, county, municipality or other local entity)
must fulfill in, order for a project to proceed. The Town of Little
Compton has requested that responsibility for two of these, requirements
(the attached, correspondence gives details as to the entire subsection)
be borne by the State. In particular, the Town has asked that the State:
hold and save the United States free from damages that may result from
the construction and maintenance of the project; and to assume respon-
sibility for the non-federal share of the project cost. In this case,
the non-federal share would be any cost in excess of $2,000,000.00.
Since the current (October, 1979) cost estimate, including a fifteen
percent contingency allowance, is $1,489,000.00, the assumption of this
burden is a contingency which may be remote (the average over-run in
New England for such projects is negative 21 percent).

There is now statutory authority for either the State or a munici-
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4.epartinont of Environmental Manqement
Page Two
February 6, 1980

Director of Environmental Management "is authorized to noot$ite, cooperat
and enter into agreements in behalf ol, this state with the Unitt.,d Sttc!
of America in order to satisfy the colditions imposed by the Ufited Ctates
of America authorizing any project for he improvement, of n,,vljr*y n of
any harbor or river and for the protection of property ajainst Cdai ria by
floods or by erosiono provided such project shall first have been approved
by the governor." .I am not certain, however, whether this latter section
is a broad enough grant of authority to encompass the required commitment
to assume the contingent responsibility for any costs in oxces; of the
maximum federal share. I therefore am writing to requet your ,, iniion S
to the reach of Section 46-2-2, specifically, whether it is sufficient
authority to allow the Director of Environmental Management, vith the
Governor's approval, to assume the contingent expense respon.Ih1 "I ty f or
the State.

The attached correspondence details past instances when the State or
municipalities have executed similar commitments; it is not clear under
what authority those commitments were given.

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me.

ly yo

R. Daniel Prentiss '
Chief Lega.1 Counsel

/kl
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND &MR0VIDENCE PLANTATIONS

DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

P -YICENCE COUNTY COURT MOUS2

PROVIDeNCE

CENNI I. OIERS March 27, 1980

R. Daniel Prentiss, Esg:;.
Chief legal Cotrnsel

- Dearin~.t ofEnvxo~ntal I anagaemnt
83 Park street
PrOvidence, !-hode Islan~d 02903

Dear Mr. Prentiss:

Ycu have requested an' opinion as tc Wt!'rScio 622o
the Rhode 'Island Genial Iaws auxthorzs the Director of the Denart-
ment of MwJxczrrental !'anagamt (hereinafjter Director) to ccanit
tile State to paY costs in emess of the ti)O -,illc.- dolar ($2,000,000)
cataimient to a project by the A~my Corp of ErlgineerS. Unrder fe-d"-al
law the Anw corps of Eagineerr, is prohibited frrxr a.UOttna-nDre
than two million dollars ($2,000,000) to the breakwater project,
33 U.S.C.A. 5777 (b), and local interests rnay be recrai-ed to hold
and save the U.S. free frcx futuxre damiages that ay result fran
the conStruction and m-ntainenc of the -project. 33 U.S.C.A.
577 (c).

Title 46, Chanmter 2 of the Gene-ral j~aws authorizes th-e Director,
with the aroroval of the ccveror, to hold and sav e the tUnted
States harmless from clauns or damages resulting f-cm harbor

-rement or protection projects, R.I. Generl laws 546-2-3, and
to "enter into agreetents in behailf of this state with the Uitted
States of ;0erica authorizing any project ffor the To %vif ent Of-
navigatin of any harbor or river. R.I. Gmeeral laws §46-2-2.
See also R.I. General Laws §42-17.1-2 (d). Title 46, Chapter 2 thas
grants the- Directorz broad authority, to enter on behalf olf'the State
into areets 'with the United States for the i;-ir-oveent of
navigatimn in- harbors ande rivers. Title 46, Chan ter 2 qivres the
Director broad authority to apply for federal aid for har-bor

= xn~ov~ret prjects. See R.I. Genral laws 546-2-1, 546-2-2, 546-2-3.

- Tclasure -c De--.c 1*5i fc~r iom LitLle Comton umi~ Couili
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R. Danie e nti~'ss -2- a- - 21 1980

Pwanzt of State ccntribu.?acns -cvL,-eDretrisdressedA ta
Section 5 of Title 46, 0- _ Ci -.
the Director to prciu-Ade focr paynq , by the State~ wh-erpaf -
MaE been made b,- the General Assemblyv and~ a cas cazihtic-
required by t e-* zzted States.

Payment of state cntri.-iticns. - W-ere
an appropriarion has been mae by tre
,---ral- assembly for such =rpose, tze
d-iector f natural resources, ,ith t_-s
a-raval of the gaverncr, is aunxorz
t--rcride for tie paynt by the sar-e

of th cash ccrtrihtoizu .
tUited States of .ica for any suc-

-IovUUMIS or protection prject.
R.I. General Laws 46-2-5.

It is cear that the Director does not propose to enter into a
c1tX requiring the State to ry dn part of the cost of the project.
Since the-Py Corps of Egners is bound by statute to limit -s
Plexpeuitures for the project to the smn of $2,000,000, and there
apars to be no basis for coclixing that the cost of the project
will exeed that stn, the Director is not entering into a crn-act
which, at the time of its executicn, exceeds the s i 1 ~ for
its * -tin. A State ageflcy nay enter nto a ctr w 'fn,
for uifresa reascs, may result in State I t y excee.nj the
contract price and the aproppriation prov-1ded tlxfo. Such a
amitingecy does not onstitute an agreement te part of the
Director fo the expenditure of funds for wnicn .no a ocriation -as
been made.

Section 46-2-5 set forth supra, relates to a cntrac ent
-to by tbhe Directar prmviding a cash cni c- i ;y tie State -required

by the Federal Gmrnment for an i_ roanent or o-ecti . p -.
The tited States has no such reoirant for tile -nt ,ect.
p;se of the hid-hanmiess provision and th asst:ptian of responsibility
by the State for any contingent overrun in costs - to satisfy the
Federal limitation of liability for any project to the su of $2,000,000.
S-ere is no expectat that the amnt e:qpnde wll exceed te arxnt
prc-ded te Federal fG = fr the project.

1-;es-ticre. =sented is et the Di---tor is -eating a present
inebtedss cn. the part of the State in pi.edoia th- State cread. to
assumr,-pic of resposibility for possible cost ex-.--s, so as to
-violate th oe chitical oroibition against i-ncrL-. a State debt

exceed-g. $50,000 without the cansent of the pecple. Article aCI of4
t,e_ Jode island C-titution.

- .i-itie Czton To n 3-79
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IL Daniel Prentiss -3- mh 27, 1980

= It shx~ud be noted hat the sta.~.~ory authority of the Director
to hol1 tlhe, United States harntie f-rm c1 nms resulting frcm s-ac-h
n),r ? t, .my possibly result in State liability exceeding the

omtract price. In Oo'inion to t Governor, 308 A 2d 802 (F.I. 1973),
the Court ws exnminng a proposed lease ,rith the State for a te-n

_of years ar4 quoted with approval fr Ls .Lngeles v. Offner, 19 Cal.
2d 483, 122 P 2d 14, 16 (1942); . .. the lease or other agree-
InMt is entered into in good faith and creates no immediate i.-
debtedess . no violatim is done to the constitutina-1 -poision-L ...... irco is eat* noa

* . " In the instant mtter, the Director is entering "t.
agreement in good faith for the expenditure of a sum provided oy a
F grant, g and is not creating an immediate obligation for cn.=

payment of mons in excess of the amount made available by i
Federal grant.

TbeBare, it is the Coinion of this office that the Director
of Envirzmental i-anagement my, on behalf of the State, enter into
an agreement with t--e Corps of Engineers of the United States Amy
for the caastruw~in of a breakwater at the northerly entrance tc
SSakonxt U~rbor, for a sum not to exceed the sum of $2,000,000 to
be poided by the United States, and that such agreement my include
a provision to hold the United States hannIess fra claims and
damages reuting fram such project and for the State to assune

- " responsibility for any project cost in excess-of $2,000,000.

Very truly ycurs,

Attorney ean

D:R:gaj

So1 tT
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Statement of the President of the Vown Council, Little C'ompton,

Rhode Island, presented at the Public Hearing of the Army Corps of

Engineers, June 17, 1979, concerning proposals for improving

Sakonnet Harbor.

I am Jane Cabot, President of the Town Council.

On behalf of the Little Compton Town Council I would like

to present the following stat ement concerning the proposed

improvements at Sakonnet Harbor. This statement was cons idered

at our regular meeting held June 21, 1979, and was endorsed by

a unanimous vote.

First we wish to express our appreciation to the Army Corps

of Engineers for their efforts in preparing the feasibility report.

Their stuad and report has been in response to the Town's request

of 1975 and to resolutions of the Senate and House of Representatives

Public Works Committee dated May 11th and September 26t h  1976.

The Town Council is very appreciative to'Senator John 0. Pastore,

Senator Clairborne Pell, and Representative Fernand J. St Germain

for their help and support in the passage of the above mentioned

resolutions. We would also like to thana Mr. John Lyons, Chairman

of the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council, for his

cooperation and encouragement in the study.

For more than 300 years Little Compton has been a beautiful

rural area. For most of these 300 years the economy of Little

Compton has been based on farming and fishing. During the present

century a significant part of Little Comptons' economy has also

been the resutt of our large summer colony -- people who choose

Little Compton over other communities because of its rural

Inclosure to 22 December 1980 letter from Little Compton TownCouncil 3-81
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characteristics. The Town Council feels that the proposed

improuementsto Sakonnet Harbor and the resulting economic

benefits to one of rural Little Compton's major industries

will help to preserve these rural characteristics.

An improved harbor will enhance our commerciul .fishing industry.

Without the planned improvements with its northerly breakwater and

improved channel (both of which would allow a twelve month fishing

season) our fishermen tell us they would be unable to support the

investments necessary for modernization. Without adoption of

modern methods with modern equipment our fishig industry can be

expected to deteriorate and our employment opportunities will be

reduced.

An i pro'bed harbor will not only prevent the loss of jobs

in Little Compton, It will create new employment- opportunities.

The Rhode Island State Office of Employment Security reports that

the average number of Little Compton residents employed in 1978

to be 827. A recent census of fishermen operating out of Sakonnet
the people

Harbor and,,dlrectly related shore activities to be 155of which 81

were Little Compton residents. Thus aboVt 10% of Little Compton's

work force Is employed at least part time working oat of Sakonnet

Harbor. This same census indicated that if the harbor is

improved the number of people employed in fishing would increase

about 30% between now and 1985 and the total man days of

employment would increase more than 40%. The difference in the

projected increases is due to the longer fishing season permitted

by the breakwater. This is particularly important to Little

Compton where our unemployment rate in the wintertime varies

from 8% to 14% versus an unemployment rate of from 5% to 8%

in the summertime.
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A safer harbor more readily adaptable to ac.:ommodating
recreat ional

additionaI.water craft of Town property owners also enhances

our fundamental goal of preserving the balance among the

several elements of our population. The proposed improvemeny '

have been engineered so as not to preclude later expansion of

facilities for recreational craft should that be found to b,

desirable at some future date. rhiz would indirectly contribute

further economic benefits to the Po.,

We must not forget a very i,, oortant benefit that an inwrozed

harbor with a northerly breakwater will provide. Many times 7

have heard the words "harbor of refuge" mentioned. One can not

put a price on human life.

We are cnoinced that the economic benefits associated

with the Corps plan are substantial. We are assured by the Corps

Environmental Studies that the costs in terms of environmental

degradation will be insignificant. The maintenance of water

quality in Little Compton's waters is of vital interest to the

Town. We understand from the feasibility report of the Corps that

the breakwater and dredging will cause directly no significant

long term reduction in the quality of water in the iarbor by

physically changing adversely any flow or currents in the

harbor. We understand, of course, that the improvement of the

harbor could indirectly affect water quality to the extent that

the improvement increases the boat/day use of the harbor. There

will be a concomitant increase in the threat of pollution from

these boats whether they be commercial or recreational. Just

as the laws were changed and enforced to prevent residents from

dumping raw domestic sewage into the harbor, so the laws and
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rules and regulations with respect to wdste discharges from

boats are being changed. The enforcement of these new laws

will be the responsibility of the Coast Guard, the State, and

the Town and we fully expect these responsibilities to be

carried out. The Rhode Island General Assembly recently passed

an Enabling Act that gave the Town authority, by Town Ordinance,

to prevent both water and land pollution in the harbor a:td

provides for a 3100.00 fine for each offense plus the costs

associated with the liability for clean up.

The Town Council understands the requirements for local

assurances, and we fully expect that the Town will provide

these assurances within the limitations of State Statutes.

Although the assurances include no specific requirement for

a Town financial contribution, all engineering dnd construction

costs being federal, the Town Council intends to give the

Town's people an opportunity to vote on a resolution endorsing

this important development in the Town. We expect this to be

done at a Town Meeting after the Corps has completed its

detailed engineering studies and made its detailed cost
S

estimates and before any .:onstruction contract has been awarded.

We urge the Corps to proceed expeditiously to reach this point.

The technica? comments to be made by the Harbor Advisory Board

will expand on this point.

The Town Council wishes to take this opportunity to thank

the Harbor Advisory Board for their many hours of work relating

to this Harbor improvement project. As you probably all know,

the Board consists of nine members appointed by the Town Council

under guidelines set forth in Little Compton's Harbor Master

-4-
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Ordinance. This present study concerning Sakonnet Harbor

actually started back in 1973 when Pat Parente, a Town

Council member and the Council's representative to the Advisory

Board, as a result of his talks with local fishermen, becanrze
aware of the need for further improvements at Sakcr.zn n"t

The Town Council, by resolution, then asked the Harbor Advisory

Board to study the need for a "northerly breakwater and

additional dockage for commercial fishermen."

A special thanks to Harry Woodbury who was appointed to tc

Advisory Board in February, 1976. The Town Council realizes 1taP

he has devoted many hours to this project. His time and his

effort have been greatly appreciated.

Than4 yos for the opportunity to make this statement on

behalf of the Town Council.

-5- 
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&closuro to letter from Town of Littlo Corrpton to the Dlviai) 1,i1cor
dated 22 December 1980.

The following comments on the "Dr' ft Dotiled Project Report nnd Environ-
mental Assessment, N.n.viotion Project, 35ti'ont Hrrbor, Little Compton,
ahode Isl~md" dated November 1980 are submitted for your considerotions

1. Pite IIt The THrbor Advisory Borrd oxpects to ,.':nit firther rocom-
mondations portnining to channel !nlirnmnnt, width nne depth. Cori:ent 3
pertainin, to 1.03 Pr, 1 in nemorandim to the Division %1Tine..' datod
Mny 21, 1979; teochnicl. cO rents on Inyout, page 3 dated Je 27, 1979
submitted in writinC nt yo',r public hering in Little Comptone (T..La
,,ornment pertains equally to Plates 11, Figures 1-2, 1-3, 2-4, 7-5, 2-6,
4-2, 4-3, 4-5. 4-9, 4-10, 4-1I4) IncidontiLUy the wmr v.lL'.ijnment pro-
posed in your report psroses over the rock off-shore of lot 79 which we
understood was to be removed to c':'c:.t project depth ris a inainton!r2',cc
i t-. ,1.

2. Pase 11, 20, 28, 30, 2-8, 2-231 In the basic report plrn B describes
the brerAlwnter as startine 450 fo.t off shore. In appondi:" 2 the dis :.ulce
from shore is described as 300 feet.

3. Pare 16, paragraph 41 (Rffering to Social Impnct) Add to the end
o' the ,,pararaph "occuring princi±ally in the winter timre".

4, Pages 18, 2-25, Non-Federal (Local) Renponiill tios: The Town of
Little Comipton oxpect's to co-sponaor the project with tho StL.,tu of Rhode
Island, Please revise ,l.. l v,, in th, report to reflect this joint
sponsorship. See com,:font 19 cnclozc'd , );Jetter to the Division a-,-
I:1n±or d'.tod 15 Vrrch 1980, and enclosros thereto, See also cttnch-ents
1-2 hereto: Memo from DEM, Rhode Islnnd, to Attor:,iy Oeneral Feb. 6, 1980
and the reply f'ir: Lhc Attorney General d.ted March 27, 1980. See nso the
State's most recent reply to your roq,:eot for commonr.t, on this report.

5. Pnre 21, "EcononLc Inpacts": Surest adding "This plon will not in-

terfere with the H. W, Wilcox fish trap nort' of th.'o ',,zbor antr nco".

6. Page 32, para.riph 5: Chs'n ie 360 niJ. ,ps to 0.56 squire miles.

7. Page 41, paragraph 1: Surest deleting the pnr.rrah an written and
substitaLir, the following: "The traffic relating to the trnnsportation
of fishery produts is viewed as nn insJrnificrnt oddition. The to;r.l
l.,ndin.s are projected to be less thn those reported for the late 6 0's
and early 70s-the increase will occur principlly in the winter time
after the: tr.'fim. concotin ,ssocinted with su,:mer visitors is s' bstan-
tinlly redceod, The improvement of the marina co'jd restlt in the add-
ition of 10 or 12 additior.nL sl! ,)u. Thosto.d fenorate nn incremental
increase in traffic ir the summer tic but the increment can be expected
not to excood 10 peacent".

8. Pare 41, para 4: 3hoi.ld not all references be ti "LV',J"?
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9. P"o/e 41, Pora 11 See comment 0.

10. Po 1-6, Paa Ili "Snoonnet" wns incorlorated Into ),? l .:re •!.
Colony/ In 1682 and into 11cwport Coitty, Ztctd r, 4 W'icda I, r'i* ,11 L' o
Compton 1746/7. See comment I to letter Hnrbor Advisory %otrd to 1Jr',
Division Eno-inoer, 2 Jnnary 1980.

11. Page 2-16, Rogional Development, item 51 Shoild re'.d "yor -- yots--y,"

12. Page .-,22, parm. 4, line 5t Change to read IMtanOt, i ,..t 1.c'cr,';,
the wave heights'N "'

13. Atr,.chment 3 in a copy of the Statcriont by the President oL ',hr Tom
Council submitted and road at your pd-,llc Loarin; In Jmoe 1971., C;.vwc' ,
you consid, r ir.cludin, it in your appendix 3 after pnte 3-5, ' ,
on the economic development aspects of fc project.

14, Pape 4-7, Para 12, l.no 6s "flock will he zemoved by bice' : .n
disposed of in deop water in the harbor." Wo would Croat.', prevo'' ..
tain what little deep water exists in the harbor, In oddition ii, ,.-:!c
appear that more efficient liso of th,, rock could be mado !,y ising i "

r disposal area retainibg di!kes.

15. Pne 4-10, ParaL 18, et ,cc Seo com ,ents 14, 23, and 30 and enc2o-
cures 3 and 4 to lot.-er to thc Division Engineer from the JHirbor Advls.ory
Board, 14arh 15, 1980 mnd comr'ont 28 or.cl ,e 1 letter to the Divi,,ion
Eh~ineer from the Harbor Advisory 13onrd dated 2. Tanunry 1980. See else
attachront 4 horeto.

a. Lot 75 lis also been de.-ignated f,%- drdj;tj spoil as a pnrt of area
2

b. Disposal site 1 appears to be ttboiit one nore, not 0.25 acres and
disposal site , more liiie 0,6 acres rather than 0.16 acro. Rle-
ference your "Survey Record" sheets I and 2 October 1979.

c. The existing groizd levels vary from 0.0 MWL to 17.0 MIL, Thus
the statement tat the spoil areas will reach elevations "12 and
10.25 feet above existing ground level at dispospl sites 1 rnd 2
respectively" could be inferred to ien th ,t he sroi., orcas co.ld
reach olevations 291 -1L site I and 20 feet at site 2. This of
course is objectioneble. It is our undorat=nding that the Federal
and private dredring will be contained below elevations 17, 9 and
11 feet respectively at sites 1, 2 and 3 respectively, If e ur
irderstandinL is incorrect please advice u, soon as possible
so provisions can bo -wde to -nclude in your report additional
areas for disposal.

16, Figure 4-9s The easterly bouidary of site 3 does noit con f':m to the
most recent harbor developmont plcn provided to your office. See attach-
ment 4 hereto.

17. PFae 4-13, 8 lines from the bottom: Should not the toxt read " .25
feetul.0 p.s.i.?"

Attichmnents 4 a/s

Best Available Copy
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS

Department of Environmental Management
DIVISION OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
83 Park Street
Providence, R. 1. 02903

December 22, 1980

William E. lodgson, Jr.
Colonel, Army Corps of Engineers
Acting Division Chief
N.E. Division
4242 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02254

Dear Colonel Hodgson:

RE: NEDPL-C

The Department of Environmental Management has reviewed the
detailed project report and environmental assessment for the
small navigation project, Sakonnet Harbor, Little Compton, RI.
WIe find the assessment to be well written and giving a fairly
good assessment of the potential impacts related to the Breakwater
project.

The only area where we find lack of an adequate assessment is

that relating to the potential impact to recreational boating.
The assessment should give a precise analysis of the amount of moorings

-l that will be eliminated and areas which now can be used to moor
recreational boats.

The assessment should also outline the impacts of alternate
width channels to see if dredging a smaller channel will still
maintain the adequate safety and perhaps increase the area available
for recreational boating.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

tly yors

Victor Bell

Sr. Planner

VB: n

cc W7 I. IWood
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--- . UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
P National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
Environmental & Technical Services Division
Environmental Assessment Branch
7 Pleasant Street

Gloucester, Massachusetts 019:0

DEC 2 3 1980

Col. William E. Hodgson, Jr.
Acting Division Engineer
New England Division
Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Colonel Hodgson:

This is in reference to your letter of November 21, 1980, r.*t
our conmaents on the Draft Detailed Project Report and Environmental
Assessment concerning navigational improvement in Sakonnet Harbor,

Rhode Island.

Due to manpower and time limitations we are unable to adequately
respond to your request at this time. However, until such time as we
are able to respond directly to you on the above project, we concur
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service letter (copy enclosed) to you
dated December 9, 1980.

Sincerely,

Ruth Rehfus

Acting Branch Chief

Attachment

NF

M1
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UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
2' FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE I i

"* ECOLOGICAL SERVICES
P.O. Box 1518

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

-EC ~9 so

Colonel William E. Hodgson, Jr.
Acting Division Engineer
Corps of Engineers, New England Division
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254

Dear Colonel Hodgson:

These comments on the Draft Detailed Project Report and Environmental
Impact Assessment concerning the feasibility of providing navigation
improvements in Sakonnet Harbor, Rhode Island are submitted in response ,

to your letter of November 21, 1980. _n,

The System of Accounts, Table 4 following page 26, should include an
assessmeht of the effects of the project upon benthic habitat and upon
terrestrial wildlife that will be impacted at the recommended spoil
disposal sites No. 1 and 2, shown on Figure 4-9. The expanded System
of Accounts, Table 2-9 Appendix 2, does show the impact upon benthic
habitat on page 2-14, but doesn't include the impact on terrestrial
wildlife. Effluent and leaching from the disposal site will enter
tidelands contrary to the statement on page 2-13 under Water Quality.

Predicted maintenance of the channel is discussed on pages 2-21 and 4-9.
Even though a small amount of material is involved, a site for its

- }disposal should be included in project plans and mentioned in the report.

-Potential dredging of about 6,000 cubic yards from private piers is
explained in paragraph 19, page 4-10. Disposal of this material in Site
3, an intertidal area south of the "Focsle" Restaurant (Figure 4-9),
is being considered. This dredging and disposal will be subject to a
Section 10 permit which we will report on when 'he Public Notice is3 received.

A copy of our April 30, 1979 report should be included in your final
Detailed Project Report. The first paragraph refers to a previous
report we provided on May 15, 1959. This date should be corrected to -

May 15, 1969.

Sincerely yours, !

Gordon E. Beckett

Supervisor

0 ;ITO__,_ -_



PLANNINC BOARD
TOWN OF I.TTLE COMPTON

IRHfODE ISLAND
02837

Janunry 6, V)8l

Mrs. Javae Cabot, President
Town Council
Little Compton

Dear Mrs. Cnbot:

The Planning Board mot on .Tnnuory 5, 1981, with the following memborf prescnt:
Virginin Withington, Virginia Lynch, Russell Racotte, David mir.lita, orld
Manuel, Ronasco. Also present was William Sutton, from the R.T, ropfrt, n, of
Community Affairs, ''he following position was adopted unanimously, with sub-
sequont endorsement by Chairmah Robert Dubon.

The Little Compton Planning Board aftor study of the proposed plan for the
Sakonnet Hairbor breakwater and channel has concluded that the Town would not
benefit to the extent stated in the Army Corps of Engineers' report, and that
the financial liabilities could be of frightening dimensions, to the Town
taxpayers.

1. The new construction would be o benefit to offshore fishermen with large
boats at the expense of the small local commercial fisherman. Commercial
landowners at the hhrbor's edge will profit,'while the increased activity may
reduce the amenities for the residents of the neighborhood.

2. The Town is being asked to guarantee its participation in the Project
before the Army Corps of Engineers has obtained the first bids for the work.
There is therefore no way of estimating the amount in excess of government
commitment which the Town will have to pay. In the light of present inflation
the result may well be economic hardship to the townspeople.

3. The Project tends to upset the traditional balance between the recrentJonnl
and commercial boating interests.

4. No study has been made of the impact on the Town of the completed project;
of how the increased commercial activity will' affect the abutting land values;
the effect of increased use of the road by heavy vehicles; and the demand for
increased Town services in the years to come.

The Little Compton Planning Board therefore opposes the Sakonnet Hnrbor Project
as ill conccv'ed.

Sincerol)',

ROIRT B1LIWIN, Chai rmnn

CC: Col hI.log,.on,.li.,, Acting; Division I1ip.nePc
Ii.,. Ai'my Co'ps of IEnjotivvn., N'w Ingl:nd I)i\' sion
4t21 T I-p l o Road 3"91

't1111: 110A), , N111L . " '1i , } 'ii1t1111) -1'LI:1-NPAY (w E'VIALY MON'Ili , 1:-,111 1IM ., AT ']1111: TO'WN | |AII



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGEN4CY
REGION I

J.F KENNEDY FEDERAL BUILDING. BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 92203

January 7, 1981

William E. Hcxgason, Jr.
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Acting Division Engineer
New England Division, Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02254

Re: Sakonnet Harbor, RI
Draft Detailed Project Report

Dear Colonel Hodgson:

We have reviewed the Draft Detailed Project Report concerning
the feasibility of providing navigation improvements in Sakonnet
Harbor in the interest of commercial navigation and related
purposes.

We do not expect any significant adverse impacts associated
with the proposed construction of a breakwater and access
channel to service the ccmmercial fishing facilities.

We have no objections to the proposed plan of improvement. This
plan consists of a 500-foot rubble mound breakwater and a channel
10 feet deep and 110 feet wide running from deep water in the
Sakonnet River to an area at the head of the harbor where new
commercial docking facilities are planned by local interests.

Sincerely,

Allen J. Ikalainen
Chief, Special Permits Development Section

cc: USF&WS - Concord, NH

NMFS - Gloucester, MA

S--2



lnmn of Little Q-nu--ton

January 9, 108'

f Colonel William E. Hodgson Jr.
Acting Division Engineer

-New England Division, Corps of Engineers
424 Trapello Road
E'a.tlham, Massachusetts, 02254

Ni
Dear Colonel Hodgson,

Thank you for extending for us ntil 12 January. the opport,--i.y

to comment on your report "Sakonnet Harb..r, Little Compton, Draft De-

tailed Project Report" dated Nove-er 1980.

As indicated in nr- earlier letter, we continue to have aprotlen

wit the vidth end aligrLment of the channel you have proposed. Your

proposal will displace about 26 moorings without providing any addi-

tion-- spae itheir relocation. See attachment #i5.. We

are already short of moorings. You will recall that, in our initial I
request for this stud-y, we e-res-sed an inteest in providing 70 addi

tional m~ooring spaces.j

'hile we are convinced of the impracticality of gaining addition-

mooring space under section 107 at: i.*e and Withinacost tkh

the Town can afford, we do wish that every practicable step be taken

to inimize the disruption to existing moorings. Accordirgly we again

reco-umend that the west channel boundary lie as close as possible to

the breakwater and the existing do -s without threatening their sIab-

liy cr precluding docking a boat at the outbo-rd end of the dock, and I
3-93



that the channel. be narrowed to Sol. See attachrent 6.Thspooe cwn-a er.t and wdth is acceptable to wu.,

fishermen. It would reduce 4he mocrings -hat have to be moved to -bou;t
20. It would create smace into w hich sc-n~e c f e i c~ - d be moved. Mhe

reane Le xett be Il2e tc reset by rmkingr more efficient use of
the remaining better protleced oig smace.

--LS cl-trm c 4 emo'lates ait~cedredging of both sa-nd and
rok o i:nain the ;resen-! D' roject depth along he breakwater and
of ok#79 not. charxgeable to t-e project ad thus will reduce thetotal yards of feder, r.~ deging asnigi~bt ' %ep~c

dificatIion. See Dr ns'!C-- di ton Surveyl" dated July 1977 byCharles L. Rowle and Associates end "Loctuc fRc Ae"Ags

-,p y yours,

re-~9~ 0  j'frT
I

5 Photo of Harbor w/ morng,1974
6Channel real-:Lnmment and vidt-ha. Condit-4-on S-in-v'y, j~f- iL77,ChreL.Rwyb. Condition iurvey, Shee 2, Ai.ut2,17

het izs42,17

oil'
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&oarn of itle Tomplu

January L-,i

Colonel William E. Hodgson Jr.
Actin. Division Enr'ineer
New England Division, Corps of En-_neers
424 Trapello Road
Waltham, Mass 02254

Dear Colonel Hodgson,

The Town Coir.cil at its meeting held last evening took runder con-
sideration a letter (dated J ,nury 6, 1981) from the Little Co pt..
]lannin- Board. This letter was hand delivered to me as Presideni of

4 the Town Couicil on Jinuary 13, 1981.

I have been told by Mr. Buben, Chirr n +Ihe Planning Board,
that he hand delivered this same letter to the Corps on Jannry- 1?, 1981,

By a four to one vote of the Town Coincil -at its re....ar reeting,
I am instructed to inform you that the position taken by the Flanning
Board is not the position of the Town Counci'. The PlFrning Board like

Sthe Harbor Advisory- Board, is an advisory board to the To,,,n Cotzci1.

Their letter merely represents the opinion of individual irerbers of the
Planning Board.

The Totn Concil, as stated in our letter tc you dated December 2,

1980, still requests that your office proceed expediti.ousy with pre-
paration of tne detailed § ans and specifications for the Sa£onnet
Harbor Project. The Harbor Board will continue to be the Council's
advisory board concerning this Project.

.in cerely,

PresUt Town Coinci2

cc. Little Compton Planning Board
- -- :Little Compton Harbor Advisory Board

A1
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION CO1PS o ENGINERS

424 TRAPELO ROAD&_LPL 0 %WALTHAM. MASSACHUSE ITS 02254

ATTENIION OF
NEDPL-C 30 January 1981

.Ms. Jane P. Cabot
President, Town Council
Little Compton, RI 02837

Dear Ms. Cabot:

I am responding to your letters of 22 December 1980, 9 January 1981,
and 23 January 1981. Your December letter indicated general support
for the project, requested us to proceed with detailed plans and
specifications for the project, and included the town's comments to
the Sakonnet Harbor Draft Detailed Project Report dated November 1980.
The 9 January 1981 letter provided an additional request for a nar-
rower channel aligned more closely with the existing breakwater. We
have also taken note of your 23 January 1981 letter that the Planning
Board is not speaking in an official capacity for the town of Little -
Compton. Therefore, assuming we can clarify your concerns in regard
to the channel dimensions, we will be in a position to submit the
report to Washington in February 1981.

We appreciate the depth of your review. Many of your comments will
make the final report a tighter, more readable document. Inclosed
are our responses to your comments.

I would also like to add that it has been a pleasure to work with the
citizens of Little Compton. Should you have any questions, please
feel free to contact me at (617) 894-2400, extension 222. Mr. Andon
of my staff coordinated the investigation. Should your staff desire
additional information, he can be reached at extension 550.

I Sincerely,

Incl WILLIAM E. HODGSON, JR.
As stated Colonel, Corps of Engineers

Acting Division Engineer

4 V



Coment - This office, during the investigation, dotecmined that the optimum
width of the channel should be 110 feet. The optimum plan was developed utilizing
both economics and safety. While we have the authority to select a plan which
does not maximize benefits, we do not have the authority to implement t pinn that
does not meet minimum safety standards. As the minimum safety dimensions were
determined to be 110 feet, the recommendation must stand.

lie have, however, developed a compromise solution which will hopefully satisfy
all interests within the town., Upon completion of the project;' it is suggested
-that the town of-Little Compton petition this office for'the right to utilize
30 feet of the access channel width'as mooring-space during the 'summor months
only and convert the access channel back to its recommended dimensions foc the
remainder of the year. Implementation of this system will allow for minimum
disruption of recreational mooring, while insuring this office that appropriate
dimensions will be available during the more severe weather months.

As verbally indicated on a number of occasions, this office will attempt to
align the channel as far west as possible. The final alignment, however, will
not be determined until the completion of plans and specifications, at which
time we will permit the town ample opportunity to review the final alignment.
As the rock offshore of lot 79 is considered a maintenance item, the improvement
report did not deal with this particular problem. Our office will, however,.
locate and remove any and all rock within this area at the time of construction
on the access channel with no assessment to the improvement project.

Comment 2 - The figure 300 feet is incorrect and should read 450 feet.

Coment 3 - Agreed.

Comment 4 - Appendix 3 of the report will include all pertinent information.
The recent commitment by the state will be included to reflect the new situation.

Comment 5 - The statement has been added, with the exception of the name H.W.
Wilcox, on page 2-22 under the section titled "Other Effects."

Comment 6 - "miles" has been changed to "acres."

Comment 7 - The paragraph has been deleted and the suggested paragraph substituted.

Comment 8 - As the Normandeau report was based on and utilized ML, it was
decided to retain the designation.

Comment 9 - Same as Comment 8.

Comment 10 - The error has been corrected.

Comment 11 - Plans A and C should read yes, Plan B however as of the writing of
this report does not require non-Federal funds to construct-the project as planned.

Comment 12 - The correction has been made.

1.
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Comment 13 - The attachment has been included.

Comment 14 - Agreed. Our Engineering Division staff has been notified andwill attend to this during preparation of the detailed plans and specifications.

Comment 15 Agreed. The necessary corrections have been made. There is no
need for additional disposal areas.

Comment 16 - The boundary of site 3 is admittedly different from that described~in the report. I would like to point out, however, that when the town requests
permit from this office to construct the facility, our Regulatory Branch will

be notified of the slight discrepancy.

Comment 17 - Agreed.

E

NN
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ENGINEERING INVESTIGATIONS, DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATES

SECTION A

BREAKWATER DESIGN FACTORS AND ANALYSISI
Statement of the ProblemrI

1. The principal difficulties attending navigation in Sakor-et Harbor
stem from the exposed position of the harbor to ice floes ano atom waves
generated by prevailing winds from the northwest and the lack of a&z-
quately protected anchorage for the fishing fleet, both present and
prospective.

r
Design Criteria

2. The proposed 500-foot rubble-mound breakwater, located on a bearing of
South 620 West, is designed to provide a protected harbor sufficient to
accommodate the present and prospective fishing fleet. The alignment was
selected to minimize the quantity of stone required for construction and

to form, in coniunction with the existing breakwater, an effective
entrance width into the harbor.of 325 feet. The orientation of the
structure is also designed to limit the height of diffracted waves that

1enter the harbor from northwest storms to less than 1-1/2 feet behind the
breakwater. However, the alignment will not effectively reduce wave
heights in a small portion of the northern part of the anchorage when the
waves approach and enter the harbor between the breakwaters from the

southwest. This portion of the anchorage could experience waves whose
I heights will be equal to or as much as 1.2 times the incident wave height

when the wave's direction is from the west and southwest. On infrequent
occasions, when storm waves approach from westerly and southwesterly
directions, it may be necessary to move fishing and recreational craft out

of the northern portion of the anchorage that is adversely affected by
these waves.

4-1
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Tides

3. Tides in the project area are semi-diurnal. Mean and spring tide
ranges in Sakonnet Harbor vary from 3.3 feet to 4.1 feet, respectively.

Tidal Currents

4. Tidal currents in the Sakonnet River, as given by the National Ocean
Survey "Tidal Current Tables for 1980, Atlantic Coast of North America,"
are very weak and variable.

Prevailing Winds

5. United States Weather Bureau wind records at Block Island, Rhode
Island, the former weather station located about 25 miles southeast of and
nearest the project site, were obtained for a 10 year period from 1936 to
1945. A wind rose diagram based on these observations is shown on Plate
4-14. It is considered that winds prevailing at Sakonnet Harbor are
similar to those at Block Island. The records indicate that the
preva*ling winds are from northwesterly and westerly directions with
the greatest duration from the north-.ezt. Inasmuch as Sakonnet Harbor
faces open water from the northwest counterclockwise through the south-
west, wave action affecting the area must be generated by winds from these
directions. It has been reasonably estimated that during intense storms
from the northwest and southwest directions, wind velocities of 50 and 45
miles per hour, respectively may be experienced. The duration of these
storm winds has been estimated to be about 12 hours.

Design Tide

6. The design tide is the highest tide which is estimated to occur in
the project area on an average of once a year. A tide of 2.8 feet above
mean high water or 6.1 feet above mean low water is considered to be the
highest tide estimated to occur on an average of once a year and has been
selected as the design tide height for design of the breakwater.

Design Waves

7. The height of design waves used are the highest significant waves
which could be expected to occur at the trunk and head portions of the
breakwater at the time of design tide. The breakwater trunk will be
exposed principally to waves generated by storm winds blowing from the
northwest and the breakwater head will be subjected to waves generated
by storm winds from the west--southwest. An analysis was made of the
National Ocean Survey Charts 13221 and 13218, which show Sakonret Harbor
and surrounding waters, and of wind records in the area as described in
paragraph 5 of this Appendix, to determine the height of design waves.
This analysis revealed that waves aproaching the breakwater trunk from
the northwest would have a fetch of about 7 statute miles and those
approaching the breakwater head from the west-southwest would have a
fetch of about 50 statute miles. Computations for waves approachng the
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breakwater trunk from the northwest, based on an average water depth of 35
feet, a 50 mile per hour wind speed and a straight line fetch of 7 statute _X
miles, result in an estimated wave height at the breakwater of 5.0 feet
with a wave period of 4.5 seconds. Observations by local residents
confirm this estimated wave height from the northwest direction. This 5-
foot wave is effectively reduced by diffraction to less than 1-1/2 feet in
the anchorage area behind the breakwater. Deep ocean waves approaching
the breakwater head and harbor entrance from west-southwest storms have
been computed to be about 12 feet with a wave period of 7.5 seconds, based
on a unrestricted fetch of 50 statute miles, a 45 mile per hour wind speed
and a 12 hour duration. This 12-foot deep ocean wave is reduced by
refraction and shoaling to 9 feet at the breakwater head and harbor
entrance. Diffraction studies reveal that, under these conditions, waves
immediately behind the harbor entrance in the northern portion of the
anchorage could be in the order of 9 to 10 feet. Wave refraction and
diffraction diagrams are shown on Plates 4-1 through 4-3.

Weights and Slopes of Stones in Breakwater

8.a. General: Based on experience for similar structures placed in
similar environments. Slopes of 1.0 vertical and 1.5 horizontal for the
trunk portion and 1.0 vertical and 2.0 horizontal for the head portion
of the breakwater have been selected as being the most effective and
economical. It has been assumed that stone will be obtained from a com-
mercial quarry in Tiverton, Rhode Island. The quarry is located approxi-
mately 10 nautical miles upstream of the project site and has access to

loading facilities located on the Sakonnet River. Stone from this source

is granite weighing 165 pounds per cubic foot. The breakwater design is
based on the use of rough armor stone, individually placed, in two
layers. The average weights of armor stone have been determined from the
U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC) guide equation shown
in their "Shore Protection Manual" as follows:

WrH3

Kd(Sr-l)3 Cot e II
Where:

W = Weight of armor stone in pounds
Wr Unit weight of armor stone in lbs/ft3

H Design wave height at the structure in feet
Sr Specific gravity of armor stone relative to the water at the j

structure (SrpWr/Ww) iht saefaWw = Unit weight of sea water - 64.0ib/t

0 =Angle of structure slope measured from horizontal in degreesKd = Stability coefficient that varies primarily with the shape of

the armor stone, roughness, and degree of interlocking obtained
in placement.Z
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The minimum and maximum weights of all armor and underlayer stone were
computed to be about 75 and 125 percent, respectively, of the calculated
average stone weights. The underlayer stone and the slope stone Inyer
below the armor stone layer were designed to contain average stone sizes
equal to about 10 percent the weight (W) computed for the armor stone
layer. All core stone will be quarry run. Since two-thirds of the
breakwater is below water, and the core stone will be loosely placed,
general loosening of the armor and bedding stone, after placement, will
result. Therefore, Kd coefficients of 3.5 and 2.5, respectively, have
been used for the determination of stone sizes rather than the higher
values of 4.0 and 2.8 recommended in the manual. The bottom of the armor
stone on the river side has been established at an elevation of about 1.5
times the design wave height below the design stillwater level and at an
elevation below the design stillwater level equal to one times the design
wave height on the harbor side. As noted in paragraph 9 below, the
foundation soils consist of firm sands and gravels, therefore, no filter
blanket is considered necessary.

b. Trunk Section: The weight of the armor stone for the trunk I
portion of the breakwater, based on a 5-foot design wave, slopes of 1
on 1.5, a stone unit weight of 165 pounds per cubic foot, and a Kd
coefficient of 3.5, was calculated to be 1,000 pounds. Based on the I
assumption that the stones are cubical in shape, the stones would measure
2.1 feet on a side. The thickness, therefore, of the armor stone, based

on a two stone thick layer, is 4.2 feet, say 4.0 feet. The range of armor
stone sizes, based on values of 0.75W and 1.25W for minimum and maximum
sizes, respectively, is 750 to 1250 pounds. At least 75 percent of the I
stones will weight 1,000 pounds. The 2-foot thick underlayer stone and
the 6-foot thick stone layer forming the outer slope of the breakwater
trunk below the armor stone layer, were designed to contain stone sizes

-ranging from 50 to 125 pounds, with at least 75 percent of the stones
weighing 100 pounds (W/1O). The core stone will be quarry run containing I
assorted sizes up to 100 pounds, with at least 50 percent of the stones
weighing 30 pounds. The 30-pound average size is somewhat greater than V
the W/200 size recommended by the manual, but was selected to be

consistent to that required for the head section.

c. Head Section: The weight of the armor stone for the head
section, based on a 9-foot design wave, a 1 on 2 slope, a stone unit
weight of 165 pounds per cubic foot, and a Kd coefficient of 2.5 was
calculated to be 3 ton. The theoretical size of a 3 ton stone is 3.81
feet on a side; therefore, the required two stone layer thickness is 7.6
feet, say 7.5 feet. The armor stone layer will contain stone sizes
ranging from 2 to 4 ton with at least 75 percent of the stone weighing 3
tons. The bedding stone layer and the stone layer forming the outer slope
of the breakwater below the armor stone layer, 3.5 and 11.0 feet thick,
respectively, were designed %to contain stone sizes ranging from 300 to 750
pounds, with at least 75 percent of the stones greater than 600 pounds.
Core stone will be quarry run containing assorted sizes up to 100 pounds,
with at least 50 perce-t of the stones weighi-g 30 pounds (W/200).
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d. Transition Zone Between Trunk and Head Section: Stone sizesI selected for the transition zone between the trunk and head sections were

designed to range between the maximum size stone of the trunk section and
the minimum size stone of the head section.

Crest Elevation and Width

It has been detemined, by use oi Figure 7-20 of the Shore 
Protection

-Manual, entitled "Comparison of Wave Runup on stwooth slopes with runup on
Permeable Rubble Slopes (data for ds/Ho greater 

than 3.0)", and on the I,

Ir

basis ofa 4.5 second period deep water wave, a 5.0 foot design wave anda
on 1.5 structure slope, that the wave run-up at the breakwater would be

in the order of 4.3 feet. This vertical height when added to the maximum3

stillwater level of 6.1 feet above m.l.w. results in a storm wave ran-up
Fto an elevation of 10.4 feet at the proposed breakwater. It is concluded,

however, that the top of the breakwater be set at 8.0 feet above ncean low

water for the following reasons:

(I) The overtopping of the breakwater by the wave run-up of 2 to 2.5
i ,feet above the crest of the breakwater would not have a significant 

effect

on th e wave action within the protected anchorage.

The width of the breakwater crest along the trunk section is designed to j
r accommodate at least three-l,000 pound stones which amounts to 6.0 feet.

However, an 8-foot trunk width is provided to facilitate construction and Ji
for ease of maintenance of the slopes. The west end or head section is

designed for a three-3.0 ton stone width which amounts to 11.4 feet, say

12.0 feet. The design calls for a 150-foot transition from the 8 to the
12-foot widths. i

I Breakwater Foundation

__ 9. Three borings were made along the proposed breakwater alignment in

~ 1March, 1977. The borings indicate the foundation soils to consist of firm

sands and gravels with shell fragments.

ifR
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IME
SECTION B

CHANNEL CRITERIA

10. The proposed access channel will be 110 feet wide with a uniform

depth of 10 feet meao low water. The channel will begin at the northern

end of the existing west harbor breakwater and proceed in a southeasterly
direction for a total length of 1,155 feet. The side slope design

criteria for channel dredging in earth is 1.0 vertical and 3.0 hori-

zontal. The side slope design criteria for channel excavation in rock is
1.0 vertical and 1.0 horizontal.

11. The water depth in the first 200 feet of channel varies from a

maximum of 18.0 feet mean low water to a minimum depth of 10.0 feet mean
low water. Therefore, dredging will not be required in this section of

the channel. The depth of water in the remainder of the channel varies
from a maximum of 10.0 feet mean low water to a minimum of 8.0 feet mean
low water. The shallowest section of the channel is located at a point

directly opposite the site of the proposed berthing facilities which are

to be utilized by the offshore lobster boats. The maximum dredging effort
will require the removal of a 3-foot cut, including a 1-foot overdepth in

earth and a 2-foot overdepth in rock, and is restricted to the latter I
portions of the channel.
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SECTION C

COST ESTIMTES

First Costs

12. Unit prices used in estimating project construction costs are based
on I June 1980 price levels. Quantity estimates are based on hydrographic
surveys made in June 1977 and explorations made in March 1977 and February
1978. Dredging of the channel will entail the removal of approximately
8,000 cubic yards of sand and gravel and 170 cubic yards of rock. Rock

will be removed by bucket dredge, after drilling and blasting, and
disposed of in deep water in the harbor. The sand and gravel material
will be removed by a 12-inch hydraulic pipeline dredge and disposed of on
the two land lots shown on Figure 4-9. Retaining dikes will be approxi-
mately 6 feet high with a top width of 10 feet and side slopes of 1.0
vertical and 2.0 horizontal. Dredging quantities are based on in-place
measurements and provide for removal to project depths below mean low
water plus an allowance of one-foot overdepth in ordinary or sand and

= igravel material and two-foot overdepth in rock. Side slopes for the
channel will be 1.0 vertical to 3.0 horizontal in earth and 1.0 vertical
and 1.0 horizontal in rock.

13. As noted previously in this report, it has been assumed that stone
will be obtained from a commercial quarry in Tiverton, Rhode Island,
approximately 10 nautical miles upstream o' the project site. Stone will
be delivered to the project site by buttom-dump scows and placed in the
breakwater by bottom dumping and by a barge-mounted derrick lighter.
Stone quantities are based on lean dimensions to the prescribed structure
limits and on an in-place weight of 1.65 tons oer cubic yard of breakwater
volume of all breakwater stone. This assumes 25% void spaces between the
breakwater stone.

14. Construction costs include an allowance of 12 percent contingencies
for dredging of the channel and 15 percent contingencies for construction
of the breakwater. Costs of engineering and design and of supervision and
administration are based on experience, knowledge and evaluation of the
project site, and comparison with similar projects in the general area.
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The total first cost of the project is estmated at $1,800,000. A summary
of current costs for the project features is given in Table 4-1. For a
comparative summary of costs, a breakdown of the estimated construction
costs of Plans A, B and C is provided in Appendix 5 Table 5-3.

TABLE 4-1
SUMMARY OF COSTS

(1 June 1980 Price Level)

Project Features Estimated Cost

Channel
Dredging Ordinary Material, 8,000 c.y.
@ S13.00/c.y. $104,000

Dredging rock, 170 c.y. @ $10O./c.y. 17,000
Subtotal $121,000

Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Cost $136,000

Breakwater
Cover Stone, Type A, 4,350 tons @ S29.00/ton $126,000
Cover Stone, Type B and Transition Cover
Stone Type A to Type B 3,790 tons
@ $38.00/ton 144,000
Bedding Stone, Type A, Type B and Transition
Bedding Stone, Type A to Type B, 19,225
tons @ $21.50/ton 413,000

Core Stone, 31,240 tons @ $19.00/ton 594,000
Subtotal $1,277,000

Contingencies (15%) 192,000
Total Breakwater Construction Cost $1,469,000

Engineering and Design 85,000
Supervision and Administration 810,000

Total Estimated First Costs $1,800,000
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SECTION D

PROJECT MAINTENANCE COSTS

15. Following initial construction of the project, the break-ater will

require repairs and the channel will require periodic dredging. The
breakwater may be expected to incur damage to the armor stone as wa'es of
unusual severity strike the structure. Maintenance of the existing
b-eakwater has required replacement of about 100 ton of armor stone
-anually. Since the stone sizes for the proposed breakwater will bi vauh
smaller than those on the existing breakwater- more movement of the stone
is expected to occur. it is therefore considered reasonable to assume
that the structure will require the replaceent of about 200 tons of stone
annually. Table 4-2 shows the estimated 3aintenance costs of the

breakwater.

Table 4-2
Breakwater Maintenance Costs

Annual Replacement 200 Tons
Replacement over 10 Years = 2,000 Tons
Annual Maintenance Cost = 200 Tons @ $75.00iTon $15,000

16. Maintenance of the channel has been based on previous condition
surveys which indicate an annual shoaling rate equal to 2 percent of the
initial volume of dredged material. Based on the anticipated shoal rate

of 2 percent, maintenance dredging would be required at 10 year intervals
to maintain the necessary channel depths. Table 4-3 shows the costs
associated with maintaining the proposed access channel dimensions.

TABLE 4-3

Channel Maintenance Costs

Annual Amount = 160 c-y.

Amount in 10 Years =1,600 c.y.

Annual Maintenance Cost 160 c.y. @ $15.00 c.y. = $2,400

16. Maintenance of the channel has been based on previous condition
surveys which indicate an annual shoaling rate equal to 2 percent of the
initial volume of dredged material. Based on the anticipated shoal rate

of 2 percent, maintenance dredging could be required at 10 year intervals

to maintain the necessary channel depths. Table 4-3 shows the costs

associated with maintaining the proposed access channel dimensions.
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SECTIG.- E

Alternative Disposal Sites

17. There are 5 possible sites for the disposal of the dredged
material. Land sites 1, 2, and 3 are shown on Figure 4-'-.

18. Sites I and 2 are lots designated 83, 75, and 76 respectively - town
of Little Coapton plot plan. The lots are on opposite sides of the foot
of Bluff Head Avenue. Disposal site I covers an area of 1.0 acres and
disposal site 2 covers an area of 0.6 acres. If the 8000 cubic yards fro=
the Federal project is deposited at these sites the top of the dikes will
average 6 and 5.25 feet above the existing ground level at disposal sites
I and 2, respectively. If the dredged material from the Federal and
private dredging projects is deposited at these sites the top of the dikes
will average 12 feet and 10.25 feet above the existing ground level at
disposal sites 1 and 2, respectively.

19. Disposal sire 3 is an area in the southwest corner of the harbor.
This site covers an area of approximately 0.6 acres. The dredged material
would be deposited behind a bulkhead wall along the shoreline at this
location. If the 6000 cubic yards from the private dredging project is
placed at this site the bulkhead wall will have an elevation of 19 feet
above MLW.

20. The fourth disposal option entails the use of an ocean site known as
Brenton Reef. The advantages of this site are its proximity to the dredge

= site and its previous history of use. There is more scientific informa-
tion regarding this site than any other in the area. However, there is

A the conccmitant disadvantage of historic opposition to dumping at this
Isite.

21. The final disposal option would utilize an ocean site known as the
Sakonnet Harbor Dump Ground. This open water site was considered for the
orIginal Sakonnet Harbor Project but not used. It is a 3/4 mile square
site in Narragansett Bay, located and described as follows:

Beginning at a point one mile due west of Breakwater Point Light in
Sakonnet Harbor, thence due west 3/4 mile to a point; then due south 3/4
mile to a point; thence due east 314 mile to a point and thence due north
3/4 mile to the point of beg~nnlng and containing 360 acres. 'he depth of
water ranges from 59 to 65 feet below mean low water. No scientific
studies have been conducted at this site and its use for other disposal
operations Is unknown. Preposition of sand and gravel to be dredged from
Sakonnet would not cause any adverse impacts to the ecosystem if dumped at
this site.

-- iNI
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At this time however, there is ,io State designated dumping grounds within
the coastal waters of Rhode Island and ocean disposal of dredge material
is coneidered in an individual project basic.

The town of Little Compton will be responsible for providing suitable and
adequate dredge disposal sites and associated costs for proper diking of
the condition of a local cooperation which was agreed to under the
original project authorization.

Recommended Disposal Sites

22. As the nature of the dredged material is primarily sand, disposal
will take place on land lots designated numbers 75, 76, and 83 on
town of Little Compton plot plan. The recommended disposal site is shown
on Fig-are 4-9. As Figure 4-9 indicates, the lots are on opposite sides of
the foot of Bluff Head Avenue. The area, designated Disposal Site 1,

covers an area of 1.0 acres and will contain approximately 12,150 cubic
yards of material. The top of the dike will average 12 feet above the
existing ground level.

23. The area designated Disposal Site 2 covers an area of 0.6 acres and
will accommodate approximately 7,860 cubic yards of material. The top of
the dike will average 10.25 feet above the existing ground level.

24. The proposed dikes, will have a top width of &I feet and side slopes
of I vertical to 2 horizontal. As the dredged material is coarse in
nature, rapid drainage and drying an be expected to occur. it should be
noted, however, that local desires will be met during actual construction
and that all atte.--pts will be made to place and slope the material as they
request.

SUBSURFACE TEST BORINGS

25. During the time period 7-11 March 1977, three test borings were taken
along the proposed breakwater alignment. The borings indlcated the bottom
sediments to be composed of gravel and silty sand with shell fragments.
In addition, two grab samples were taken within the harbor and usually
classified as silty sandy gravel and silty fine sand respectively, with
traces of or-anic material.

26. In February 1978, a total of 12 probes were taken along the proposed
channel alignment, as shown in Figure 4-5. A log f the probes is
presented in Figure 4-6 through 4-8. All of the probes were driven to a
depth of -12 feet mean low water, as none of the probes met with refusal,
channel construction should pose no difficulty for a hydraulic dredge.
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SECTION F

HYDROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS AT
SAKONNET HARBOR, LITTLE COMPTON, RHODE ISLAND

INTRODUCTION

A detailed hydrographic anlaysis was conducted to determine the impact of

a 750 ft. breakwater on Sakonnet Harbor circulation patterns. This
analysis included both field and analytical studies. The important
conclusions from these studies are:

The water level in Sakonnet Harbor is controlled by a semi-diurnal

tide. Long periods of strong northwest winds will depress the mean
water level in the harbor.

The observed current field is dominated by the wind in the harbor and

a southward regional flow outside the harbor. Field data indicated
that a wind-driven two-layer circulation can develop in Sakonnet

Harbor.

There is little or no density stratification present in the study

area.

A two-dimensional hydrodynamic model was successfully applied to the

study area to predict tidal current patterns.

Based upon model predictions, the construction of a breakwater will

change the harbor tidal currents. This is not considered significant
as wind driven currents are an order of magnitude higher than the
tidal currents.

Flow along the inside of the breakwater, which is important for

flushing the harbor, is significantly affected by the type of
brez'.water built. The minimum flow will occur with the longest

breakwater. Shortening or reorienting the breakwater will increase

the flow by 50% or 85%, respectively.
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Estimates of harbor flushing due to winds indicated that steady-state
wind velo. ilty of 5 kn down the axis of the harbor will flush the
harbor in about I day.

The breakwater ;il1 limit wave activity but should not directly
influence wind circulation patterns.

The wave reflection analysis indicated that with either the long or

shortened breakwater the possibility exists that wave reflection will
occur. Small waves which could be refracted will impact the north
corner of the harbor area. This is the same area which is impacted

by wave diffraction. Reorientation of the breakwater will negate any
possible wave refraction.

Wave diffraction analysis indicated that waves from the southwest

quadrant will impact the northern third of the new anchorage area.
This impact is independent of breakwater configuration.

Physical oceanographic investigations and interpretations were conducted

to determine whether deleterious effects to Sakonnet Harbor will result
from breakwater construction.

These investigations have been limited to predicting the existing
conditions and the effects of a breakwater, on the currents within

Sakonnet Harbor. Ancillary to this study are wave diffraction im-,acts
and assessment of available water qua] -ata.

FMETHODS

FIELD STUDIES

i Tide elevation data were collected at two locations (Figure 4-10). A

adnGeneral Oceanics film recording tide gauge was mounted on Mooring I. A
resistance tide gauge by Metri Pipe, Inc., installed within a stilling
well, was mounted in the harbor on a viling behind the Fo'c's'le

Restaurant.

z The General Oceanics tide gauge at Mooring I consisted of a Heise pressure

gauge and an Accutron watch. Pressure and time were recorded on the film
at 7.5 mn. intervals. The film was developed for data processing and

f| manually reduced to 15 minute intervals. This data was then transformed

to feet measurements by computer, using the relationship between pressure
and water depth (I ft - 2.25 vsi). The elevations in feet were averaged

over the period of record to determine mean water level (MWL). Tide
elevations were plotted as ft. relative to MWL.

The %etri tape tide data were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard Chart Recorder

which produced a continuous strip chart of tide data. The strip chart was

digitized onto magnetic cassettes and computer processed. The data were

normalized relative to mean water level and listed in ft. (MWL).



Near-bottom current velocities were monitored at two locations (Figure 4-

10). Mooring 1 was approximately 400 ft. scuthwest of the existing
breakwater in 29 ft. of water. Mooring 2 was approximately 30 ft. north-
west of the existing breakwater, within the Harbor, in 13 ft. of water.

A Bendix Model Q-15R, ducted impeller current meter was mounted on a
"moonlander" base to obtain current speed and direction measurements 3.3
ft. from the bottom (Figure 4-11). Sensor accuracies were +120 for the
direction and 1-0.05 kn for speed. The strip chart recorder- was accurate
to +2% full scale fir both speed and direction.

Current measurements were processed from strip charts by time-basing and
digitizing onto magnetic cassette tapes. The data was computer processed
and output as a transformed data listing. Vector plots and joint fre-
quency tabulations were also generated. The joing frequency tabulations
were used to construct a rose diagram for each mooring.

Currents were profiled at three stations in Sakonnet Harbor and its
vicinity on both the flood and ebb tides of March 29 and 30, 1979 (Figure
4-10). Current speed and direction was measured from a double-anchored
boat using a Bendix Q-15 current sensor cabled to a Bendix Model 270
recorder on deck. Currents were measured for 3 to 5 rinute intervals 3.3
ft. below the surface, approximately 0.6 times depth and 3.3 ft. above the I
bottom. Each station was visited up to seven times during each tidal
stage (ebb or flood). A total of 39 profiles were obtained.

The current meter data was manually reduced from the strip charts arnd

tabulated by depth and time.

To determine density stratification, temperature and conductivity were
measured in conjuntion with the current profile survey. Discrete
measurements were made at the surface, 3.3 ft. intervals and 3.3 ft. above
the bottom. A Beckman RS5-5 portable salinometer was used for data
collection. The conductivity sensor was field calibrated by looping a
precision resistor through the instrument head. The field data were
converted to salinity and sigma-t using standard conversions.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES ]
A quantitative hydrographic model was used to obtain more information

about tidal current changes related to the construction of a new break- a

water. The model predicted currents and tides in the harbor. Predicted
values were compared to observed data to demonstrate the validity of the
model. It was then used to predict changes in the tidal velocity field,
resulting from the longest breakwater construction.

Circulaticn Analysis by Finite Elements (CAFE) is a two dimensional,
vertically averaged, numerical hydrodynamic model developed by Connor and
Wang (1973). The model solves a simplified form of the Navier-Stokes and

continuity equations using a finite element technique.
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The equations are simplified by assuming incompressible flow, constant
density, constant eddy viscosity, and that the second derivative of
velocity with respect to perpendicular coordinates is small. Assuming
vertical variations of the various parameters are small, the equations are
then vertically averaged without loss of meaning. The product of velocity
fluctuations (with respect to the vertical average velocity) are internal
stresses which, together with horizontal Reynolds stress, are vertically
averaged and then approximated by eddy viscosity terms, from vertically
averaging the vertical Reynolds shear stress, are approximated by
quadratic functions.

Boundary conditions are treated by specifying one component of flow or the
surface elevation. Flow normal to the boundary is specified as zero for
land boundaries, and set equal to the flow rate at river boundaries. Open
or ocean boundaries are treated by specifying surface level elevation.
The equations, including the appropriate boundary conditions, are written
as variational statements, which serve as the basis for the finite element
methods.

The finite element method approximates the solution of a boundary value
problem with a function of piece-wise continuous polynomials. This
involves discretization of the continuum into an equivalent system of
finite elements. Connor and Wang selected the simplest configuration,
triangles with nodes at the vertices. The values of the variables within
the element are assumed to be a linear function of the values at the
nodes. The equations are transformed for application to an element using
this linear polynominal representation. Treatment of the entire continuum
is accomplished through summation of the contributions of each element.
Each nodal value influences all of the elements containing that node, and
each element value influences the three nodes of the element. Depth is
selected at each node point, while bottom friction and eddy viscosity are
selected for each element.

This model is similar to the finite difference model developed by
Leendertse (1967). The principal differences are inclusion of the eddy
viscosity terms which Leendertse neglects, and the solution technique.
Properly formulated, the method of solution should have little effect on
the model results. There are, however, advantages and disadvantages to
each method. The finite difference method is more easily understood and
applied, and has well developed stability criteria. The principal advan-
tage of the finite element method is the flexibility of the grid, making
it more appropriate for situations involving complex geometry.
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Wave analyses were based on conditions such that waves were generated from
a source southwest of the harbor, and propagated shoreward. Observations
of their interaction with the harbor mouth during a southwest breeze
indicated wave orthogonals approached the harbor form 2500M. The waves
were I to 2 ft., with a period of 6 sec. Obeervations by local citizens
indicate waves during the summer months usually have orthogonals that
parallel the existing breakwater. Waves with periods of 6 to 8 sec. agree
with summary data pzovided in TRIGOM (1974), which condenses wave data
from Thompson and Harris (1972) and the U.S. Department of Comerce
(1973).

Wave refraction diagrams were constructed for waves with periods of 6
seconds approaching the harbor from two directions. This approximated the
summer wave field. The diagrams were constructed using the orthogonal
method presented in CERC (1977). This methodology assumes that the change
or direction of the crthogonal as it passes over relatively simple hydro-
graphy is approximated by Snell's Law:

C2
sin O2 (- sin I

Cl

where: a, = angle a wave crest makes with the orthogonal as it passes
over the bottom contour

2 = is a similar angle measured as the wave crest passes over

the next bottom contour

CI = wave velocity at the depth of the first contoiur

C2 = wave velocity at the depth of the next contour

Other assumptions implicit in this method include:

Wave energy between wave rays or orthogonals remains constant.

Direction of wave advance is perpendicular to the wave crest; that
is, in the direction of the .rthogonals.

Speed'lof a wave of a given period at a particular locations depends

only on the depth at that location.

Changes in bottom topography are gradual.

lOrthogonals are lines drawn perpendicular to the wave crests, and extend
in the direction of wave advance.
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F Waves are long-crested, constant-period, small-amplitude and mono- _

chromatici

Effects of currents, winds and reflections from beaches, and
underwater topographic variations, are considered negligible.

Wave diffraction in Sakonnet Harbor was analyzed graphically for three
cases:

Case 1: Existing harbor configuration with wave orthogonals
approaching the jetty at 1500

Case 2: Existing harbor configuration with wave orthogonals parallel
to jetty

Case 3: Harbor with 750 foot breakwater and wave orthogonals
perpendicular to the gap between the end of the breakwater

and the jetty (1500).

These diffraction diagrams were constructed using standard procedures

presented in CERC (1977). The basic assumptions inherent in this type of
analysis are that water is an ideal fluid, inviscid and incompressible,
the waves are of small amplitude and described by linear wave theorty,

flow is irrotational and conforms to a potential function which satisfies
the Laplace equation, and the depth shoreward of the breakwater is
constant.

Estimation of wave reflection was considered based upon techniques
described in Weigel (1964), which utilized laboratory data determined by
Chen (1961). The results should be prefaced with the observation made by
Ippen (1967), that the hydrodynamic processes involved in the interaction
of waves with rubble type breakwaters is extremely complex. Two principal r
assumptions were used (1) the case presented in Weigel is similar to the
storm wave case for Sakonnet Harbor and (2) the laboratory studies by Chen
(1961) reliably predict the actual situation.

RESULTS

FIELD STUDIES

The General Oceanics tide gauge was mounted on Mooring 1, outside Sakonnet
Harbor. The maximum high water at Mooring I was 2.7 ft. above MWL. Maxi-
mum low water was 2.9 ft. below MW. Mean high and low tides, relative to Ii} - MWL, were 1.7 ft. and -1.5 ft, respectively. The mean tidal range was 2.4

: ft.

Comparison with the NOAA-NOS (1979) Tide Tables indicated the measured
tidal range outside the harbor was 0.7 ft. lower than the predicted range.
The measured high tides averaged 1.1 ft. lower than the prrdicted. Low
tides averaged 1.3 ft. lower than predicted. Mean observed times of high
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and low tides were earlier than the predicted, I hr. 6 min. and 1 hr. 16
min., respectively.

The resistance tide gauge was mounted on pilings in Sakonnet Harbor. The
maximum high water inside the harbor was 2.7 ft. above MWL. Maximum low
water was 2.6 ft. below MWI.. Mean high and low tides, relative to MWL,
were 1.6 ft. and -1.5 ft., respectively. The wean tidal range was 3.1 ft.

Comparison with the tide tables indicated the measured tidal range was
equal to the predicted tidal range, 3.1 ft. The measured high tides
averaged 1.3 ft. lower than the predicted. Low tides averaged 1.5 ft.
lower than predicted. Mean observed times of high and low tides were
earlier than the predicted, 35 mn. and 45 min., respectively.

Tide data are shown in Figure 4-]2.

Mooring I was outside the existing breakwter in the entrance to the
Harbor. Current speed and direction were measured 3.3 ft. above the
bottom. Twenty-seven days of data were collected. A summary of the
current meter data from Mooring 1 is presented in Figure 4-13.

Current speeds were generally low. Seventy-eight percent of the speeds
were below threshold ,0.06 kn). The predominant directions of flow were
south to southwest (1800-225'), with a mean speed of 0.07 kn. Highest
mean speeds were asnociated with northwest to west-north-westerly flows,
and averaged 0.17 kn (14.9 cm/sec). The highest speed recorded during the
sampling period was 0.29 kn (14.9 cm/sec), from the southwest (2240).
Rose d'agrams of the current meter data are shown in Figure 4-14.

Mooring 2 was within the main channel of Sakonnet Harbor. Current speed
and direction was measured 3.3 ft. above the bottom. Twenty days of data
were collected at this mooring. These current data are summarized in
Figure 4-15.

Current speeds were loi within the harbor. Seventy-two percent of the
readings were below thieshold (0.06 kn). The predominant directio of flow
was northwest to north (315o000) Highest mean speeds were fromu the east-
northeast, 0.07 kn (3.6 cm/sec), and the northeast, 0.10 kn (5.1 cm/sec).
The highest speed measu:ed at Mooring 2 was 0.24 kn (12.3 cm/sec), from
the northeast (480).

Current profiling studies were conducted at three statioas during an ebb
tide and a flood tide. The results of the current speed survey are
presented in Table 4-4.

M
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TABLE 4-4. CURRENT SPEEDS MEASURED FROM SURFACE TO BOTTOM DURING
PROFILE SURVEY SAKONNET HARBOR, RHODE ISLAND

EBB (kn) FLOOD (kn) SPEED (kn)

STATION MEAN SPEED MEAN SPEED BETWEEN TIDES

1 Surface 0.08* 0.05 -0.03
Bottom 0.07 0.08 +0.01
k6.6 ft)

speed (kn)
Surface to Bottom -.01 +0.03

2 Surface 0.13 0.08 -0.05

Bottom 0.15 0.04 -0.11
(9.9 ft)

speed (kn)
Surface to bottom +0.02 -0.04

3 Surface 0.09 0.06 -0.03
Bottom 0.12 0.05 -0.07

(9.9 ft)

speed (kn)
Surface to bottom +0.03 -0.01

I(*NOTE: 1 kn = 51.4 cm/sec)

41
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At Station 1, surface speeds were slightly higher than bottom speeds
during ebb tide, and reversed, with bottom speeds higher during the floodI
tide. At Station 2, ebb tide showed stronger flows on the bottom than at
the surface. Flood tide brought higher surface flows than bottom flows at
this station. Station 3 was siila~r to Station 2, with higher bottom
flows at the ebb and higher surface flows on the flood. The maximum
difference in current speed on the ebb from surface to botton was 0.04 kn
and the mean speed from surface to bottom on the flood was 0.02 kn for the
three stations.

Measurements of temperature and conductivity were taken during the current
profile survey. Salinity values were derived from these data and sigma-t
0 ( ) was computed.

Sigma-t values increased from the surface to the bottom at all three
stations. The difference between surface and bottom values averaged 0.18
sigma-t units. Very little density stratification of the water column was
indicated. These data are shown on Table 4-5.

TABLE 4-5. AVERAGE SIGMA-t (q4) MEASUREMENTS FROM TEMPERATURE AND
SALINITY DATA GATHERED DURING THE CURRENT PROFILE SURVEY,
SAKONNET HARBOR, RHODE ISLAND.

STATION I STATION 2
DEPTH DEPTH

(m) EBB FLOOD (m) EBB FLOOD

0.0 26.73 26.99 0.0 27.13 27.19
1.0 27.34 27.11 1.0 27.39 27.23
2.0 27.50 27.21 2.0 27.48 27.32

4.0 27.73 27.46
6.0 27.62 27.29

STATION 3
DEPTH

(m) EBB FLOOD 7V

0.0 27.13 27.19
1.0 27.36 27.21
2.0 27.61 27.35
4.0 27.62 27.42
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ANALYTICAL STUDIES

L The hydrodynamic model was calibrated by processing the tidal phase and
tidal range data from the NOAA-NOS (1979) tide tables into the model as

predetermined northern and southern boundaries. The model was run on the
!computer and model-predicted currents in and around Sakonnet Harbor were

compared with the field data collected outside Sakonnet Harbor. The model
was calibrated so that the predicted and observed current speeds were
similar. This calibration allowed Lhe model to predict realistic tidal

|° currents that could be used in the breakwater analysis.

The field studies, which measured current speed and direction, and tidal

- height, and the analytical study to estimate the tidal prism inside
Sakonnet Harbor were used to validate the model.

Water elevation changes over the tidal cycle, as predicted by the model
t compare favorably with the observed tides (Figure 4-16). The maxim=

range of the differences between the predicted tide and the observed tide
was 0.6 ft. (0.18 m).

The comparison of observed current speeds with model-predicted speeds was
poor. The model predicted tidal current speeds which were about an oider
of magnitude smaller than observed speeds. The continuous current
velocity data exhibit little tidal variation. The best example of tidalI influence on the velocity can be seen from February 12 to 19, 1979 current

data. During that time, cdrrent speeds were approximately 9.04 kn (2.5
cm/sec), which was slightly higher than the predicted tidal current
speeds. The model-predicted speeds and observed speeds do not compare
favorably because, in most cases, wind plays a role in increasing the

nlocal current speeds.

Because the observed speeds did not compare favorably with predicted
speeds, the model data were analyzed to determine the predicted tidal
prism. This volume was compared with an independently calculated :idal
prism.

The -odel predicted a tidal p lgm of 70 x 103 3 which compares favorably
to the tidal prism of 80 x 10 m calculated by digitizing the comparable
harbor area and rnalt.,plying by the observed average tidal range. By
determining the cross-sectional area through which this volume musz pass

during a flood or an ebb tide, an average tidal current of 0.01 kn (0.4

cm/sec) was calculated. This again compares favorably with the average
tidal currents predicted by the model.

The three-dimensional movements of water in an estuary or harbor are
governed by the Navier-Stokes and con-'nuity equations. Wen the

equations governing a system are known, it is generally assumed that the
response of the system can be accurately modeled. This is not the case
with estuaries and harbors, as the equations are non-linear, and represent
both deterministic and stochastic processes, which range in scale from
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fractions of a centimeter per second, to hundreds of kilometers an4 weeks
or months. In addition, the forcing functions and boundary conditions are
complex and not easily measured. -s a result, the equations are simpli-
fied to various forms, which are used to study specific processes. The
two-dimensional vertically averaged model presented in this report has
been developed to predict the horizontal variation in the mean flow, and
works well for shallow tidal x-sins with little or no stratification.
However, the model yields no information on the vertical velocity profile.

The typical approach to the vertical velocity profile is to relate the
vertical Reynolds shear stress, using a mixing length model, to the
vertical gradient of the horizontal velocity. This model is called an
eddy viscosity model, and the coefficient of equality, called the eddy
viscosity coefficient, is a product of a mixing velocity and length.

Ekman (1905) first used this type of model to investigate wind induced
flow. In this ,ork, the Navler-Stokes equations are simplified to a
balance between the Coriolls term, and the vertical gradient of the
vertical Reynolds shear stress:

fu-i y) Nyz zp az 2

N__ a,-u~~-iv (Tx I )=Nz 2

p oz z2

pazz

The surface boundary conditions are no surface stress in the x direction

z 2z 0z =0

and the surface stress in the y-directlon is the wind stress

=-P

Jsy z ~ z

The bottom boundary condition is that of no velocity as the depth goes to

Jinfinity

Z 00

The resulting profile has a velocity which decreases exponentially with
depth, and the surface current direction is 450 to the right of the wind
stress and the angle increases with depth. Changing the bottom boundary
condition to a finite depth causes the magnitude of the current and
deflection angle to decrease.
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Similar, but more sophisticated models have recently been developed by
many investigators which include aspects such as unsteady wind effects,

1 density gradients, lateral boundaries, variable bathymetry, and depth
varying eddy viscosity coefficient (e.g., Neumaan, 1968; Heaps, 1972,
1974; Forristall, 1974; Leendertse, 1975; Thomas, 1975; Koustites, 1976;
Cooper and Pearce, 1977; Madsen, 1977).

Unfortunately, the ability to make appropriate field measurements for
evaluation, application and validation of these models has not developed
as rapidly. Oil spill research has prompted study of surface currents,
and in particular those produced by wind. The results of these field
experiments indicate that the speed of the wind driven current is between
0 and 6 percent of the wind velocity, and the direction ranges from
slightly to the left of wind direction to as much as 150 to the right
(Stolzenbach, 1977). As a result, for the purposes of modeling oil spill
movements, the 3% rule is widely used. This rule of thumb states that
the surface current speed is 3% of the wind speed, and is in the same
direction.

Therefore, although there are several sophisticated models which may be
employed in the scientific study of these processes, the effort and cost
of correspondingly sophisticated field data limits the usefulness of these
models for making predictions. In the case of Sakonnet Harbor, the

simpler model applied here is adequate for producing predictions for the
purposes required.

Wave diffraction patterns were constructed for the Harbor without the
proposed breakwater (Attachments 4-A and 4-B). Results 3f these calcula-
tions indicated that wave height rapidly attenuates within the Harbor.
Therefore, diffracted waves with heights greater than 0.2 the incident
wave height will not be observed in the existing anchorage.

A gap diffraction analysis was conducted to estimate the diffraction
pattern of the 750-foot breakwater. The resulting pattern showed the
heights of diffracted waves will be greater than the incident wave height
just inside the inlet (Attachment 4-C), This results from the reinforcing
nature of waves diffracting around both breakwaters.

Wave refraction diagrams ware constructed for a characteristic wave with

height of 3 ft., period of 6 sec. and the wave orthogonal parallel to the
existing breakwater. Similar diagrams were constructed with the same wave
height and period as the wave diffraction, but with the orthogonal
parallel to the 750-foot breakwater. The bottom topography is relatively I

smooth and nearly parallel to either wave orthogonal, therefore little

wave refraction will occur (Attachments 4-A and 4-B).

Investigation of wave reflection resulting from the 750-foot breakwater
indicated that significant wave reflection will not occur. Because the
knowledge of reflection from solitary waves approaching a slope at other
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than normal incidences is limited (Wiegel, 1964). the investigation of
wave reflection/potential wave reflection impacts are considered only in
the Discussion Section.

DISCUSSION

INFLUENCE OF A BREAKWATER ON CURRENT PATTERNS

The rise and fall of the water level in Sakonnet Harbor produces tidal
currents. These tidal currents are very weak, as predicted by the model
(Figures 4-17 through 4-20). The general circulation pattern within the
area can be summarized as follows:

Ebb tide

Water outside the Harbor in the Sakonnet River moves southward at
about 2-3 cm/sec. Water within the Harbor moves northward out of the
Harbor. The strongest flows, 0.5 to 1.5 cm/sec are predicted for the
center of the Harbor, and at the end of the existing breakwater as
Harbor water is entrained with Sakonnet River water (Figure 4-17).

Low Slack Tide

At low slack tide in the Harbor, Sakonnet River water still moves
southward due to the phase difference in the tides (Figure 4-18).

Flood Tide

Water movement into the Harbor occurs while Sakonnet River water is
moving northward. Flood current speeds are similar to those observed
on the ebb, with strongest flows in the center of the Harbor and at
the end of the existing breakwater (Figure 4-19).

High Slack Tide

At high slack in Sakonnet Harbor, the Sakonnet River water is still
flooding northward (Figure 4-20).

Effects of Breakwater

The change in current resulting from various breakwater configurations was

determined through comparison of circulation patterns and current speeds.
Tidal circulation patterns at the four critical tide stages are shown on
Figures 4-17 through 4-20.

During mid-ebb tide, the shortened and reoriented breakwaters caused
increased speeds inside the new breakwater. The 750-foot breakwater

-caused eddies to develop along the eastern and western shores of the
Harbor.
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At low slack water, there was no obvious current in the Harbor associated
with the 750-foot breakwater configuration. This is similar to present
conditions. The shortened and reoriented breakwaters allow southward flow
during low slack water.

During mid-flood tide, the shortened and reoriented breakwaters caused
northward flow on the inside of the breakwater and out of the Harbor. The
750-foot breakwater caused eddies to develop in the Harbor during mtd-
flood.

At high slack water, there was no northward flow along the shortened and
reoriented breakwaters. There was no current throughout the Harbor with
the 750-foot breakwater.

The changes in current speed were analyzed more quantitatively for each of
the following cases:

Predicted circulation changes with the 750-foot breakwater, relative
to presently existing condition (i.e., no new breakwater)

Predicted circulation changes with shortened breakwater, relative to
existing condition

Predicted circulation changes with reoriented breakwater, relative to
existing condition

Predicted circulation changes with shortened breakwater, relative to
750-foot breakwater

Predicted circulation changes with reoriented breakwater, relative to
150-foot breakwater

Predicted circulation changes with reoriented breakwater, relative to
shortened breakwater.

The average current speeds at each P-de within the limit of the study area
were 3ed in this analysis. The difference in average at each node for
each case was computed and plotted. Figure 4-21 shows the areas of
increased or decreased current speed.

Case 1, where the 750-foot breakwater is compared to existing conditions,
the breakwater will generally increase existing tidal current speeds
throughout the Harbor. The exception to this was in areas along the
western shore, off the breakwater, and in a small area in the center of
the Harbor.

Case 2, where the shortened breakwater is compared to existing conditions,
the areas of decreased average current speeds are similar to Case 1.
However, decreased average current speeds are more widespread along the '

western and eastern shores.
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In Case 3, the reoriented breakwater causes the greatest area of decreased
average tidal current speeds.

In Cases 4 and 5, the shortened and reoriented breakwaters decrease
current speeds in the inner harbor area relative to those speeds
associated with the 750-foot breakwater. Increased speeds occur in the
vicinity of the breakwater.

Finally, in Case 6, the reoriented breakwater produces decreased currents
relative to those associated with the shortened breakwater. The exception

- to this is along the eastern shore, where speeds are generally higher.

It is important to stress that although the breakwaters may decrease tidal
components of currents in particular areas of the harbor, the really
significant flow is that generated by winds. Maximum current speeds on an
ebb and a flood tide through the west inlet were estimated using the tidal

currents generated by the hydrodynamic model and the surface wind currents
estimated by the model (Table 4-6). The wind is much more a controlling
factor than are changes in breakwater configuration; with a 5 kn (257
cm/sec) wind, the various types of breakwaters will cause only a 5%
variance in current speeds (Table 4-6).

TABLE 4-6. MAXIMUM PREDICTED SURFACE CURRENTS IN WEST INLET.
CURRENT PROFILE SURVEY, SAKONNET HARBOR, RHODE ISLAND

CURRENT SPEED (cm/sec)
BREAKWATER CONFIGURATION

WIND
CONDITION A B C D ,I
Southwest wind during maximum flood tide

257 ( 5kn) 9.8* 9.3 10.3 9.8
514 (10 kn) 17.4 17.0 18.0 17.4
771 (15 kn) 25.3 24.8 25.8 25.3

1,028 (20 kn) 33.0 32.5 33.5 33.0

Northeast wind during maximum ebb tide

257 ( 5 kn) 9.7 8.1 10.3 9.7
514 (10 kn) 17.4 16.8 18.0 17.4
771 (15 kn) 25.2 24.6 25.8 25.2

1,028 (20 kn) 32.9 32.3 33.5 32.9

1 kn 51.4 cm/sec
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ea The effect of the breakwater construction on mass flux was evaluted. Flow
eaacross three transects was computed using the data from the hydrodynamic
~model. These transects were (1) across the Harbor entrance, (2) the west

passage when a breakwater is present, and (3) the north inlet between a

i breakwater and the shore. Due to limitations in the computational
i methodology, these are estimates of mass flux only (Figure 4-22).

! For the Harbor under existing conditi ns, the model predicted a tidal!

prism of approximately 60 to 70,000 m of water which passes the Harbor
transect. This volume will not change as a result of breakwater construc-

Stion (Table 4-7). Flow through the north inlet would be limited by

construction of the 750-foot breakwater. But flow will increase by about
three times if the breakwater is shortened and by about four times if the

breakwater is reoriented.

~TABLE 4-7. ESTIMATED FLOW RELATED TO BREAKWATER CONSTRUCTION
~SAKONNET HARBOR, RHODE ISLAND

! NO BREAKWATER
SEBB TIDE FLOOD TIDE

SHarbor 69,379 m3  58,345 m3

"750-FOOT BREAKWATER

ioHarbor 72,472 71,147

i North Inlet 13,076 15,236
i West Inlet 101,371 102,884

15,823 m3  16,501 m3

SHORTENED BREAKWATER

I

Harbor 72,400 6-,400 ews
North Inlet 59,388 60,793

e d West Inlet 142,903 148,414

S11,115 m3  20,221 n,3

REORIENTED BREAKW4ATER

Frh Harbor 72,ur s12 65,573
pim North Inlet 83,792 85,009 a

West Inlet 190,159 180iu783ni

A34,055 m3  30,201 m3 -
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There would be about 100,000 i 3 flow through the west inlet with the 750-
foot breakwater. The flow would be increased by 50% should the breakwater
be shortened. All of the increased flow would move out of the North Inlet
(Figure 4-22). Reorienting the breakwater would increase the flow by 85%,
as most of the water would move out through the North Inlet.

The mass flux calculations inllustrate the importance of the North Inlet
in allowing nater to flow along the inside of the proposed breakwater.
The cross-sectional area of the North Inlet changes with each breakwater
configuration (Figure 4-23). The area for the inlet with the shortened -
and reoriented breakwater is about three times the area of the inlet with
the 750-foot breakwater. It is interesting to note that although the
inlets for the shortened and recriented breakwaters have the same cross-
sectional areas, the reoriented breakwater allows a greater volume of
water to pass through the inlet.

For steady state flow in one direction, the Navier-Stokes equation (the
equation of motion) simplifies to

pg n a (pNz u)

ou
where pNz oz is a mixing length representation of the vertical Reynolds
shear stress. Assuming the density, p, and eddy viscosity coefficient,
NzI to be constant over depth,

In = 2u

gan N a

Two boundary conditions must be specified to solve the above equations.
Boundary conditions appropriate to the model are:

(1) The surface stress is the wind stress Ts

oT 5

-p Nz T= (3a)z 0Z =0 Ts

(2) The current velocity is zero at the bottom

=0 (3b)u z=H

Equation (2) is solved by integrating over depth twice and applying the
boundary conditions (3).
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u 2fn 2 z) +1 H  z)
aNz x 2 H H PNz (4)

The solution for u contains a second unknown, the surface slope on/ox
therefore a second equation must be written. As this is a steady-

state model, the net flux through a cross-section of the channel must be

zero.

H
u dz 0 (5)

Substituting equation (4) into (5) and integrating yields an expression
which is solved for the surface slope to obtain:

an ts (6)I ax 2pgHM

This expression can now be substituted into equation 4 to obtain the wind-

driven current velocity as a function of depth.

H

At the surface (z=0) the velocity is:

i ts h()

zz

This can be replaced by the three percent rule, which states that the
wind-induced surface current is approximately 3% of the wind velocity.

u z=,O 0.03 Vw (9)

and

u 0.o3 Vw (l-) (1- 3 ) (10)
h h

A non-dimensional plot of current velocity as a function of depth is
presented in Figure 4-24. It can be seen that water flows in the

direction of the wind near the surface, and in the opposite direction near
the bottom, which results in a net circulation. The maximam current
velocity in the direction of the wind occurs at the surface, and the
maximum current velocity in the opposite direction nccurs at Z f 2/3H.
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The mass flux due to this circulation can be evaluated. The depth at
which the current velocity changes sign is

(1- H 0 or z H )

The net flux (per unit width of the basin) in this upper layer is

H/3
q= u dz (12)

0

q H 4 0. 0 0.03 4H 0.004444 VwH (13)

q 4pNz 27 w (

For a basin of width W and length L, the total volume of water in the
basin is WLH, and the length of time for the wind-driven circulation to
flush the basin is

T WLH LH LH = L

Wq q 0.0044 VwH 0.0044 Vw

Thus the flushing time depends only on the length of the estuary and the
wind velocity. Table 4-8 presents maximum wind-generated currents and
flushing times for a basin 0.5 nautical mile in length for several wind

velocities.

TABLE 4-8. MAXIMUM WIND DRIVEN CURRENTS AND FLUSHING TIMES FOR A
£? BASIN LENGTH OF ONE-HALF NAUTICAL MILE AT VARIOUS WIND

SPEEDS. SAKONNET HARBOR, RHODE ISLAND.

MAXIMUM
WIND SPEED SURFACE CURRENT RETURN CURRENT FLUSHING TIME

(knots) cm/sec (knots) cm/sec (knots) cm/sec (hours)

5 257 0.15 7.7 0.05 2.6 23
10 514 0.3 15.4 0.1 5.1 12
15 772 0.45 23.2 0.15 7.7 8
20 1029 0.6 30.9 0.2 10.3 6
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When interpreting these results, it must be remembered that this model is
for an idealized situation, where the wind has been blowing steadily for a
sufficient length of time to fully devleop the circulation pattern. In
addition, the flow is not one-dimensional, but in reality three dimen-
sional, and effects such as tides and basin geometry are ignored. As
such, these results should not be taken absolutely but rather interpreted

- - as being indicative of the wind-driven circulation characteristics.

Influence of Wind on Current Patterns in Harbor Under Existing Conditions

Wind is significant in defining the water movement in Sakonnet Harbor.
Wind binwing over the water in a semi-enclosed basin, such as Sakonnet
Harbor, will cause a circulation pattern. The surface water moves in the
direction of the wind stress at a speed typically 3.0% of the wind speed.
In confined embayments such as Sakonnet Harbor conservation of mass must
be maintained. For example, with wind blowing directly into the harbor,
surface water will "pile up" on the inner shore of the harbor. To
maintain the increased water level, a constant return flow must be
established. This may manifest itself as either bottom or lateral flow
against the wind. Conversely, if there is a wind with a component of the
wind stress directed out of the harbor, surface waters will be pushed out
of the harbor. To maintain a constant depressed water level, near-bottom
flow must be into the harbor.

The wind-driven circulation increases the flushing rate over flushing due
solely to tidal action. Because this circulation may vary with depth, the
types of pollutants Influence their flushing rates. For example, if the
pollutant floats, i.e. "flotsam and jetsam" or oil, a northwest or south-
west wind would cause it to collect in the inner confines of the harbor.
If the pollutant is the type which disperses throughout the water column,
i.e. fluid discharges, etc., then this pollutant would be flushed from the

- I harbor under all wind conditins. If the wind is directed into the harbor,
the pollutant would be flushed out in the near-bottom return flow. If the
wind is directed out of the harbor, it will be flushed out in the near-| surface flow.

Field data collection at Mooring 2 substantiates the presence of a wind

driven circulation (Figure 4-25). The event of interest started on
February 4, 1979. The winds over the entire period were generally strong
and from the northwest and both the near-bottom current sensors measured
flow in a direction opposite the wind stress. The persistent wind stress ,
from the northwest caused the water level along the coast to decrease as
the coastal water was blown offshore. During this time, the sensor at -

Mooring I, although near bottom, measured flow in the direction of the
wind stress. The current sensor in the harbor monitored the expected
return circulation. As the northwest wind stress decreased on February 8,
1979, the level of the coastal water returned to more normal conditions,
with a short return flow event observed at Mooring 1. -I|
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r A second less dramatic event occurred on February 9 and 10, 1979. At
that time, the harbor froze over. The freeze continued with ice cover
extending over Mooring 1 on February 17, 1979. With the ice cover, and
hence no direct wind stress, currents were dramatically reduced at both
mooring sites.

The field observations made in February 1979 illustrate another important
mechanism in harbor flushing. At Mooring 1, outside the confines of the
harbor, flow was predominantly southward at all stages of the tide. Flow
in one direction off a harbor entrance will cause the advection of the ebb
tide plume of harbor water to be displaced, possibly away from the area of
influence during the subsequent flood tide. This mechanism will cause the
entire tidal prism volume to be replaced each tidal cycle. The regional
circulation pattern may be caused by a combination of tidal phase changes,
persistent wind patterns, and influences of coastal circulation patterns
in Block Island Sound.

The various breakwater configurations will influence the wind driven
circulation by decreasing the wind wave turbulence which may occur with a
northwest wind. Waves can vertically mix pollutants in the water column,
but will also tend to inhibt the development of a wind generated two layer
circulation pattern.

The wind circulation moves water from the "inner harbor" area to out near
the breakwater where it can be entrained in the along-shore movement of
water. It is believed that this mechanism is more important in dispersing
pollutants than wind wave mixing.

Wind circulation is dependent upon duration rather than fetch. Therefore,
the breakwater will probably not significantly influence wind-driven
circulation within the harbor. Various breakwater designs will not

directly change the wind circulation patterns. Indirectly the greater
flux of water past the inside of the breakwater, the more efficient will
be the flushing of "inner harbor" water out of the study area.

INFLUENCE OF BREAKWATER ON WAVES

Impact of breakwater construction on wave action is summarized in Table 4-

9.

Investigation of wave reflection caused by the 750-foot breakwater~indicated that significant wave reflection will not occur. The investi-

gation was limited because knowledge concerning reflection of solitary
waves approaching a slope at other than normal incidences is limited
(Wiegel, 1964).

A hypothetical case was defined to consider a worst reflection case. The
initial conditions for this case were:

(1) Incoming wave orthogonal parallel to the existing breakwater.
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(2) Wave height of 5.5 ft. in a water depth of 20 ft.

(3) The 750-foot breakwater at a 280 angle of incidence to the
incoming wave orthogonal.

(4) The slope of the 750-foot breakwater 340.

Because the slope of the breakwater and the low angle of incidence, theory
predicts that the wave will break along the breakwater and not reflect
into the harbor (Figure 4-26).

A second tpothetical case can be considered. In Figure 4-26, the
dividing Lne is shown between the non-breaking and breaking region for a
particular wave height (H) to water depth (d) ratio. By decreasing the
wave height (thus decreasing this ratio) wave reflection may occur.
Consider a vertical wall; if small amplitude waves reflect, the character-
istic of these reflected waves will be as follows:

(1) the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence; and

(2) the reflected wave height will be 0.3 the height of the incident

wave height when reflected off a vertical wall.

This estimation is a worst case because a sloping wall will decrease the
reflected wave height. The portion of the harbor which could potentially
be impacted by reflection will be the same area of the new anchorage
influenced by wave diffraction.

As a result of wave diffraction the northern portion of the new anchorage
wii-I be subjected to waves whose heights will be equal to or as much as
1.2 times the incident wave height when the wave's direction is from the
southwest quadrant.

Breakwater construction will not influence the wave refraction patterns in
the expanded anchorage, or increase wave heights in that area.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS

SECTION A

SA'ONNET HARBOR: ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

I. Much of the seasonal economic activity in Little Compton is centered

around Sakonnet Harbor, which is presently the home of a small locally-
based fishing fleet which operates principally in seasons of fair
weather. Several multi-purpose fishing boats and commercial longline

-- fishing vessels operate out of the harbor year-rond, but their use from

November to March is severely limited. If fishing boats return to the
port under adverse conditions, they usually move up the Sakonnet River
to more sheltered locations to unload their catch. Marine commerce now
lorated at Sakonnet Harbor includes trap and gill net fishing, lobstering
(inshore and offshore), swordfishing, and shellfishing. There are four
commercial fishing companies presently at the harbor which provide

private dockage for commercial craft. Approximately forty-five
commercial fishing vessels list Sakonnet Harbor as their home port, and
another sixteen transient commercial vessele regularly called at the
anchorage. Onc hundred eighteen recreational boats use the harbor as
home port, and an estimated 760 transient boats spend an average of one
day in port each year.

2. Sakonnet Harbor presently provides 140 moorings and 25 slips for
private users, and an additional 30 small sailboats are stored on
shore for lack of mooring space and safe mooring conditions. This
total of about 195 craft is supplemented by about 50 skiffs, rowboats,
and small or"'oard motor boats. There are two launching ramps located
at the harbor, and a daily seasonal average of about 15 motor launches
and outboards use these ramps. There has been little change since
1969 in the number of transient recreational craft using the harbor
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becausc it is always filled to capacity and there are no new moorings
or slips available. Of the private recreational craft in Sakonnet
Harbor, there are approximately 56 power and sail vessels over 20 feet
in length, ranging in draft from 1.0 to 5.5 feet. These private
recreetional vessels had a total estimated 1978 value of $524,000.

The remaining boats of the recreational fleet are from 12 to 20 feet
length and have drafts between 1.0 and 3.0 feet, and were valued at

cproximately $128,600 in 1978.

3. Only commercial fishing rivals recreational boating in significance
to the area's economy during the summer months. The primary fishery for
Sakonnet fishermen is lobster, with thirty-three of the forty-five
commercial boats primarily geared for lobstering. The remaining vessels
are a mix of power swordfish, trap, seaweed, or -harter vessels. Several
of the lobster boats are easily rigged for gillnetting and trap fishing
when seasonal and cyclical changes in fish population make those forms
more profitable. These vessels average approximately 33 feet in length
and 3.5 feet in loaded draft. Boats of up to 7-foot draft are able to
negotiate the harbor's channel, but only under certain tidal conditions
and with a high degree of risk involved.

4. The annual landings exclusive of line and sports fishing were
estimated during the 1967-1968 period at about 5,240,000 pounds of fish
and 230,000 pounds of lobsters. No official records were kept at that
time for Sakonnet Harbor, and these estimates were prepared by local
officials. Since that time, records have been maintained by the U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service. Catch data
for selected years during the period 1971-1978 by major type are shown in
Table 5-1.

ii
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Table 5-1 REPORTED COMMERCIAL FISH CATCH, SAKONNET HARBOR

1971-1978

1972
Type Catch pounds dollars

Fish 1,223,557 192,862
Lobsters 144,059 180,680

Other Shellfish 163,24z 28,599
TOTAL L,f30,858 $402,141

1974
Type Catch p uxds dollars

Fish / 1,'8,284 228,000
Lobsters 157,303 326,872
Other Shellfish 74,339 13,501
TOTAL 1,999,926 $568,373

1976

Type Catch pounds dollars

Y Fish 1,457,776 281,984
L Lobsters 261,500 458,300

Other Shellfish
- TOTAL 1,719,276 $740,284

1978
Type Catch pounds dollars

Fish 1,509,445 478,701
Lobsters 336,636 692,498
Other Shellfish 2,380,360(1) 192,302

TOTAL 4,206,441 $1,363,501

Source: National Marine Fisheries Service
(1) Shell Stock Weight
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5. The quantities landed in Table 5-1 are conservative estimates due
to the fact that only about 75% of the actual gross haul is reported by
fishermen. In order to obtain more accurate catch figures, the Little
Compton Harbor Advisory Board undertook a detailed survey throughout
1976, individually interviewing each boat owner and fishing company.
The results of this survey are presented in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2 ESTIMATED CATCH CONFIGURATION, SAKONNET HARBOR

1976

Type of Catch Weight (lbs.) Unit Price $/lb. (Dollars)

Lobster 439,467 $1.94 $850,988
Swordfish 27,000 2.35 63,500
Finfish (incl. eels) 1,378,678 .25 344,586
Crabs 2,686 .63 1,686
Charter 12,000
Seaweed 2,000 .10 200

TOTAL 1,849,831 lbs. $1,272,960

Source: Sakonnet Harbor Advisory Board

6. The findings of this survey indicate that although the total catch
estimated by the Sakonnet Harbor Advisory Baord exceeded that estimated
by National Marine Fishery Service (NMFS) by only 130,555 lbs., the
commercial value of the advisory board's catch exceeded that of NMFS by
$532,676. The main reason fot the discrepancy in these two values is
the difference in the quantity of lobsters reported, with the advisory
board's survey exceeding the preceding estimate by 177,967 lbs. At a
unit price of $1.94 per pound, this additional amount of lobster accounts
for $345,256 or 65% of the difference in commercial value. A review of

,t the Sakonnet Harbor Advisory Board's survey results by NMFS indicated
that the figures presented in Table 5-2 are more accurate than what they

T themselves publish. A

7. As the data in Table 5--l indicates a substantial decrease in catch
has been realized in comparison with the reported catch levels of 1967-
1968. This decline was the result of a combination of factors, but was
primarily due to the very severe depletion of fish populations by j

efficient, nodernized foreign trawlers equipped with deep water gear.
While the volume of total catch has remained relatively stable since °_

1971, the steadily increasing unit price resulting from an increased A
demand for high protein foods, increased cost of meat products, and the
scarcity of food staples abroad has prevented a decrease in the
commercial value of the landed catch.

5-4
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8. Also contributing to the decline in total landings at Sakonnet

Harbor has been the elimination of ocean quahogging from Sakonnet since

1971. During the period from 1969 to 1971, quahog landings averaged

about 46,000 bushels or 460,000 pounds of meat per year. The unavail-

ability of these resources at Sakonnet Harbor acquired added significance

due to the dramatic increase in demand for ocean quahogs by seafood

processors in Rhode Island and other neighboring states. However, theI availability of surf clams in waters in close proximity to Sakonnet Point

has somewhat offset the economic loss associated with the decline in

quahogging. Landings of surf clams totalled over two million pounds

(shell stock weight) valued at $188,780 in 1978. Local fishermen have

expressed their belief that at the time this supply is exhausted, the

quahog resource will be somewhat replenished.

i
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SECTION B

-= FUTURE CONDITIONS WITHOUT PROJECT

9. Without the implementation of improvements at Sakonnet Harbor to
provide protection of the vessels anchored there, little change in the

status quo could be expected. The size of the commercial fishing fleet
has remained static over the last ten years, due to limits on expansion

space and exposure to the elements. There is little doubt that this
L condition will continue given the present limited facilities and despite

the general trends toward improved opportunities in ocean fisheries.
Over the long run, it is likely that the condition of the fishing

industry in Little Compton will deteriorate due to an inability to
compete with more efficient operations out of neighboring ports.

10. The larger, well established fishing ports at Newport and Galilee
presently land about 95% of the states total catch, and these ports

should continue to dominate future fishing commerce in Rhode Island.
However, probable expansion of the fishing industry due to replenishment A
of the resource under the 200 mile limit on territorial waters should

allow small harbors to prosper from increased catches as well. This
possibility would be precluded at Sakonnet Harbor if none of the
considered improvement schemes were adopted. The harbor will continue
to remain almost useless during the period 15 November to 15 February,

and the predominant form of fishing will continue to be the floating
fish trap method. Fifty years ago, fish traps dominated Rhode Island
commercial fisheries in the same manner that trawlers do today.

(1 )

Since 1967, floating traps have accounted for 10% or less of all RhodeIsland landings by weight and dollar value. In 1976, however, fully 97%

of the finfish landed by Sakonnet fishermen were caught by the floating
trap method. Floating fish traps are designed to intercept migrating
schools of fish, particularly scup, by setting what is essentially a net
trap suspended by floats and anchored to the bottom. This activity is

(1 )Olsen, Stephen B. and Stevenson, David K., Commercial Marine
Fish and Fisheries of Rhode Island, UniverA.ty of Rhode Island Marine
Technical Report 34, 1975.
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limited to a designated season when schools are moving, primarily during
the good weather between April and October. During the period 1969-1971,
79% of the states entire floating trap catch was landed in the single
month of May. A large portion of this catch was landed at Sakonnet
Harbor, located in close proximity to many of the state-s designated
floating fish trap grounds. This type of fishing is conducive to present
conditions at Sakonnet because it can be accomplished in small to medium-
sized open boats in the 30-to-35 foot lengti range, which can easily
navigate the harbors limited area.

11. Because conditions at Sakonnet Harbor presently discourage the
modernization of the fishing fleet to include the more efficient and
productive trawlers capable of gillnetting and longlining on a year-round
basis, landings at that port cannot be expected to increase significantly
in the absence of physical improvements. Only the twelve boats currently
anchored at Sakonnet with the capablity of operating on a year-round
basis would be expected to continue doing so in the future. Similarly,
lobstering would continue on a scale approximatell equivalent to that
which exists today. The trend toward offshore lobstering would continue,

-with Sakonnet's lobstermen either operating out of alternative ports
during winter months or hauling their vessel ashore until spring.iI

NZr
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SECTION C

ALZERNATIVES AND THEIR ECONOMIC IMPACTS

12. The study process for the future development of Sakonnet Harbor
has resulted in the selection of three distinct plans of improvement,

designated Plans A, B, and C, for more detailed analysis. In addition,
a "no-action" plan must be considered in the planning of all Federal
projects, with all economic benefits attributable to all other plans

of improvement shown to be in excess of economic condition which would

result from no action. In the case of Sakonnet Harbor, the lack of
Federal action would result in the implementation of no physical

improvements at the port and would reflect those conditions described

as "Without Project Conditions" in the immediately preceding section.
Expansion of the commercial fishing industry would be unlikely through
either the addition of new vessels, upgrading the existing fleet, or

extension of the fishing season. In general, discussion with local

fishermen indicated that their operations at Sakonnet Harbor would remain

similar to the status quo.

13. The first mejor alternative, identified as "Plan A," would provide a14 750 foot rubble mound breakwater with faces of armor stone across the
open northerly approach for the purpose of providing winter protection.

LII A 110-foot wide channel along the existing west harbor breakwater would

also be delineated. This channel would be dredged to a depth of ten feet
mean low water to allow the safe passage of large multipurpose fishing

vessels under all tidal conditions.

14. The second alternative, Plan B, includes all elements of Plan A, but

with a breakwater reduced in length to 500 feet.

15. Plan C, the final alternative for consideration, differs from Plans A
and B in two respects ouly. The proposed breakwater is 600 feet in

length and oriented in a more southerly direction.

16. Estimated construction costs for each of the aforementioned plans are
shown in Table 5-3. Detailed cost estimating procedures are displayed

throughout Appendix 4, entitled Engineering Investigation, Design and

Cost Estimates.
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Table 5-3 Estimated Construction Costs
(1 June 1980 Price Levels)

Project Feature Estimated Cost

Plan A

Channel:
Dredging $121,000
Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Costs $136,000

Breakwater:
Materials and Construction $1,790,000
Contingencies (15%) 268,500
Total Construction Cost $2,482,700

Engineering and Design 123,500
Supervision and Admini.tration 164,700

- Total Estimated First Cost $2,346,70

Plan B

Channel:
Dredging $121,000
Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Costs $136,000

Breakwater:
Materials and Construction $1,277,000
Contingencies (15%) 192,000
Total Construction Cost $1,469,000

Engineering and Design 85,000
Supervision and Administration 110,000
Total Estimated First Cost $1,800,000

J Plan C

Channel:
Drcdging $121,000
Contingencies (12%) 15,000
Total Dredging Costs $136,000Breakwater: i

Materials and Construction $1,510,000
Contingencies (15%) 226,500
Total Construction Cost $1,736,500

Engineering and Design 104,200
Supervision and Administration 138,900
Total Estimated First Cost $2,115,600

Annual costs for each of these alternative plans was calculated at an p
interest rate of 7-3/8% m.:er a project life of 50 years, as presented in
Table 5-4.

5-9
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Table 5-4 Estimated Annual Costs of Proposed Plans

Plan A Plan B Plan C

Interest and Amortization $188,500 $136,600 $160,600
Annual Maintenance
Breakwater 20,000 15,000 17,000
Channel 2,400 2,400 2,400
Total Annual Maintenance 22,400 17,400 19,400

Total Annual Cost $210,900 $154,000 $180,00

17. Each of these plans would offer some degree of protection from winter
storms, and each would allow navigation of the channel by even the
largest vessels of the Sakonnet fleet under almost all tidal conditions.
The same general categories of economic benefits could reasonably be
expected to accrue to all plans, including: Net Income Benefits through
increased number of winter vessels, increased number of fishing days for
the existing winter fleet, and longer fishing days; savings in transpor-
tation costs, both through decreased steaming time and decreased
trucking; and reduction of damages to vessels moored in the harbor.

18. The most significant benefit anticipated as a result of all three
action plans is increased net income to fishermen. Discussions with
local fishermen reveal that of the approximately forty-five commercial
fishermen at Sakonnet, only about twelve remain active in the harbor
during the winter months. Approximately one-half of the remaining
thirty-three vessels currently transfer their operations to alternative
ports from mid-December to mid-March, while the other half of the fleet
merely hauls its vessels ashore to remain idle for three months. Of this
group which becomes idle, several fishermen have indicated a desire to

operate on a twelve month basis if harbor conditions were improved. The
addition of a protective breakwater would serve as an incentive for the
upgrading and modernization of these vessels because it would allow
fishermen to amortize their investment over a full year fishing season
rather than nine active months per year. Eventually, it is anticipated
that investments in new larger vessels, some as replacements for existing
vessels and others in addition to the existing fleet, would result.

19. Engineering investigations have been conducted to determine what
breakwater length would be sufficient to provide adequate wind and wave
protection to generate net income benefits. An assessment of fishermen-s
needs for reduced wave action developed through discussions with several
local officials and fishermen indicated that wave heights in excess of
two feet would be sufficient to curtail fishing activity in the harbor.
With two foot wave heights it appears that larger vessels would suffer
some inconvenience, while average to smaller sized vessels would suffer
significant inconvenience but still remains able to navigate to and from
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open water and unload. The breakwater provided by Plan A would
effectively reduce wave action in Sakonnet Harbor to one foot, Plan B
to 1-1/2 feet, and Plan C, with a different orientation , also to 1-1/2
feet throughout most of the harbor, but would leave a segment of the
harbor, including portions of the channel and unloading areas, unpru-
tected and subject o wave heights of 2.2 feet. Thus, while Plan A would
afford the highest level of protection, Plan B would be adequate to
prevent loss of fishing days due to excessive wave action in the Harbor
under all weather conditions. Plan C would provide adequate orotection
to allow on expanded winter fleet to operate out Sakonnet, but would 2

provide fewer additional fishing days than Plans A and B, not because
of its length but because its orientation would expose a larger part of
the harbor. Any breakwater of significantly shorter length than 500 feet
would be expected to allow too much turbulence in the Harbor to prevent W
lost fishing days due to wave action under all weather conditons.

20. It is apparent that differences in the levels of protection offered
by Plans A and B would resulc in no significant difference in net income
benefits that would accrue to fishermen subsequent to their implementa-
tion. Plan C would render a smaller net income benefit because it would
offer less protection due to its orientation. All three improvement
plans would provide the incentive necessary for an increased winter fleet
size. Of the approximately fifteen vessels hauled ashore during the
winter months, it was estimated by local fishermen that ten vessels could~be expected to fish year-round after completion of a breakwater. Plans A

and B would differ from Plan C in the number of additional fishing days
allowed as a result of the level of protection offerred. For Plans A and
B It is estimated that the ten new vessels added to the winter fleet
would average three trips per week over the twelve week extended season,
for a total of thrity-six additional trips in the winter months. ?lan C
would be expected to allow at least two additional weekly trips for the

same ten vessels over the same twelve week period. These vessels, after
implementation of any one of the Lhree plans, would engage primarily in
gillnetting for finfish becauee the December to March period is not
included in either the trap fishing or lobstering seasons. Fishermen
claim that a good catch of finfish for a single large vessel trip often
reaches 5,000 pounds, with an average per pound value of $.35. A more
conservative per trip catch of 2000 pounds, considering the range in size
of the ten vessels expected, would result in the following increased
gross landings:

g landg:
Plan A and B: 10 vessels x 36 trips x 2000 lbs. x $.35 $252,000Plan C: 10 vessels x 24 trips x 2000 lbs. x $.35 $168,000

21. Those twelve vessels already operating out of Sakonnet Harbor on a
year-round basis would also benefit from additional protection through
an increased number of fishing days. Information gathered from local
fisherment indicated additional trips would be gained over the three -

month winter period. It is estimated that Plans A and B would allow 4
additional days for each vessel per month and Plan C 2 days per month.
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of any one of the three plans, would engage primarily in gillnetting for
finfish because the December to March period is not included 

in either

the trap fishing or lobsterlng seasons. Fishermen claim that a good
catch of finfish for a single large vessel trip often reaches 5,000
pounds, with an average per pound value of $.35. A more conservative per
trip catch of 2000 pounds, considering the range in size of the ten
vessels expected, would reualt in the following increased gross landings:

Plaii A and B: 10 vessels x 36 trips x 2000 lbs. x $.35 = $252,000
Plan C: 10 vessels x 24 trips x 2000 lbs. x $.35 = $168,000

22. Those twelve vessels eIready operating out of Sakonnet Harbor on a
year-round basis would also benefit from additional protection through an
increased number of fishing days. Information gathered from local
fisherment indicated additional trips would be gained over the three
month witer period. It is estimated that ?ians A and D would allow 4
additional days for each vessel per month and Plan C 2 days per month.

Plan A and B: 12 vessels x 12 trips x 2000 lbs. x $.35 = $100,800

Plan C: 12 vessels x 6 trips x 2000 lbs. x S.35 = $50,400

23. The total increase in value of landings resulting from implementation
of Plans A; B and Plan C would therefore total $352,800 and $218,400,
respectively. The net income concept dictates that benefits are
allowable only for that portion of increased landings exclusive of
operating costs. The cost of operation is generally assumed to be
approximately 33% of the gross haul, but in the aase of Sakonnet Harbor
is estimated at 40% to reflect the cost that may be incurred by several

of the vessels to gear up for gillnetting. Thus, the net income benefit
resulting from increased vessel trips during the regular fishing season
and during the additional active winter months anticipated would total

$211,700 for Plans A and B, and $131,000 for Plan C.S
24. Additional net income benefits 5ttribuuable to the increased channel
depth would be expected to accrue to each of the proposed plans. These
benefits would be realized year round by the existing fleet through an
increase in lobster landings, resultiag from the longer trips and larger,
better equipped vessels. Under present conditions, lobstermen are often
forced to leave grounds earlier then they ordinarily would to reach
Sakonnet Harbor at high tide, even though the total catch could increase
substantially with just a few hours of additional time working. Another
frequent problem encountered during tidal delays that occur when the
harbor is not reached 4t high tide is the death of lobsters from trauma
resulting from confinement in overcrowded on-board tanks for an excessive
time period. These factors combined, plus the overall trend toward
larger, better equipped vessels, could rc'=conaby be expected to result
in an annual 5% increase in lobster landed, or an additional !£,Z30
pounds valued at approximately $35,400. Deducting 40% for operating
expenses, the net increase in income to fishermen would total $21,200,
and would accrue equally to each of the three plans because they all
would provide the same channel.
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25. Total increased net income to fishermen, shown in Table 9, is
estimated at $232,900 for Plan A and Plan B, and $152,200 for Plan C.

26. A second category of benefits anticipated from the implementation of
-Plans A, B or C is savings in transportation costs. The basic benefit

accruing to all plans would stem from the elimination of the need for an
estimated fifteen vessels to transfer winter operations from Sakonnet to
alternative ports, primarily Tiverton. Fishermen claim that the additional
steaming time required daily in reaching fishing grounds from this port
and making the return trip is about an hour, consuming an average of 15
gallons of diesel fuel per hour, at $1.00 per gallon. For the 15 vessels
that normally relocate to Tiverton over 36 additional fishing days
provided by Plans A and B the increased cost of operating on water out of
the port of Tiverton totals $8,100. For Plan C, cost savings in trans-
portation at sea would total $5,400 for 24 days of winter fishing.
Additional cost savings would also accrue to several fishermen who reside
in Little Compton through the elimination of the 20-mile round trip by
pick-up truck to reach Tiverton on each fishing day.

27. Transportation savings would accrue to all three action plans as a
result of the elimination of tidal delays and the additional fuel con-
sumed during those delays. This benefit would be realized by a small

k number of boats due to the fact that only the larger, deeper draft
members of the fleet experience frequent delays. Information gathered
through discussion with fishermen indicates that the five largest fishing
vessels in the harbor experience an approximate total of 4 hours addi- P
cional idling time per month, 12 months per year, consuming approximately
15 gallons of diesel per hour at $1.00 per gallon. The total additional
cost of fuel which could be saved as a direct result of the channel
deepening provided by all three plans is valued at $3,600. Thus, IM
transportation savings for Plans A and B total $11,700 and for Plan C,
$9,000.

28. It should be noted that channel dimensions of 110 feet wide and 10
feet deep were selected for all three plans because they were considered
optimal in terms of allowing the maximum net reutrn on the investment.
Benefits which could be expected to accrue to a 10 foot channel at
Sakonnet Harbor have been detailed, including $21,200 in Increased Net
Income to Fishermen and $3,600 in Transportation Savings, for a total

benefit of $24,800.

W 29. Discussion with fishermen clearly indicates that inadequate channel
depth is a serious problem at the present time. Not only does it cause
lengthy tidal delays in some cases, but problems also result when the
larger loaded vessels approach the Harbor at all levels of the tide and
churn up bottom sediments during passage. Engine pumps continuously draw
seawater with high sand content, causing increased maintenance costs and
sometimes mechanical failure. Fishermen prefer, when possible, to wait
for adequate tidal conditions to allow passage into the Harbor without
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disturbing bottom sediments. Fishermen have indicated that adepth of 10
feet, MLW, would be necessary to allow operation completely free of tidal
restrictions.

30. The largest vessels at Sakonnet at the present time draw approxi-
mately 8 feet of water loaded. It is anticipated that the trend toward
this size vessel will continue over the short run at Sakonnet, and over

the course of the project life the probability exists that even larger,
deeper draft vessels will fish out of Sakonnet. Other ports in the
general region currently report vessels up ca 100 feet in length with
drafts up to 12 feet including New Bedford, Masschusetts, and Point

Judith, Rhode Island. Boat manufacturers also claim that vessels in
these larger categories will become more prevalent over the near future,
an opinion based on present orders being received for construction.
These larger boats are considered preferable because they allow greater
versatility in both method and location of fishing chosen.

31. As previously stated, the five largest vessels at Sakonnet are
currently subject to tidal delays. if the channel were dredged to
acheive a uniform depth of 8 feet only, there would be little change from
the present condition. The larger vessels, drawing approximately 8 feet
completely loaded, wcuid require the full 10 foot depth to pass safely
under all conditions, including very low tides and under rough sea condi-
tions. Because fishermen would be subject to almost the same tidal
restrictions with an 8 foot cha-nel as they currently are, very little
benefit would be gained. Additional fishing time allowed would not be as
great, nor would the savings due to the elimination of lost lobster catch
now caused by tidal delays be as great. If it is assumed that an 8 foot
channel would allow an annual increase in lobster landed of 3%, an addi-
tional 10,100 pounds valued at $21,210, the resulting net income benefit
after deducting operating costs of 40% would total $12,700.

32. An additional savings in transporation costs would not result from a
uniform 8 foot channel elimination of the four hours per month of idling
time that fishermen currently claim while waiting for adequate water
depth would nor occur.

33. The total benefit attributable to a channel with a uniform depth of
eight feet due to Increased Net Income to Fishermen and Transportation
Savings would be $12,700. Siace the depth of water existing in the
harbor is now 8 feet mean low water, no construction would be required.
However as Table 5-5 indicates the 10 foot channel would provide for an
additional S1.800 in net benefits. The annual cost associated with the
8-foot depth is based on the assumption that it will require periodic
maintenance to assure the proper depth of 8 feet MLW.
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34. It is not anticipated that a channel depth of 12 feet at Sakonnet
Harbor would provide any benefits in addition to the $24,810 that would
accrue to ten foot ch-nnel because ten feet would be adequate to accomo-
date all vessels at fi hing out of that Harbor under almost all tidal
conditions. Table 5-5 below summarizes the relationship between annual
costs and benefits for an optimal channel depths at Sakonnet Harbor.

Table 5-5 Optimization of Channel Depth at Sakonnet Harbor

8 Ft. Depth 10 Ft. Depth

First Cost 0 $136,000
Total Annual Cost $2,400 $12,700
Annual Benefit $12,700 $24,800
Net Benefit $10,30C $12,100

Since a ten foot channel depth maximizes benefits net of costs, it

has been selected at the appropriate depth to be incorporated into Plans
A, B, and C.

35. A similar analysis of alternative channel widths resulted in the
decision that 110 feet would provide optimal conditions in Sakonnet
Harbor. Two-way traffic capability would be a necessity because
construction of a breakwater would force many recreational vessels to
utilize the channel to enter and exit the harbor. Although economic
benefits would accrue even in one-way traffic because the time required
for channel passage is minimal, a 110 foot channel was considered
necessary for safe navigation.

36. A final measurable benefit anticipated as a result of the improvement
of Sakonnet Harbor is the reduction of boat damages. Information obtained
from the Little Compton Harbor Advisory Board, compiled by polling
commercial fishermen at Sakonnet Harbor indicates that dAmage reduction
to permanent and transient vessels would total approximately $4,500.

37. The benefits discussed which would be expected to accrue to each of
the proposed improvement plans are summarized in the following table
along with the corresponding Benefit-Cost ratios.
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Table 9-6 Annual Benefits

Plan A Plan B Plan C

Increased Net Income to Fishermen $232,900 $232,900 $152,200
Transportation Savings 11,700 11,700 9,000
Reduction In Damages 4,500 4,500 4.500
Total $249,100 $249,100 $165,700

Benefit-Cost Ratios 1.2 1.6 1.0
Excess Net Benefits $16,200 $95,100

38. As indicated by the Benefit-Cost ratios shown, all proposals are
economIcally justifiable on the basis of at least a one dollar return for
each dollar invested. The selected plan for National Economic Develop-
ment, identified as that plan for which benefits net of costs are
maximal, is Plan B. It should also be noted that total construction
costs for Plans A and C exceed the $2,000,000 maximum cost level for Federal
participation in a project planned and constructed under the Section 107
authority.
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SECTION D

SOCIAL IMPACTS

39. At the present, it appears that negative socio-economic impacts
resulting from the implementation of any of the proposed plans would be

minimal. Major concerns expressed by both seasonal and year-round
residents involve a fear of increased highway traffic, increased ruwdyism

in the harbor area, a negative effect on property values, and a

questionable effect on taxes.

40. Because the project's intent is primarily to intensify the

P utilization of the harbor during the inactive winter months, when
recreational craft are hauled onshore and summer residents are away from

I Little Compton, increased traffic on land and on the water should not be
a significant problem. Since growth of the fleet is not anticipated and
total catch during the summer months is expected to increase by only

small amounts as a result of project implementation, the existing road
system in the area should not be subjected to any significant additional
utilization. During the winter months, traffic levels on the local
roadway should remain far below the current peak seasonal use.

41. Concern over potential rowdyism at Sakonnet Point based on past
problems in the area appear somewhat unrelated to more intensive year

round ucilization of the harbor. Local law enforcement officials do

not feel that Sakonnet fishermen have, as a group, contributed to past

incidents of rowdyism, but rather have attempted to downplay such

behavior. The belief has also been expressed loc.illy that an increase
in wintertime employment may help to eliminate public disturbances. The
probability of additional employment opportunities during the winter

months is particularly significant to the town of Little Compton, where

the unemployment rate often peaks at 13% during winter.

42. The expected upgrading of the fishing fleet at Sakonnet Harbor
should not have a detrimental effect on property values in Little
Compton. Maintaining an efficient modern fleet of approximately the

same size as that which currently exists should have only beneficial
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effects on commercial property values in the immediate harbor vicinity,
and therefore on the future tax base. Since fishing related activity at
Sakonnet Point is isolated from most of the residential area of the town, A
values of residential properties should be protected from decline. The
strong zoning regulations which currently exist in Little Compton should
be sufficient to prevent any encroachment of commercial activity related
to the fishing industry on residential areas.

N]
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